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Preface

AIDS offers Catholic educators man, opportunities to place this health threat
within a context that reaffirms our moral tradition, attests that our moral N ision can be
lived, and respects the distinctive role of parents.

As Chairman of the NCEA Board of Directors, I am pleased to introduce this
Teacher's Manual and the accompany ing Leader's Guide. This material offers a holistic,
integrated approach to AIDS education. It is permeated with Gospel Values and Church
teaching regarding human dignity, human sexuality, and human responsibility in the
face of the AIDS crisis.

Used in accord vs, ith arch, diocesan policies and adapted to meet local needs, AIDS:
A Catholic Educational Approach brings to the AIDS topic understanding, compassion,
confidence, and a Christian spirit of hope.

+ James W. Malone
Bishop of Youngstown
Chairman, NCEA Board of Directors
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I Purpose of Publication

The eruption of AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency
Syndrome) has created a profound social. moral, and
medical crisis which has been felt in virtually every facet of
society. Some of its most tragic effects are the conflicts it
occasions within families, neighborhoods. and church
communities.

Need for AIDS Education

Because at the present time no vaccine or cure exists.
education is the only avenue that responsible people can
take to prevent the spread of AIDS.

As an association of Catholic educators, the National
Catholic Educational Association (NCEA) has an unavoid-
able responsibility to assist with education in the face of the
AIDS crisis. Indifference to the issues raised by the
epidemic would be inexcusable.

Alt hough "AIDS" is used in its title, this publication is not
limited to the later stages of ARC and AIDS, As recom-
mended by the U.S. Presidential Commission (1988). this
educational program focuses on the er:ire spectrum of the
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV).

Need for Total Christian Context

NCEA has always believed that total education involves
more than presenting information: it is a complex dynamic
of communication between committed, professional educa-
tors and students that also fosters the development of a
mature conscience and the deepening of a life of faith.

With the Church, NCEA is attempting to integrate AIDS
education within a Scriptural and ecclesial ision. Further-
more, NCEA recognizes the rights of children and adults to
information and formation that is correct, developmentally
appropriate, culturally sensitie, and morally consistent
with Gospel values.

AIDS. A Carhoht Lc/14(1,10,1a! Approa, h is one response to
these needs. The suggested lessons arc designed for use in
Catholic schools as well as in parish catechetical programs.
The orientation material can be used not only with
teauters and parents but 4160 With parish and school
administrators, catechists, board members. and parishioners
at large.

Many AIDS publications are brief, they deal only with the
facts. This publication is much larger because it also strives

gradual!) to develop attitudes, %alues, and skills through a
planned Ney ue nee of learning opportunities.

Need for Local Adaptation

The availability of this material reflects the role of NCEA, a
membership organization that provides information and
services to member schools, colleges, and religious education
programs. It does not set policy for these institutions, nor
does it propose one curriculum for all settings.

Policy and curriculum are determined on ar^h,' diocesan
and local levels with guidance from the National Coderence
of Catholic Bishops (NCCB). For that reason, the specific
arch/ diocese, parish, and educational situation as well as
any forthcoming direction from the NCCB will guide the
selection and adaptation of this material.

Specific lessons with suggested presentations, activities,
transparency masters, and handouts -- are included at the
request of teachers who wish to know precise terminology
and appropriate levels of information for varied ages of
students. The local teachers, clergy, and parent representa-
tives can best judge the most appropriate grade level for
each learning objective and any needed adaptation within
the materials.

A companion Leader's Guide includes considerations for
implementing AIDS education, ideas for preparing the
teachers' inservice program, and suggestions for planning a
parents' session as well as information about AIDS cur-
riculum resources.

Need for Additional Education

This AIDS education currii.ulum addresses primarily the
issue of HI infection. It does not replace a Lomprehensie
program of education in human sexuality which teaches the
Church's position on related issues. Nor does this material
replace a total program of drug education. Rather this
curriculum relies upon and underscores the 'mportance of
such programs.

AIDS. A Carhoh, Edu, cumuli Approudi is only one part
of NCEA's response to the IIIV epidemic. Also a%ailable
are special convention sessions, sample policies, and
information about related resources all designed as part
of the Catholic educational approach to the national and
global hazard of AIDS.
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Orientation for Teachers and Parents
in a Catholic Setting

Education about Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) presents a major challenge to both parents and
other educators. As isolated individuals. they Lan find the
task mai, helming, with mutual support. they Lail address
the challenge es ith eonfidenLe and hope.

Parents and professional cdueators need a eon pion back-
ground about AIDS both the moral and medical
dimensions. This orientation can provide that common
background through its two-part presentation:

The Moral Context for AIDS
A Summ try of Media Information about .4 :DS

The Moral Context for AIDS

In Catholic education, it is most important that information
regarding AIDS he communicated within a religious am;
moral context. I.he dee clopment of faith and the 10.1i-ring
of moral discernment hase their primary locus in the family.
They draw on the rich traditions ol Biblically -rooted prayer
and the moral theology of the Catholic Church. Cathoile
educators bane a role to play in introducing students to
these traditions. but at the same time they are keenly
sensitive to their dependence on and accountability to the
family and to the broader community ol the Church.

Within this perspective, the challenge of AIDS education
for young children is to prepare them for a mature and
responsible Christian life by helping to deeLlop in them
attitudes of respect. trust, sell-discipline and sell-esteem.
The responsibility of those who teach adolescents is at once
more complicated and more urgent because of the fact that
AIDS is spread through sexual contact an invite enous
drug use, two areas of young people's social environment
that are dangerously enticing to them. Social confusion
about sexual morality and the presalence of drugs make the
task especially difficult.

Catholic teachers and parents can help young people to
understand how their moral dunces and their actions al feet
their own welfare as well as the eselfarc of others. Parents
and teachers can mons a te young people to assume
responsibility for their actions.

Compassion: A Life-giving Attitude

The Church. as a community of faith. shares in the
experience and challenge of AIDS. "When one member

sealers. all members suffer- ( I Cur. 12.261. rime and again
the China has suffered with persons who hare endured the
pain. debilitation, isolation, and death resulting from
AIDS. Ai the same time, it has shared the trauma of family
members, friends, and associates who have been deNastated
by the suffering and death of loved ones. From this
community of young people can learn a compassionate
response: for all suffering members. including those who
suffer ft om the effects of AIDS.

Jesus was at once healer, reconciler, and teacher. lie not
only healed physical ailments. but also helped people to find
peace in their hearts and to oscrLome alienation from the
community. The words, the deeds, and the magnetism of
Jesus brought diverse people together and challenged them
to respect. love, and serve one another. This healing
presence of Jesus Christ continues to shape the mission of
the Church and to challenge its members.

Jesus' promise of eternal life to those who reach out to the
suffering specifically includes s 'siting the sick (Matthew
25.3(1). In the early Church. the elders prayed over the sick,
anointing them with oil in the Lord's name (James 5.14). In

I HAYS AIDS
Please hug me

I

it

I can't make you Sick

This original 12" x 18" poster is available in color for
a $10 donation from the Center for Attitudinal
Healing, 19 Main St., Tiburon, CA 94920 ,415) 435-
5022. Reprinted with permission.
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the Middle Ages. the primary mission of many religious
orders was to minister 60 the needs of the Niel,. leaving the
Church a heritage of healing. Responding to the needs of
persons infected with the AIDS virus. Catholic women and
men hit and religious eontinue this healing ministry
today.

Calling Catholic health workers to meet the AIDS challenge.
Pope John Paul II urged. "Besides sour professional
.ontrihution and your human sensiti, itics toward all affeete.A
bt this disease, you are called to show the lose and
compassion of Christ and his church" (Phoenix. Sept, 14,
1987). During his visit to San Franuseo, John Pahl II
assured the gi oup at Missit,n Dolores Basiliea dial God
"loves those of you who arz sick, those who are st tiering
from AIDS and from AIDS-related eomp:e\ with an
unconditional and everlasting love" tScpt. 17. 1987).

Chastity: A Moral Response Rooted in the Scriptures

she words of Deuteronomy , " I set before you life ..r death.
blessing or curse. Choose life, then, that you and your
descendants may live. . ." (30:19) expresses the Biblical
vision at the heart of God's call to compassion. It expresses
as well the moral truth at the core of the Church's
traditional teaching on chastity. Sexuality is a fundamentally

po. er within each person. 13ut the gift of sexual
energy can also he a source of selfishness, coercion, and
exploitation. The virtue of chastity urges people to discipline

and channel their sexual energy so that it finds expression in
honest and generous relationships with others. Respect for
oneself and for the other is at the heart of the Gospel call to
life-giving relationships and is written into the natural law
of healthy social conduct for all human beings.

An advantage of teaching chastity within the Cat:,cnie
tradition is that it provides a moral vision, a foundation for
hope. That vision portrays every person as graced. gifted.
and unconditionally loved by God. A Catholic setting can
reflect by what is said to students and how they are
treated the reality that God is with them. It can reinforce
the realization that parents, teachees, and the broader
Christian community are s itally interested in their own
well-being and in their hie- giving relationships.

Making Moral Choices

The Catholic moral tradition has aka; s represented
individual persons as free. intelligent. and responsible tar
their actions. In the face of today 'N intense peer pressure.
young people need to become cons ;need that they have the
freedom. the ability. and the responsibility to make moral
choices and to follow them. Although self-discipline is
important at ant time, the intensity of today's peer pressure

coupled with the AIDS ta I reat ineleases the togeney
that young people develop the skil: .o act upon their moral
choices.

outh also need to des clop a sound basis to. making moral
choices. I he media, peer s. and some adult celebrities often
seem to be y outh. "r.s cry ilodt is doing it. Has mg sex
makes sou somebods. Sc. is all sou need. Who is to Ni*
what is right or wrong 1 our feelings tell you what is OK for
sour 1 oda:, 's social propaganda tends to link sexual
activity with status and sophistication.

In a world that incites sexual desire and encourages its
immediate gra iiieallun, coneein about the rights of others
is often lacking. I is ing in a society of rapid change often
precipitates a lack of stability. thereby influencing long-
tem. commitment. An appieehnion for committed fidelity
is noticeably absent. In this milieu young people need both
understanding and modeling of the moral truth expressed in
both Scripture and tradition. sexual intimacy is a gift of
God that expresses total ing in a permanent marriage
commitment.

Reported Adult Cases of AIDS,
by Transmission Category

United States, 1981 to Oct. 3, 1988

N = 73.621 Patient sup:

111
Homosexual Bisexual
Mer. (62%)

IV Drug User (19%)

Homosexual and IV
Drug User (7%)
Hemophilia Cases
(1%)

Heterosexual Cases
(4%)

Transfusion
------1Recipients (3%)

Undetermined (3%')

'including cases far which
information i5 incomplete and
under investigation

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control

The messages that young people 'lear about drug use from
the adult community are in some ways even more eon! using
than the messages about sex. On the one hand, they hear a
clear and unequivocal, "Just say NO to drugs!" On the
other. adolescents obsers c many adults depending habitually
on alcohol and oy::-the-counter drugs to manage their
moods.

k en illegal drugs are all too a wilable. and peer pressure to
experiment with these substances is considerable. In addi-
tion.) oung people :rokluentl encounter the myth that drug
ase is reereatioind exere.se with little or no harmful
physical etinsequenee. The tendeney to deny the possibility
oladdietion is widespread. The abuse of aleoholi beverages

often illegally procured by teens frequently accom-
panies drug abuse.
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Only with consistent messages and constant moral support
will it be possible for young people to resist illegal drugs.
Drug abuse of any kind can make people more 1, ulnerable to
AIDS because it can compromise their decision-making
capacity. Morever, drug abuse that dcvelops into intra-
venous (IV) drug abuse increaaes considerably the risk of
contracting AIDS because of the likelihood of sharing
contaminated equipment.

Avoiding Discrimination

The sensitive and controversial issue of homosexuality
cannot be avoided in AIDS education. The association of
AIDS solely with homosexuality, however, is misleading.
Teachers need to make clear that although at present the
largest number of person.. with AIDS in the United States
are from this community AIDS is not "a homosexual
dist.i.se," and homosexuality as such is not the source of the
AIDS epidemic.

Some clarifications are essential. Homosexuality is a sexual
orientation toward a person of the same sex. A person it
such an orientation is called to live a full Christian life. The
person has the sarrr rights and dignity as any oae else. The
Sacred Congregation ("On Pastoral Care of Homosexual
Persons," 1986) demands respect for the persons involved.

It is deplorable that homosexual persons have been and
are the object of violent malice in speech or in action.
Such treatment deserves condemnation from the
Church's pastors wherever it occurs. It reveals a kind of
disregard for others which endangers tl'e most funda-
mental principles of a healthy society. The intrinsic
dignity of each person must always be respected in
word, in action and in law. (#10)

A clear distinction should be made between homosexual
orientation and homosexual genital acts. The Church,
reflecting Scripture and its moral tradition, clearly states
that the moral norm for conjugal union is between husband
and wife a union that is self-giving and life-giving.
According to that norm, homosexual acts gay or lesbian

lack an essential finality and therefore are morally
unacceptable.

Educators should not assume that all same-sex attractions
in adolescence are indicative of a fundamental homosexual
orientation. Nor can they as-ume that all of the students in
their classroom will be able t' locate themselves unambigu-
ously within the heterosexual population. While holding up
the heterosexual marital relationship as the moral norm,
they need to show sensitivity to any young people who are
struggling with a temporary attraction or a homosexual
orientation.

What is communicated in educational settings or in families
can profoundly affect individual youths who are struggling
to integrate their sexuality. All young people should find

compassion, understanding, and acccpta Lice of themsek es
os persons as they search for their sexual integration (ind its
morally responsible expression.

Understanding DO elopment of Young People

The urgent task of AIDS education is made easier when
parents and teachers share a common understandin,, of the
psychological and religious development of young people.
Widely accepted theories of human development explain
the growth of the child to maturity as a guided passage from
dependence, self-centeredness, and isolation to self-
sufficiency, generosity, and a capacity for intimacy. Parents
and teachers recognize that this process, however it is

described, needs to be encouraged and reinforced.

Spiritual development means that the young person freely
(-houses faith and commits himself o( herself to life-long
discipleship of Jesus. Development in sexuality (which is a
distinct reality from sex) implies growth in the person's
fundamental life-giving power; this growth is reflected in an
individual's healthy relationships with others and with the
total environment. Education regarding AIDS should
occur within a context that recognizes these basic goals as
well as the importance of adult modeling.

Comparison of U.S. AIDS Patients
and the U.S. Population by Race/Ethnicity

October 3, 1988

26%

AIDS Patients
(74,809 *)

Population -
1980 Census
(226,545,805)

white

. Black

Hispanic

Other

'includes 165 patients where race is no known

_79.6%

2.5%
6.4%

11.5%

Source: U.S. ,.enters for Disease Control
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Responsibility to Inform and Guide Students

Sex is a sensitive subject because it pertains to a n area of life
which people appropriately consider private; yet irrespon-
sible sexual behavior has serious personal and social conse-
quences. The use of drugs is no less sensitive. Teachers and
parents have a crucial obligation to work together to help
shape the young person's conscience regarding both sexual
activity and drugs. As they prepare to talk with youth about
AIDS, teachers and parents will have to examine their own
attitudes about sex, drugs, and AIDS. How they regard
these sensitive subjects is as important as what they say.

Teachers and parents need to collaborate so they reinforce
the same attitudes and values. Because AIDS is a fatal
condition which is most often spread by certain kinds of
sexual behaviors, it is imperative that they present the
necessary information with its personal, social, and moral
implications in a way that is straightforward, clear, and
comprehensive. Black and Hispanic communities have a
special challenge: the percentage of black and Hispanic
persons with AIDS far exceeds their proportion of the
population. It is the responsibility of Catholic education to
provide a setting for parental and teacher formation as well
as cooperation for effective AIDS education.

A Summary of Medical Information about AIDS

In order to support the joint efforts of parents and teachers,
this section summarizes the medical facts about AIDS
(current at time of printing) with reference, where appropri-
ate, to Catholic moral teaching.

Because of the complexity of issues surrounding AIDS and
the rapidly developing knowledge base regarding AIDS,
however, this section is not exhaustive. It is imperative that
competent medical authorities be consulted about questions
which are not fully addressed here. Local teams can be
formed to collaborate on the medical-moral aspects of
AIDS. Also agencies such as the public health department,
the American Red Cross, a local Catholic hospital, local
and national AIDS agencies and hotlines can be contacted
for the most current information. The national AIDS
Hotline is I-800-342-AIDS or (Spanish) 1-800-344-SIDA.

Definition

A = Acquired
I = Immune
D = Deficiency
S = Syndrome

AIDS stands for Acquired (not inherited) Immune
Deficiency (causing damage to the body's immune system)
Syndrome (set of conditions and diseases). Scientists have
given the name Human I mmunodefiLierk.) Virus (HIV) to
the virus that causes AIDS. The term "HIV positive" or
"sero-positive" is applied to persons who test positive for
the AIDS virus.

Effects of HIV

The AIDS virus attacks a person's Immune system and
damages his or her ability to fend off other diseases; it also
causes neurological damage. The person becomes vulnerable
to micro-organisms which cause life-threatening illnesses,
such as some forms of pneumonia and cancer. or various
forms of dementia. To date there is no known vaccine or
cure for AIDS.

Transmission

The AIDS virus (HIV) can be spread only through the
exchange of body fluids (i.e.. blood, semen. vaginal secre-
tions). This exchange happens chiefly during sexual contact
and through the sharing of implements of illegal drugs

intravenous needles, syringes, cookers, and works
which can serve as reservoirs of HIV.

Prior to the systematic screening of blood, which began in
the United States in March, 1985, some people who received
transfusions were infected with HIV. At the present time,
the risk of infection through a blood transfusion is extremely
remote. The Centers for Disease Control estimate that a
patient's chances of getting infected with the AIDS virus
from a unit of transfused blood is about I in 100,000. By
contrast, the average person's chance of getting killed in an
auto accident in a year is about I in 5,000.

A small percentage of people with AIDS are hemophiliacs.
People with this blood-clotting disorder became infected
with the AIDS virus through blood transfusions or the use
of clotting factors prior to the present testing program.
Currently all blood clotting products used by hemophiliacs
have been made from screened plasma and have been
heated to destroy any HIV that might remain. The risk has
been virtually eliminated.

No one risks infection by donating blood; all equipment
that is utilized is new and sterile.

Casual Contact

AIDS is not transmitted by casual interpersona; contact.
The AIDS lrus is surprisingly fragile and easily destroyed
by Lommon household disinfeaants such as a solution of
one part bleach in ten parts of water. The AIDS virus is not
airborne and does not survive outside the body. Saliva and
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tears may contain minute amounts of the virus. but no t.ases
of AIDS have been repotted from t.ontat.t vv ith these fluids.
Theoretically deep. open-ruouth (i.e.. "French") kissing
could transmit HIV if there is direct exposure of mucous
membranes to infected blood or saliva (e.g.. through fever
blisters, canker sores, or cuts from braces). No such cases
have been documented.

These facts must be stressed repeatedly. Because the AIDS
virus is not spread by casual contact, it is considered safe in
most cases for children who are HIV- positive to attend
school or other classes. The A l DS virus cannot be caught by
touching an infected person or by sharing a drinking
fountain, a glass. a Communion chalice, or a telephone

Children and AIDS

As many as 1,088 American children under 13 years of age
have been diagnosed with AIDS (as of 8, 22'88). Of these
children. 78% are offspring of mothers infected with the
AIDS virus; these children were infected either during
pregnancy or at birth. (The risk of HIV transmission from
an infected mother to her infant is estimated at 30%-50%.)
Many mothers of infected infants are drug users or the
sexual partners of drug users. Any woman or teenager who
engages in high risk behavior before she becomes pregnant
jeopardizes her own health as well as the future health of her
infant.

Pediatric AIDS:
Distribution by Transmission Category

October 3, 1988

Stages of Infection

N = 1188

Patient Group:
Hemophilia/Coagula-
tion Disorder (6%)
Parent with AIDS or
at Increased Risk (78%)
Transfusion with Blood/
Blood Products (13%)

Undetermined (3%*)

Including cases for which
information is incomplete and
under investigation.

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control

Three stages of infection have been identified.

1. Asymptomatic
It is possible to be infected with the virus and have no
related physical symptoms. The Centers for Disease Control
estimate that the incubation period between HIV infection

and symptoms is 3 to 5 year. ot mole. This silent stage is
dangerous beL.ause a person L.an unknowingly spread the
virus by sexual interwurse or infra% enous drug abuse.

2. ARC
Symptoms of early intet.tion. AIDS-Related Complex
(ARC). may include fever. night sweats. diarrhea. unex-
plained weight loss, chronic fatigue. swollen lymph glands.
skin rashes. of resistance to infection. memory loss.
depression. partial paralysis. and loss of wordination.

3. AIDS
Developing an opportunistic infection (such as pneumo-
cyst's carinii pneumonia) or an AIDS-related cancer (such
as Kaposi's sarcoma). indicates a full-blown AIDS infection
and signals that the body's immune system is seriously
impaired. These infections may eventually cause death,
generally within two years.

A graphic presentation of the three stages appears at the top
of page 8.

Testing

The presence of the AIDS virus in the body can be detected
indirectly by a blood test which reveals the existence of an
antibody for the virus; the person being tested should be
aware, however, that the body needs reaction time to
produce the antibody. The antibody will not appear on a
test for six to twelve weeks; it may not appear for six months
to a year. For that reason, someone who is in fact carrying
the AIDS virus may test negative at an early stage of
infection. In addition, anyone undergoing testing should be
aware of an occasional "false positive" reading; to be sure
the reading is truly positive, additional testing is performed.

In addition to the most common test for the AIDS virus
antibody. other analyses can be conducted. Persons who
have engaged in high-risk behavior, before they undergo
any form of testing, should understand that there are
serious personal, social, and moral implications that attach
to the result of their test. whether the result is positive or
negative.

It is advisable, therefore, for persons who are tested to seek
counseling before and after the test. The purpose of pre-test
counseling is to explain the test itself and to determine, if
possible. what kind of risk the persons have encountered.
Test-related counseling also gives health professionals the
opportunity to reinforce the idea that a negative test does
not offer anyone a license to take chances.

Persons who test positive for the virus will need extensive
counseling as well as follow-up support to cope with the
potentially devastating news. They also have to understand
that they have a responsibility not to infect others and to tell
those with whom they have had sexual contact or exchanged
needles that they too may be infected with HIV. Many
communit _s have support groups for people w ho are HIV-
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positive. All concerned persons should learn about any
existing local support groups in case they need to put
someone in touch with one of these groups. They also need
to place a strong emphasis on confidentiality.

Prevention

Since the most common ways to spread the AIDS virus are
by sharing Illegal IV drug needles and by promiscuous
sexual behavior, the best protection against AIDS is to
avoid these behaviors. Although the initial cases of AIDS
were reported in the homosexual (gay) community. AIDS is
not limited only to homosexuals. Heterosexual (straight)
men and women can also contract the condition. Anyone
can get AIDS who engages in "high risk behavior," that is,
who shares the same needle, syringe, or other Illegal drug
equipment with an Infected person or who engages in
intimate sexual behavior with an infected person.

During vaginal intercourse as well as in oral-genital or anal
sexual activity, the AIDS virus can pass from the infected
person into the blood stream of his or her sexual partner.
Semen, vaginal fluid, and blood can transmit the irus from
one person to the other.

During vaginal Intercourse the virus can pass from an
infected male to a female through his semen. The virus
seems to pass more easily from the male to the female,

Continuing
illness

7 to 10
years

2
years

although %%omen Lan also transmit the virus to men through
vaginal fluid.

During oral-genital sex there is the possibility that the virus
can be transmitted, e.g., through semen entering small tears
in the mucous membrane. During anal intercourse which
is physically abusive and can severely damage the tissue

the virus can pass into the body through even small,
invisible tears in anal tissue or on the penis. Even apart from
the AIDS danger, anal sex can lead easily to other
infections.

While touches and kisses are part of the preparation for
intimate sexual activity and may include various parts of the
body of the man or the woman, couples are called to full
conjugal union. Thus neither oral-genital nor anal sexual
activity can substitute for the mutual self-giving and human
procreation allowed through vaginal intercourse.

Risk Avoidance

The "Just aay no approach to discouraging young people
from using drugs has to de supplemented with strong
personal support by family and community. The enslaving
effects of addiction make avoidance of drugs altogether the
best defense against infection by HIV-contaminated needles
and syringes.
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Because sexual contact is the most common way that people
can gLt AIDS, man) health educators have been promoting
so-called "safe sex." To better reflect the reality. some now
refer to "safer sex." Actually, according to public health
experts, only two kinds of behavior are genuinely safe: (I)
abstaining from sex altogether, and (2) restricting one's
sexual activity to a faithful, monogamous relationship (only
one continuing sexual partner) with a person known to be
free of the virus. By identifying these behaviors, public
health officials in effect affirm the basic sexual ethic within
Catholic moral tradition: the Church has always reserved
genital activity for faithful married life.

As previously noted, the Catholic tradition locates genital
sexual expression within the context of mutual self-giving in
marriage and the generation of new life. What gives moral
and human meaning to intimate sexual expression is the
fact that it is an expression of faithful love between two
people. As such it is a way to deepen their mutual love and
normally to express it further in the founding of a family.

Within this perspective, intimate sexual contact does not
make sense prior to the time when two peOple are ready for a
faithful marriage relationship and the eventual creation of a
family. Extramarital sexual activity not only lacks a faithful
bond, but also can wreak havoc within existing marriage
relationships and destroy families.

Promiscuity

Students need to know that any promiscuous sexual
behavior is morally compromising because by definition it
is lacking in commitment. All students also need to know
that promiscuous sex puts them at very high risk of
contracting AIDS.

Catholic educators and parents can help young people
manage their sexual lives responsibly, by making su.e they
understand why the Church urges abstinence from intimate
sexual contact outside marriage. They can make sure that
young people have the morivation as well as the information
they need to protect themselves and others from getting
AIDS.

Statistics on teenage sexual activity indicate that by age 19,
three-quarters of all boys and almost two-thirds of all girls
have already been sexually active. Significant proportions
of the teen population have also been infected by sexually
transmitted diseases such as syphilis and gonorrhea. The
high teen pregnancy rate testifies further to the numbers of
young people who are sexually active.

The students in Catholic educational programs also experi-
ence pressures which can undermine their ability to manage
their sexual relationships even as they try to live the life of
chastity taught by Jesus and presented by Catholic teaching.

The threat of AIDS gives them a Nei-) serious additional
reason to delay genital sexual expression until the time

when they are prepared to Lommit themselves to one
partner in marriage. They need the help of teaLhers and
parents to develop and sustain a L haste sexual life-style that
is essentially Lountcr- cultural the present time.

Adding Truth to Advertising

With young people who are highly tuned to the media,
pretending that condoms do not exist can undermine the
credibility of an AIDS education program. An advertising
campaign has reached virtually everyone in the United
States. which gives the false impression that condoms allow
promiscuous behavior without risk. The fact is that intact
latex condoms which are properly used over a man's penis
throughout intercourse may provide some barrier to HIV
contamination by an infected partner. Another important
fact not emphasized in advertisements is that even
when in good condition and used properly. the failure rate
of condoms can reach about 20%. Some research shows that
condom failure based on several factors can range from 3%
to 65%.

The Church's opposition to condoms is not based on their
limited effectiveness. It is based rather on principle. The
Church has always held that the maximum physical expres-
sion of married love is sexual intercourse which expresses
the couple's marital love and is open to procreation, using
no barriers to conception (such as condoms). Outside of
marriage. the recommendation of condoms would implicitly
condone sex between unmarried heterosexuals as well as
between homosexuals. The Church fosters the belief that
persons are capable of living the Christian vision of human
love and responsibility within marriage as well as the radical
ideal of ',LA-discipline which is needed in every state of life.

An article in L'Osservatore Romano (March 10. 1988)

presented the concept this way:

EthiLs does not recommend the praLtiLe of virtue in
order to a% oid disease med iLine Lan do that but it
reLommends virtue because chastity_ marital fidelity,
dominion over oneself and self-Lontrol not mere
repression of the different impulses are the only way s
in conformity with the dignity of the person capable of
leading the person to a more complete and balanced
development and a greater happiness.

(Translated by NC News Service)

Those who give any facts about Lund oms need to reflect
within their expLination the following. I) the fats need to
be presented in a Lontext of values and morality, 2) the
presenter is not recommLnding Londoms, but giving infor-
mation to correct some false impressions that may' result
from current advertising, 3) the most reliable and the only
mural!) LorreLt ways to prevent the spread of AIDS are
abstinence outside of marriage and fidelity within marriage
along with the refusal to abuse intravenous drugs.

The United States Bishops in their statement on school-
based clinics emphasize the importance of consistent
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teaching for the moral education of young people. "Pi o-
grams which promote contraceptives in the cause of 'safe' tit
`s ;zr' sex. or which place such practices on the same level as
marital fidelity, abstinence and the avoidance of promis-
cuous sexual beim% l0F, will -met itably weaken and distort
the message that teenagers urgently need to hear." ("State-
ment on School -Based Clinks," November 18. 1987)

Modeling Justice and Compassion through Institutions

People diagnosed with AIDS should be treated with both
compassion and social justice. Fhe obligation goes bey ond
interpersonal relationships to the establishment of just
policies and procedures accompanied by the institutional
mechanisms to implement them.

Many documents by U.S. Catholic Bishops set forth clear
guidelines for responding appropriately to the needs of both
children and adults who are dealing with a diagnosis of
AIDS. Certainly a challenge is presented to thoughtful
Christians. one which encourages individual and institu-
tilnal decision-making that supports the person living with
IV infection.

In addition, the Surgeon General of the United States and
many national organizations have issued statements that
offer specific advice on responeine effectively to the student
or employee with HIV infection. What follows is a brief
summary of these guidelines.

Children diagnosed with AIDS should be allowed to attend
school and other classes. The risk of transmission of the
AIDS virus to other students is remote. A possible exception
might be children with HIV infection who have clinical
bleeding disorders. No cases of a child with AIDS infecting
another child have been identified in schools or day care
settings.

There is legitimate concern, however, for the child with
AIDS, who is extremely susceptible to infections like
chicken pox and measles. The Surgeon General encourages
school boards to adopt policies which an be individualized
for each child infected with the AIDS , irus. Decisions
regarding class attendance shou'.: be made collaboratively
with great concern for confidentiality.

In Catholic settings, the decision-making process may
irk oh e persons such as the diocesan superintendent or
director of education, the principal or religious education
coordinator, the pastor, the student's parents and physkian,
a public health official. The Centers for Disease Control,
the American Academy of Pediatrics, and many dioLeses,
school districts, and local institutions hake issued attendance
guidelines for a student with AIDS or ARC.

Catholic education groups are also charged with providing
adequate AIDS education for their teachers and any
auxiliary personnel. This must happen before teachers can
begin to instruct their students about AIDS. Invoking
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patents in the initial planning and in prLliminary AIDS
education encourages parental cooperation and under-
standing of the vital need for AIDS education.

Schools and other educational programs are charged with
more than developing policy guidelines lur educating
children with AIDS and educating their staffs and students
about AIDS. They must also formulate humane, rational
policies for teachers and other staff who may develop
. IDS. The Surgeon General suggests that employees with
HIV infection be treated as any other employee with a
chronic illness. Recent legal decisions support the teacher's
right to continue teaching even though infected with the
AIDS virus. The U.S. Presidential Commission (1988)
concludes and many U.S. bishops recommend that
employees with AIDS should work as long cis they are able.
Health insurance and other benefits should continue when
the employee becomes incapacitated.

Reported Cases of AIDS and Case-Fatality Rates
By Half Year of Diagnosis, United States

October 3, 1988
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Conclusion

Addressing AIDS in the educational setting undoubtedly
poses Jiff Lult moral, soLial, and public. health questions.
How a Lotnmunity gives concrete expression to the values
discussed above will be conditioned by the needs of the
particular community and the quality of its leadership.

Lacking a cure or vaccine, education is the only defense
against AIDS. Comprehensive AIDS education has to (I)
plate AIDS within a moral context. (2) impart accurate
medical information, (3) develop responsibility for personal
choices and actions, (4) overcome discrimination, (5) foster
the kind of L. mpassion which Jesus showed to the sick, and
(6) model justici. and compassion through policies and
procedures.

This major challenge can be addressed confidence and
hope when parents and professional educators share a
common background and educational goals.
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3 Teachers' Materials

Basic Considerations for the Teacher

This curriculum is designed to fight both the deadly AIDS
epidemic itself and the fear that surrounds it. Both battles
can be won by educating today's children and youth the
most precious of the world's resources. These suggested
lessons build upon and further develop in each student a
healthy self concept, a deep appreciation of Christian bakes
as well as the traditional teaching of the Church, and
important life skills particularly communication. decision
making, and assertiveness.

Striving for Balance
In this educational process, the teacher must strike a
delicate balance in instruction. First there must be a balance
between what is already known about AIDS and what is not
yet known because of the short history of the AIDS virus.
Research has established some facts about transmission; the
teacher will need to stay current with continuing research.

Second, AIDS and AIDS-related issues demand well
balanced, sensitive, and thoughtful treatment. On the one
hand, unfounded fears must be calmed. On the other.
students must not think they are invulnerable to AIDS
because they are neither homosexuals nor intravenous drug
users.

Third, the teacher needs to be aware of related Gospel
values and Church teaching as appropriate to the students'
level of maturity. The teacher clearly presents or elicits the
points, leaving theological debates to the theologians.

Fourth, the teacher remains aware of the partnership with
parents, the first and foremost educators of their children.
Catholic education's response to the need for AIDS educa-
tion will build a foundation which can support moral and
religious training in the home.

Setting the Climate
Classrooms with the most effectib e education about AIDS
are those where an open and positive climate exists, IA here
teachers and students are engaged daily in witnessing to the
Gospel values of compassion, acceptance, dignity, love, and
service. Teachers can contribute to that climate by alway.
striving

to prepare lessons in a spirit of prayer and Scriptural
reflection;

to reflect on their own attitudes regarding AIDS and to
identify a positive personal balue system,

to refuse to be judgmental and to continue deb eloping a
Christian compassionate response toward persons with
AIDS;

to always approach the tope, of AIDS within the framew ork
of Scriptural balues and Church teaching;

to present the material simply, at fib; appropriate level,
using correct terminology;

to be gentle, understanding, and willing to assure confi-
dentiality when requested;

to create an open and positive classroom climate where
students are encouraged to ask questions;

to admit they may not know all the answers, but are willing
to learn what students need to know;

to be supportive when needed;

to encourage students who seem disconcerted by the
information to discuss AIDS with a counselor, doctor, their
parents, a parish or school staff member;

to utilize knowledgeable resource persons whose views are
consistent with Church tradition;

to be willing to help persons with AIDS and their families at
school, at home;

to pray for persons with AIDS and share their faith with
them;

to be role models to their students, reflecting the fact that
everyone is created and loved by God.

Using the Materials
A scope and sequence chart of skills for kindergarten
through twelfth grade is the basis of this curriculum. Some
of the objectib es are repetitib e, with incremental debelop-
ment at different grade leb els. This may gibe the appearance
of an °berm, helming amount of material to be cohered.

Basically three lessons are designed for each grade level.
Developed for use in either schools or religious education
programs, these lessons can be taught as a special unit or
integrated within a year's program. Within the Catholic
school, one lesson may be taught in religion class, another in
science, and a third in health or physical education.

If some content is similar to other programs currently in use
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(e.g., drug education, family education), the lessons would
be adapted accordingly. Parish religious educators will

want to identify and omit any facts that are treated within
the public sehoo: curriculum, emphasising the elements of
Christian response and moral decision making. Certain
lessons for Grades 4 ff. assume pre ioub education iu

human sexuality.

The lessons provided are only suggestions. They may not
include eb ery thing needed in the to -a' situation to meet the
object.% es. They may need to be adapted to reflect
arch, diocesan policies. Ideally, the faculty should plan
together how this curriculum can be implemented most
effectively in the school or program.

With only about three lessons a year, this material is
obbiously limited in scope. It assumes that much related
knowledge, understanding, and skill is being or has been
developed in the broader educational world of the student.

As in all curriculum areas, each teacher will need to consider
prey ious learning, the needs of the students, their capabilities
and le\ els of maturity, and the particular lib ing situations
and concerns of the local community. Teachers then can
plan their strategies accordingly, select their resources, and
include in each lesson a meaningful review of related
concepts.

To assist teachers, the materials prepared for each grade
begin with some background:

About the Student
Before preparing for any level, the teacher should
consider the brief description of the student. The
descriptions provided emphasize aspects that are
pertinent to AIDS-related education.

To help teachers with accurate and appropriate materials,
each lesson includes the following elements:

Lesson Objectives
A teacher should check the Scope and Sequence
Chart to see whether students have (or should have)

mastered any preliminary objectives. If they hate
experienced preparator) lessons, a moment skimming
the prior lessons w ill help the teacher bridge more
effeetix ely to the new objectib es. If the students do not
seem familiar with the preparatory material, the
teacher w ii1 be a blc to includc the nccded background
with the current presentation.

Vocabulary
Words that the students ma) not clearly understand
are listed to alert the teacher to student response w hen
the words are used. The meanings of words in
common usage are usually dear from the context of
the lesson. For technical AIDS-related terms, teachers
should become familiar with and use the glossary in
the back of the publication. Teachers of younger
students should be aware, howeber, that some lessons
will , recify simpler definitions which are more
appropriate for young children.

Teaching / Learning Activities
The indented sections suggest how the teacher might
present content to the students. Although few teachers
will use the lines berbatim, the suggested "script" will
gibe a clear example of how the content could be
accurately and appropriately presented for the partic-
ular grade level.

Handouts and Transparencies
Ordinarily the suggested handouts and transparency
masters follow the lesson to which they relate. These
teaching aids carry the number of the lesson in which
they first appear. At times an advanced lesson will
suggest that an earlier transparency will be useful for
review; in that case, the transparency master will be
found with that numbered lesson; e.g., If Lesson # 37
suggests using Transparency # 23, the teacher would
find that resource with Lesson # 23.

All of these materials are intended to assist the teachers until
they deb clop confidence and ease in the area of AIDS
education.

20
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anci
of AIDS-Related Ls,arrt;tio,

Notes. 1. Each local educational setting should determine at shat le% el each ) ear's lessons should be used, e.g., Grade 6
lessons could be delayed till Grade 8 or could be advanced to Grade 5. depending on local needs.

2. Objecti es are listed in three categories. Christian Response, Basic Information. Transmission and Pre% ention.
Because of the integration of the Christian dimension throughout the lessons. hov, er. the categories often

erlap, e.g. Objecti% e T-9 treats not onl) the AIDS-related risk in \ oh ed vt,ith drug abuse. but also considei s the
muralit) of using illegal drugs. Th's is done to accustom students to consider all dimensions moral and medical

in their decision making.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

The students will be able to

# = Lesson Number treating objective

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

C- I understand that God created and loves all people:
girls/ boys, men/women, sick/well, etc. #1

C- 2 list ways in which they can help others who are
sick. #4

C- 3 demonstrate an understanding of life as a gift
and identify the responsibilities that result from
that gift. #7

C- 4 understand and appreciate the importance of
loving unselfishly and responsibly. #I4 #21 #28

C- 5 identify with Jesus' compassion toward the sick
as they express compassion toward persons with
AIDS and other serious illnesses. #17 #29

C- 6 demonstrate an appreciation of God's uncondi-
tional love and relate that understanding to their
own treatment of persons with AIDS and other
serious illnesses. #20

C- 7 describe in accurate and sensitive terms what it is
like to have AIDS. #23

C- 8 reflect on the pain of persons with AIDS and on
the trauma experienced by their families. #23

C- 9 respond to any prejudice or alienation shown to
persons with AIDS with a sense of conviction
and compassion. #23

C-10 realize that every person has the right to care,
comfort, and consolation when living or dying
with AIDS. #26

C-I 1 recognize the responsibility of the living to care
respectfully for the remains of the dead. #26

C -12 understand and appreciate that sexual activity
and sexual intercourse have meaning and purpose
only within a marriage commitment. #21 #28 #34

C-13 recognize the personal challenge as a Christian
in responding to AIDS. #29

C -14 form their personal Christian response to
problems facing society in regard to AIDS. #31
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CHRIS flAN RESPONSE (Continued) # = Lesson Number treating objective

K m El 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

C.15 discuss the human realities and suffering of a
person with A :DS. #32 #35

C-I6 articulate moral responsibility for actions based
on Gospel values and Church teaching. #32

C-I 7 develop a sense of moral responsibility for their
own actions. #35

C-18 explain the message of the bishops of the nation
and I or their local bishops concerning AIDS. #35

C-I9 understand and emulate Jesus'concern for the ill
person regardless of the cause. #38

C-20 participate in ministry to persons in need within
their own communities including any suffering
with AIDS. #38

BASIC INFORMATION
The students will be able to

# = Lesson Number treating objective

K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

B- 1 explain in simple terms the meaning of the word
"contagious." #8

B- 2 clarify that A I DS though communicable is

not caught through students' everyday activities
or casual contact. #10 #28

B- 3 replace myths about AIDS with facts. #I0 #33 #39

B- 4 name three ways in which children can get
AIDS. #I5

B- 5 describe the body's immune system and its
destruction by the AIDS virus. #18 #25 #30

B- 6 define homosexuality and related Church
teaching. #21 #28 #34

B- 7 discuss the tests used to detect antibodies to the
AIDS virus (HIV). #24

B- 8 explain that the origin of AIDS is unknown and
that some hypotheses can impute blame unjustly. #24

B- 9 state that AIDS is technically not a specific
disease but a syndrome or condition #25

B-I 0 explain the HIV infection and its three potential
stages. #27

B-I 1 identify the signs and symptoms of ARC and
AIDS. #27

B-I 2 apply critical thinking skills to AIDS-related
issues which affect families, church and country. 431

B-I 3 explain that a person can feel and appear healthy
and be a carrier of the AIDS virus (HIV). #33

B-14 distinguish that treatments, not cures, are
currently available to persons with AIDS. #33

B-15 state the importance of supporting AI DS- related
research. #36
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TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

The students will be able to

# -:-. Lesson Number treating objective

12K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

T- I share from personal experience ;tat it means to
feel well and to feel sick. #2

T- 2 describe personal experiences with physical signs
of affection and affirmation. #3

T- 3 identify ideas for playtime at school and at home
as either "safe" or "dangerous." #5

T- 4 name significant adults with whom they can
share secrets and important information. #6

T- 5 test criteria for evaluating behavior as good/ bad,
safe/ dangerous, kind/ selfish. #9

T- 6 perceive themselves as good persons who are
ca'able of making good choices. #11

T- 7 list and explain specific rules and laws that
promote health. safety, and wellness. #I2

T- 8 give examples of refusal skills that can be used to
say "no" to any risk behaviors. #13 #19

T- 9 articulate the morality of drug abuse and the
risks involved in any use of unsterilized needles. #16 #19 #28

T-I 0 suggest ways to deal with peer pressure. #16 #19 #22

T-1 I explain basic safety precautions related to
emergency procedures. #22 #30

1-12 identify four ways the AIDS virus is transmitted
and prevented. #21 #28 #30 #37

1-13 discuss Christian response and health hazards
related to any experimentation with sex or
drugs. #22

1-14 explain the morality and risk of MDS involved
in sexual intercourse outside of faithful
marriage. #28

1-15 explain the morality and unadvertised risk of
AIDS involved in using condoms. #28 #34

1-16 explain the remote risk involved in transfusion
with infected blood or blood products. #28

1-17 explain the risk to the unborn child of an infected
mother. #28

T-I8 explain the morality and risk of AIDS involved
with oral-genital or anal sexual activity. #34

1-19 develop their ability to communicate with others
concerning the most common ways of trans-
mitting and preventing AIDS. #37

T-20 apply refusal skills to situations they may
encounter after graduation. #40
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Suggested Lessons for Kindergaimr,

The Kindergarten Child

Kindergarten children are full of wonder at all of life and
have endless questions that spring from their n ural
curiosity. Children, at this stage. arc centers of very small
worlds that frequently consist of family members and a
small circle of friends. Natural affection and trust of
others will continue to develop if kindergarten children
have experience, security, and affirmation.

These children have a natural curiosity about body parts.
Parents and teachers should make every effort to create
an env ironment w here children are free to ask questions
about life and their on bodies. This early experience of
honesty and trust will set the stage for the children's
life-long relationships with significant adults.

Lesson # 1

Five-year-olds are persons who
arc egocentric:
arc beginning to build .% foundation fur later concepts
of good and bad, right and wrong:
seek acceptance and affirmation of the significant
adults in their lives:
understand "God" as someone ,ho loves them and
cares for them:
learn by doing.

Some suggestions for teaching kindergarten children
use personal experiences as a base for broader concepts,

pros ide simple opportunities to evaluate experiences,
use positive signs of affection and affirmation.
provide concrete experiences;
invite children to explore the world they inhabit.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
C-1 understand that God created and loves all people:

girls' boys. men women, sick %veil etc.

Two sessions arc recommended.

Overview

After each child is called by name into a special circle, the
teacher tells a Bible ,,tory about how Jesus healed the sick.
then invites discussion, role playing. and location of
pictures all emplmsizing that Jesus loves and cares for all
people.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Kindergarten students are beginning to develop an aware-
ness of the world as larger than one's self. Age five is the
perfect time to introduce the child to the loving Creator of
ALL PEOPLE.

Vocabulary:
all people
special
women
girls
sick

men
boys
young
old
well

16 LESSON # 1 Kindergarten

Suggested Materials

Flannel Board, prepared flannel pieces, magazines. scissors.
paste, and a doll.

Pattern #
Bible stories such as Luke 13:10-14 and John 4:43 ff.: use a

Children's Bible or tell the story in simple language.

Teaching/Learning Activities

SESSION 1

A. Gathering
Draw the children into a circle while saying:

bet's build a circle ol special people who are loved by
God. ..(e.g., . , Many... , Phillip. .

Call each child by mow as you seat him her in the special
circle.

13. Reviets.

Review previous teaching about God's love. Explain how
"being loved" brings joy to our lives.

C. Story
Tell a Bible story that illustrates how Jesus healed the sick.
for example the healing of the woman in Luke 13: 10-14.
Use the flannel board to focus the children \ attention on the
character!. and action.

Dheussion
Encourage discussion ol how arious people show care for
us when we are sick:

24



Mother
Father
Doctor
Nurse
Older brothers and sisters
Baby sitter

E. Role Playing
Explain that we are going to pretend to care for a sick child
and use the doll for role playing. Establish a few situations
similar to the following:

I. The baby is crying. She fell and hurt her knee. Pretend
you are her mother or father. Now would you show
her how much you caret' N, hat can you do for bur?

flu. You
you do for John? What will you tell him to do?

SESSION 2

F. Review
Review yesterday's lesson. Review the concepts of sick and
well.

G. Presentation
Introduce the concepts of young and old. Recall the many

Lesson # 2

times.lesus healed the sick. Stress that Jesus never asked if a
person was young or old. Ile cared for all people.

List on chalkboard: young old Additional Biblical
sick well References:

boys girls John 5:1-9
men women John 4:46-53

John 9:1-17

11. Activity
IlaY. -very chit(' find one picture °fa person in a magazine.
Prepare in advance a pastel with the caption "JESUS
LOVES AND CARES FOR ALL PEOPLE." Invite the
children to come forward and paste the picture of a person
on the poster hoard and identify the person as someone
Jesus loves. Encourage them to look for a variety of people
because Jesus loves and cares for ALL PEOPLE.

Closure

Pause for a silent moment of prayer. Pray the following
prayer for and with the children.

Jesus. help us to love all people, pccple who are old and
young, people who are well and sick. Help us to love as
you love. Amen.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
T-I share from experience what it means to feel well and

to feel sick.

Overview

Students get to choose masks that show feelings, then
through stories they try to share the feelings of others.
Finally, they tell their own stories about feeling well and
feeling sick.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

This lesson is intended to develop in Kindergarten age
children an appreciation of good health and to instill
feelings of compassion and sympathy for those who suffer
from any illness.

Vocabulary:
frightened
feelings
happy

well
sick
lonely

sad

ill

Suggested Materials

Paper masks (Patterns tt 2a. 2h. 2c) that show the following
expressions:

! Ilappy.
2. Sad
3. Frightened

I la ndout # 2d

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Gathering
Arrange the children in a comfortable setting that allows
individuals to come to the front and "choose a feeling" by
choosing a mask. Have one mask with each expression a

table in the front of the room.

13. A 'view
We all have feelings. don't we? We have talked about our
many feelings before.

C. Discussion
Talk about the masks and the three feelings. Then give the
following short example:

1 woke up today and looked out the window and saw the

Kindergarten LESSON It 2 17



Cut out to make flannel pieces

Luke 13:10-14

18 PATTERN # 1 kindergarten
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beautiful sun. I remembered all the wonderful things we
were going to do today and I was very happy.

Place the happy mask in front of your face.

D. Skit
Now I want each of you to haze a turn choosing a mask
to show a feeling. I am going to tell you a story about
Susie. Susie has many feelings in this story. I am sure you
will be able to share her feelings:

One day Susie went to a very special party. It was Molly's
birthday. Susie had a beautiful present for Molly. She
put on her new green dress and skipped down the block.
HOW DID SUSIE FEEL?

Allow a child to come forward and choose a mask to
demonstrate this feeling (and others in the activity).

When Susie arrived at the party, all of her friends were
there. Susie won a prize while playing a game. HOW
DID SHE FEEL?

When it was time for cake and ice cream Susie's head
began to hurt and she did not feel hungry. She was hot
and weak. HOW DID SHE FEEL?

(sad or frightened)

After each response, allow for discussion among the
children.

Suddenly Molly looked at Susie and exclaimed, "Oh,
Surie, your face has spots!" HOW DID SUSIE FEEL?

Molly's mother put her arms around Susie and gaze her a
big, warm hug. She said, "Susie you are fine, you just

Lesson # 3

hae chicken pox. Everybody gets chicken pox and I
guess it is your turn. You will feel a little sick for a few
days, then you will be just fine." She phoned Susie's
mother. HOW DID SUSIE FEEL?

Susie's mom tame to get her. All of Susie's friends w it ed
good-bye. Molly's mom wrapped up some cake and
Susie's prize so she could take them home with her.
HOW DID SUSIE FEEL?

E. Stories
The story has a harpy ending, and usually feeling sick
does not last xery long, does it? Who can tell us a story
about being sick and how you felt?

Allow some time for the sharing of stories and feelings.

F. Application
Remember how kind Jesus was to the sick? How do you
think Jesus wants us to treat people who are sick?

Encourage discussion.

Closure

We want to remember to thank God for all the times we
feel well.

Pause for a quiet moment of thanks.

Distribute Handout ti 2d to each child, read the statement
aboxe each space, and direct the drawing activity one
picture of the child when well, a second picture when sick.

Haxe the children share their pictures and stories. Ask them
to take them home and share the lesson with their families.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
T-2 describe personal expeences wi,ii physical signs of

affection and affirmation.

Overview

The teacher leads the children in recalling and discussing
physical signs of affirmation which Jesus used and which
the children have experienced. They demonstrate and sing
about these positive signs.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Kindergarten children are naturally and spontaneously

affectionate. Genuine signs of affection and warmth affirm
them and strengthen an emerging self-concept.

Vocabulary:
good
hug
handshake

Suggested Materials

touch
"pat on the back"
"pat on the head"

A variety of articles to use in role playing (old clothes, hats,
etc.)

A sore about tQethernzss or friendship (e.g., from Young
People's Glor and Praise: "Reach Out," "God Is
Building a Hotbe,""Let Exeryone Be Happy")
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Pattern # 2a

This happy mask may be cut out and pasted to cardboard.
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This sad mask may be cut out and pasted to cardboard.

29
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Pattern # 2c

This frightened mask may be cut out and pasted to cardboard.
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IP IP

I feel well most of the time. I can do many
things when I feel well. Good health is a gift
from God.

I remember when I was sick. I felt sad and
lonely. I needed people to take care of me. It
is very important to be kind to sick people.

Z
3
CD



Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Gathering
Gather the children in a circle. Create a happy, friendly
environment by singing a song that deals with togetherness
and friendship (suggestions above).

B. Discussion
Show the children pictures from a children's Bible or art
prints that depict Jesus with the little children. Lead the
children in a discussion by asking questions:

How does Jesus look in this picture?
Why did he reach out so often and touch people?
How do you think it felt to have Jesus hold your hand or
pat you on the head?

C. Review
Jesus reached out to little children and old people, people
who were healthy and those who were sick. Why do you
think he did that?

Jesus wanted to show that God loves all people.

D. Student Activities
Brainstorm with the children to recall specific times when
someone who loved them had "reached out and touched
them."

If the children need help, ask these specific questions and
demonstrate the action involved in each:

1. When I shake John's hand like this, what am 1
showing him?

2. If I pat Alice on the head as I pass her chair, what am I
saying to her without using words?

3. When I patted Mike on the back after his home run
yesterday, how do you think he felt?

(proud, appreciated)

4. I saw two little children skipping down the sidewalk a
few days ago and they were holding hands. Why do
you think they were doing that?

(to feel safe, to tell one another they were friends)

These are all examples of touches that makes us feel
happy, safe, and loved.

We hate all had persons touch us in ways that are not
friendly or kind. I saw one child push another student on
the playground yesterday. A push is not a good way to
touch someone, is it?

Can you name some unkind or mean way of "touching"?
Allow time for discussion.

E. Acting
Have the children dress up and act out some experiences of
touches that made them feel loved and appreciated.
(Dressing up though not necessary adds much to the
activity.) Adapt the song, "IF YOU'RE HAPPY AND
YOU KNOW IT" to include the following:

....shake a hand

....give a hug

....hold a hand

....pat a back.

Closure

Conclude by having the children express how the touches
discussed in cla, s are a wonderful way of sharing love and
concern. Help them to commit themselves to demonstrating
affection and affirmation through positive physical signs.

33
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 1

The First Grade Child

Modeling of adults is critical to the development of first
grade children. Their concepts of right and wrong are
formed by the actions and words of the significant adults
with whom they relate. These children are highly imagina-
tive and frequently confuse fact and fiction. It is important
that teachers and parents take the time necessary to
explain reasons for certain rules to six-year-old children.
It is at this stage that their own abilities to make wise
choices begin to develop.

Six-year-olds are persons who
learn best when involved in concrete experiences;
are able to distinguish between safe and dangerous
situations;

Lesson #4

relate to their own bodies and exhibit a healthy
curiosity about body parts;
experience deep feelings and are able to demonstrate
genuine affection;
frequently exhibit the desire to help others.

Some suggestions for teaching first graders
build on concrete experiences;
provide opportunities to identify activities as "safe"
or "dangerous";
explain reasons for certain rules;
respond comfortably to questions about the body;
provide opportunities to express positive feelings;
provide simple opportunities to help others.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
C-2 list ways in which they Lan help others w ho are silk.

Overview

After pretending to have various feelings, the Lhildren focus
on the feeling of being sick, listen to the story of The Good
Samaritan, pray for the sick, then Lonsider simple, praLtiLal
things they can do for sick family members, friends, or
neighbors.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Six-year-old children love to help. Their desire to sera c and
please others should be nurtured while setting parameters of
safe and appropriate behavior when helping the sick,

Vocabulary:
kind
care

Suggested Materials

share
helper

The Good Samaritan, Little People's Paper Backs, G.A.
Pottebaum, Seabury Press, New York, 1964

Handout # 4
Bible Stories

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. introduction
Cita the Lhildren's interest with the idea of a play and
prepare them to experience new feelings and emotions.

Has anyone ever been to a play?
What is a play?
Do you ever like to pretend that you are someone other

than who you arc?
Sometimes pretending, is just for fun. Sometimes, by

pretending, we Lan learn very important things such
as how it feels to be someone else.

Who can show the el^ss. just by changing the way you
walk and look, how it feels to be. ..

lonely
happy
hungry
frightened

lost
loved
scared
excited

B. Review
Usually we feel happy and healthy. When we feel well we
often forget what it was like to be sick. How does it feel to
feel sick?

Have children recall feelings.

Jesus always showed concern for sick people and took
LarL of them. Who Laniemember some of the stories that
give us examples of Jesus caring for the sick?

Allow time for the children to retell some stories. Stress
Jesus' example of loving and caring for the sick.
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C. Scripture Story
From a children's Bible, read the stor} of The Good
Samaritan to the students. fell them that Jesus told that
story to his friends to teach them how to care for the sick.

D. Reflection
Invite the children to be very still. Tell them to listen
carefully and to follow your directions:

I want you to be very quiet. I want you to be so quiet that
you can hear your own breathing. If Nou are very still,
you can hear your heart beating. Take a moment to
thank God for your good health.

Close your eyes and think of someone you know who
does not feel well. Maybe you know a person who suffers
from pain or a serious illness. Think about that person.
How do you think that person feels today? PraN quietIN
and ask Jesus to help that person to feel well and to be
happy.

E. Discussion
Lead the children from feeling to action.

Sometimes all we can do for a sick person is to pray.
Some people are so sick that only doctors, nurses and
other adults can help them.

Lesson #5

Many times, however, we know people at home or in our
neighborhood who are sick and need our help. Can you
think of any people you can help?

Encourage discussion that includes:
spending time with a housebound friend who is lonely;
cam ing food for }our family members if they are too
sick to come to the kitchen;

doing simple chores for a neighbor who might not be able
to leave the house;

not letting }our friends make fun of a person with a
handicap.

Closure

Use Handout # 4 to draw, the lesson to an end and to provide
information to the parents of the children through the take-
home activity:

This take-home sheet has three short stories. Each story
ends w ith a question. You can answer each question with
a picture.

Work through the activ it }. Instruct the children to take the
paper home and to share it with their families.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able
T-3 to identify ideas for playtime at school and at home

as either "safe" or "dangerous."

Overview

Beginning with a game, "What Would You Do?," students
consider a variety of possible experiences and associate
them with the ideas of "safe" or "dangerous." They make
lists of safe choices for both home and school.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

First grade students ha% e a basic understanding of right and
wrong. It is a reflection of the concepts of right and wrong
expressed and modeled by the significant adults in their
lives. This lesson is intended to encourage six-year-old
children to weigh their own choices before acting to
determine if they are safe or dangerous.

Vocabulary:
safe

Suggested Materials

Large chart pad
Tape
Magic marker
Blackboard
2 ribbons, 2 tags

dangerous

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Initiate the lesson as a special FIRST GRADE EVENT that
will result in something special being created.

I'd like to play a thinking game called, "What Would
You Do?" To play, you have to listen very carefully and
raise your hand if you want to answer my question.
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Handout # 4

1

Jesus told the story of the Good Samaritan to his friends.fle wanted them to understand that the sick are
precious people. He wanted to teach them to love and care for people in need. What did the Good
Samaritan do for the injured man?

Your grandmother does not feel very well toddy. She is very weak and tired. She needs to carry a small
package up to her room. How can you help her?

Tommy is your best friend. He fell and broke his leg and will not be able to come to school for two weeks.
He is very lonesome at home. What can you do to help Tommy?

Name

, i .

:4 Q
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I. Tommy rode his bike to Joey's house. When he
reached the corner, the light was almost ready to turn
red. He was sure he could ride fast and beat the light.
What would you do?

2. Mary gat home a few minutes early on Friday
afternoon. Her mom was not home yet. Mary entered
the house with the key that was kept in the mailbox.
She was hungry. She thought about cooking some-
thing to eat. What would you do?

3. Janie and Ann were walking home from school on a
very cold day. A woman they did not know stopped
her car and offered them a ride. What would you do?

4. Mark was in a hurry to eat his lunch. He started
pushing in the lunch line. What would you do if you
were in front of Mark?

5. You are in the shopping center with your big brother.
He is shopping for a video. You are looking at
records. Suddenly, you iook around and can't find
him. What would you do?

6. It is Saturday. You are playing in the park near your
home. A grown-up you do not know comes into the
park and begins to talk with you. He offers you candy.
What would you do?

B. Experience
Write the words safe and dangerous on the board. Ask the
children to tell stories from their own experience describing
times when they felt safe and other times when they felt in
danger.

Lesson #6

C. Story
Read a story to the children from a library book that deals
with a dangerous situation for the main character. Allow
the children time to react to the situation.

D. Classificatioti
Tape two sheets of large chart paper onto the board. Write
on the top of one sheet. "SAFE THINGS TO DO AT
HOME" and on the other "SAFE THINGS TO DO IN
SCHOOL." Ask the students to suggest things to be written
on each list.

Closure

Explain to the children that this lesson 'lel, er ends, that we
are always learning new ways to make safe choices.

Keep the chart paper in a prominent place and refer to the
"safe choices" throughout the week. Allow the children to
add to the list each day. Ideally, several sheets of chart paper
will be needed.

After several days, remove the chart paper from the
chalkboard. Tape the sheets together end to end and roll
both sets into scrolls. Tie the safety scrolls with colorful
ribbon and label each with decorative tags: Our Safe
Choices in School, Our Safe Choices at Home. Display
these in a prominent place.

Open the scrolls at regular internals throughout the year
and allow the children to add to each list.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
T-4 name significant adults with whom they Lan share

secrets and important information.

safety and development for future years will necessitate
seeking and acting upon morally sound, safety-conscious.
and wise advice. The teacher plays a special role in the life of
thL six-year-old student by serving as a trusted, adult friend
as well as a gentle guide and authority figure.

Vocabulary:
Overview adult trust

4111

secret special friend
The children imagine situations and the persons they can
trust with secrets. Through discussion and a handout, they
understand which persons are special friends whom they
can trust with important information.

Suggested Materials

Basic Information and Vocabulary Handout it 6
A quiet environment

Young children are naturally trusting of adults. It is "bad A bulletin board. "People we Lan trust are a special gift from
experiences" that cause them to be wary or suspicious. Their God."
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Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
We know that God loves all people. All people are
special. God gives each of us some special helpers and
friends. God knows we need special friends to trust.

B. Activity
Explain to the children that all through their lives they will
have some special friends and helpers. Help them to identify
the special helpers w ho are in their liv es now. Play a silent,
imaging game:

Close your eyes and be very still. We are going to use one
of our very special gifts, our imagination.

Imagine that you are at home and it is Christmas. You
have a wonderful secret to share with a special person.
Think! With whom will you share your secret? Who is
one special person you can trust at home?

Imagine that you are walking home from school. You
think someone should know that an old man, who is
sitting on the park bench, looks very sick. Whom will you
tell? Whom can you trust?

Imagine that you are playing in the school yard at lunch
and you see something dangerous. What will you do?
Whom can you trust?

You have a serious problem. It is making you sad and
causing you to worry. You worry so much that you don't
sleep at night. What can you do? With whom can you
share your problem? Whom will you trust?

C. Review
Recall the joy of sharing with a friend. Lead the children to
understand that some of our special friends with whom we
share our special problems and secrets are grown-ups.

Closure
If a related bulletin board has been prepared, point to it
while summarizing with the words

People we can trust are a special gift from God.

Use Handout # 6 a drawing of each student's special
helpers to conclude the lesson. Send the drawings home
with the students to be shared with persons they trust.
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God has given me special helpers with whom I can share my secrets. I can trust my special
helpers. They help me solve my problems and they listen to my questions.

le_ MY SPECIAL HELPERS



Suggested Lessons for Grade 2

The Second Grade Child

The faith life of second grade children can, with positive
and creative guidance, set the stage for life-long commit-
ment to Gospel values. A personal encounter with Jesus in
the Gospel stories gives children an experience of master
teacher, healer, and compassionate "care taker." These
children are growing less self-centered and more conscious
of their responsibilities to others.

Seven-year-olds are persons who
are developing a personal relationship with Jesus;
are highly competitive but respond to suggestions
regarding compassion and co-operation;

Lesson #7

rely almost entirely on others to define "good" and
"bad";
understand sickness and health and the feeling
associated with both;
love to learn and are naturally inquisitive;
are able to relate to their own bodies.

Some suggestions for teaching second graders
use simple Gospel stories abcfut Jesus;
model the identification of right and wrong actions;
suggest ways of helping and working with others;
offer opportunities to express feelings;
answer questions promptly and simply;
encourage learning through concrete experience.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
C-3 demonstrate an understanding of life as a gift and

identify the responsibilities that result from that gift.

Overview

Children get to guess what is their most precious gift, then to
find the answer in a box which contains a mirror. They talk
about how they should care for that precious gift of their
life.

Basic information and Vocabulary

Second grade students understand that actions ha% c conse-
quences. At the same time they are beginning to relate
competitively with their peers. They are also growing more
conscious of their responsibilities to others. Their value
judgments can be deeply affected by their personal relation-
ship with Jesus. It is an opportune time for teachers and
parents to direct the positive formation of LonseienLe.

Vocabulary:
gift of life
responsibility
treasure

precious
care for

t

Suggested Materials

Box
Mirror
Gift wrapping
Handout # 7
Closing song about "life" or the special quality of each

person (e.g., from Young People's Glory and Praise:
"Love Life," "Signs of New Life," "Children of the
Lord")

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Make it a special moment! Place a small mirror in a fairly
large box. Wrap the box as a beautiful gift and place the
beautiful box on your desk. Allow the children to react to
the box.

Ask them to describe the most presaous gift they es er
received in a box similar to the one displayed. Listen to their
stories.

EnLourage them to desssibe the as in which they care for
gifts that are preLlot.. to them. Let them explain how they
present a .penal gift from being broken, damaged, or lost.
Listen to their stories.

Explain to the children that when we are given precious
gifts, we are given a great responsibility. We are responsible
for caring for those gifts.
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B. Presentation
Every year at Thanksgiving we thank God in a special
way for all of his gifts to us. What arc some of our most
precious gifts?

(Love, family, health, friends, school, etc.)

List the children's responses on the blackboard. Lead the
children to see that life is a precious gift. Without it, we
could not experience any other gifts.

Write the word LIFE on the chalkboard. Ask the children
these questions:

I. How do we care for the gift of life?
2. What can we do to care for the gift of life that God

gave to a friend or a brother or sister?
3. How do we treat our friends, brothers, and sisters to

show them that we know they are special gifts from
God?

4. Your body is a great gift from God. How can you
protect it and keep it well?

You have just described the great responsibilities you
have in caring for God's precious gift to you your life.

Lesson #8

C. Activity
First 1 w ill ask two of you to unv rap the box. Then. I
want each of you to come forward. One at a time. you
will look into the box and see a precious gift a gift that
needs you to care for it and protect it. Don't tell anyone
what you see until every child has had a chance to see the
precious gift.

Ask two students to unwrap the box, then invite the
children to look into the box one at a time.

D. Discussion
What is the precious gift?

Allow time for discussion and review of the responsibilities
that come with the great gift of life.

Closure

Conclude with a song about life or the "special" quality of
each person. (Possible songs are named in "Suggested
Materials.")

Have each child complete Handout # 7 drawing pictures
of good foods, safe actions, and special friends and take it
home to share.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objective

The student will be able to
B-1 explain in simple terms the meaning of the word

"contagious."

Overview

The teacher helps the students to identify visible and
invisible things, then demonstrates (using a bean bag) how
germs can be spread. The children then discuss how they can
prevent the spread of germs. They review new words and
complete a related art activity.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Students in the primary grades have experienced illness in
various forms from virus infections to broken bones. Seven-
year-old children are able to grasp that some illnesses are
"caught" while some other forms of sickness or injury pose
no danger to others. Teachers should develop this awareness
fully. It will serve as the basis of understanding one's
personal responsibility related to prevention of illness.

Vocabulary:
contagious
visible
germs

Suggested Materials

Transparency Master # 8a
A small bean bag
Handout # 8b

catch
invisible

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Set the learning climate by reminding the children that life
and good health are gifts from God and that we must take
care of our gifts.

B. Presentation
Print the words VISIBLE and INVISIBLE on the board.

Ask the children if anyone can explain what these two
words mean. Accept answers and clarify the concepts.
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Name

I eat the right foods so
I will stay well.

My life is a precious
gift from God.

These are some of the good foods I eat.

Handout # 7

I don't do dangerous
things. I do safe things.

Life is a very special
gift. I take good care
of it.

This is one thing I do to be safe.

My friends are special
gifts from God. I never
hurt them. I help to
keep them safe.

Their lives are precious
too.

I take good care of my friends.

I am special. God gave me the great gift of life. It is a precious gift and I take very
good care of it.
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My desk is visible, air is invisible. Your parents are
visible, God is invisible. A broken leg is visible, germs are
invisible, Who can tell me what germs are?

Accept responses, then clarify:
Germs are invisible, living things, They are everywhere:
on the floor, on my desk, in the air, and in the water, too.
\Ve cannot see germs. They are invisible. Somegerms are
"bad germs" and they make us sick. Many germs do not
make us sick.

C. Discussion
Ask the children to
catching

a cold
the flu
strep throat
chicken pox

share their personal experiences of

Affirm each story with an appropriate comment, such as
Yes, Alex, you caught your sister's cold. You caught
the germ that caused her to get sick.
That's right, Judy. You caught Mary's chicken pox.
Chicken pox is a contagious disease. You can spread it
and you can catch it.

Write the word "contagious" on the board. Let the children
tell stories about "catching" contagious diseases.

D. Activity
Display the bean bag and tell the children:

\Ve are going to pretend that this bag is a germ. A real
germ is so small that we can't see it. Today we will
pretend this is a giant germ.

Hand the "giant germ" to a child in one corner of the room
and give the following directions so the children can "watch
the germ travel."

Phil, we are pretending that ye u have a germ that causes
colds.

Lesson #9

(Phil holds the bean bag,)
Stand up, Phillip, and talk with Mary.

(Mary is at the next desk.)
Leave the bean bag on Mary's desk. Now Mary has the
germ. Mary, you invite Alice to look at your new story
book.

(Alice walks to Mary's desk.)
Now Alice has the cold germ.

(Alice holds the bt,qt bag and walks to the next row of desks
and picks out a student. She pretends to share a glass of milk
with the student.)

Continue to give directions that include a make-believe
sneeze (without using a tissue), a cough without covering
the mouth, a hug, a laugh, etc.

When the "giant germ" gets to the other side of the room,
clarify what happened:

We pretended that we had a germ that was visible. We
wanted to see it spread and we wanted to see how easy it
is to catch contagious diseases.

. Application
Can you name some things that we can do to prevent the
spread of germs?

cover mouth when coughing
use a tissue when you sneeze
keep your hands clean
wa;:h your hands before you eat
etc.

G. Use Transparency Master tt 8a to review new words and
definitions.

Closure

Help the children complete the art activity with Handout lt
8b, drawing pictures of three things they can do to prevent
the spread of germs.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
T-5 test criteria for evaluating behavior as good; bad,

safe/dangerous, kind/selfish.

Overview

Using very short stories, the teacher helps the children to
identify choices as good or bad, safe or dangerous, kind or
selfish. The students make up more examples and practice
what they have learned in an art activity.

Basic Background and Vocabulary

It is very important to continue to expand the children's
concept of right and wrong at this age, and to relate that
concept to the life and teachings of Jesus. As the world of
the students broadens to include persons outside the home
and school, they will need to rely on criteria to evaluate their
choices.

Vocabulary:
choice
good
bad

dangerous
safe
kind

selfish
right
wrong
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VISIBLE SOMETHING THAT IS VISIBLE

IS SOMETHING WE CAN SEE.

INVISIBLE WHEN SOMETHING IS REAL BUT WE CANNOT SEE IT,

THEN IT IS INVISIBLE.

GERM A GERM IS A LIVING THING THAT IS INVISIBLE.

SOME GERMS ARE HARMFUL AND THEY CAN MAKE

US SICK.

CONTAGIOUS A CONTAGIOUS DISEASE IS A DISEASE

THAT CAN BE "CAUGHT" AND "SPREAD."

WHEN WE SHARE A HARMFUL GERM,

WE CAN SPREAD A CONTAGIOUS DISEASE.
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I can do many things to prevent the spreading of germs. Here are three of them.

3



Suggested Materials take the chalk and put a check mark under the word
"safe" or under the word "dangerous."

Bible
Familiar story books
Art paper and crayons
Handout # 9

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
When you were little, you probably did things that were
not safe just because you were little and did not
understand danger. Your parents had to teach you not to
play in the street or touch the hot stove.

Now that you are in second grade, you know many things
are right or wrong to do. Some things are safe to do and
some are dangerous. Many of our choices are kind, but
some can be selfish.

This lesson is a lesson that will help us share our ideas
about staying safe, doing only things that we know are
good and trying always to be kind.

B. Presentation
Print these six words on six small strips of white paper and
tape them on the chalkboard across the front of the room:

good
safe
kind

bad
dangerous
selfish

Tell the children to pay careful attention while you tell them
several very short stories. Use the first one to demonstrate
the activity.

I. Mark and Fred were playing ball in Fred's yard. The
baseball rolled into the street. Mark and Fred thought
about chasing th_ ball, but they changed their minds.
Mrs. Hobbs came across the street and picked up the
ball. She told the boys they were 1, ery smart as she
handed them their ball.

Question: Do you think Mark and Fred made a safe
choice or a dangerous choice9 , please

43

2. Susie was all alone on the playground. She looked
very sad. Molly saw and wanted to help her. Molly
went over to Susie and said, "Susie, come and jump
rope with us. It's fun!"

Question: Who can read these two words?
(pointing to "kind" and "selfish")

Who Lan check the word that best describes what Molly
did?

3. Jack wanted to go to the game. He needed SI to buy a
ticket. So he decided to take it from his mother's purse
without asking.

Question. Was this a good choice or a bad choice?

C. Practice
I nl, ite the children to work in pairs and make up similar
situatic.ris. Continue to hal,e the students identify the
choices as good or bad, safe or dangerous, kind or selfish.
Use care that "good" and "bad" are related only to actions
that have moral connotations and that are relevant to the
seven-year-old child.

D. Activity
Distribute Handout # 9. Instruct the children to draw three
pictures to complete the frames:

I make a safe choice.
I make a good choice.
I make a kind choice.

Closure

Allow time for students to share the stories ref! acted in their
drawings, inciting with questions such as

Who would like to tell us about one safe choice you
made?
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Name

I make a safe choice.

Handout # 9

g
d choice

I make a kind choice. /
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 3

The Third Grade Child

Third Grade children move into significant relationships
with their peers. They become increasingly conversant
and interested in "ideas." A clearer sense of time and space
is evident at this stage as well as an understanding of
consequences related to behavior. Acts of intentional
kindness are evident in the eight-year-old. The time is
appropriate for maximizing the children's sense of personal
responsibility for their actions. Knowing they are loved
and forgiven for errors is an equally important facet of
conscience formation.

Eight-year-olds are persons who
express and respond to signs of affection and
affirmation;
can accept responsibility for their own choices and
decisions;

Lesson # 10

are beginning to process abstract ideas and values;
need personal, positive guidance in conscience
formation;
demonstrate a trust of significant adults Nk hile begin-
ning to form commitments in friendship with their
peers;

a remain curious about their on bodies and body
parts of the opposite sex.

Some suggestions for teaching third graders
increase opportunities to work with peers;
emphasize the consequences related to behavior;
invite children to exercise personal responsibility for
their actions;
begin to bridge from concrete material to abstract
ideas;
answer questions about body parts promptly and
simply.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
B-2 clarify that AIDS though Lommurmable is not

caught through students' every day acts itics or casual
contact;

B-3 replace myths about AIDS with facts.

Overview

After a general review about germs and ordinary com-
municable diseases, the teacher identifies the name of AIDS
-- which the children have heard and emphasizes the
point that the virus that spreads this serious disease is not
caught through children's everyday activities. The locus is
on allaying unfounded fears.

Basic Information and V, :abulary

Students know that some germs may be spread by casual
contact: sneezing, sharing a drinking glass. etc. It is VERY
IMPORTANT THAT CHILDREN REALIZE THAT
MANY OF THE THINGS THEY HEAR ABOUT AIDS
and PERSONS WITH Al DS are not based on fact and are,
in fact, the result of irrational fears.

It is at this age that compassion toward persons with AIDS
should be nurtured.

Important: In accord with guidelines of the Centers for
Disease Control, at this level the teacher should stress how
AIDS is NOT communicated. IF NEEDED, use GENERAL
explanations; e.g. refer to "sharing certain body fluids" or to
"exchanging blood or other body fluids." The use of
contaminated needles by drug-users may be given as a
means of spreading AIDS. It is important to stress that
doctors and nurses use safe, clean needles to administer
medication.

Information related to sexual transmission of AIDS should
be used only if needed to answer specific questions that may
or may not be raised.

Although AIDS is technically not a specific disease, that
technicality is not considered until Lesson t/ 25. At this age,
the simpler word, "germ," is still used; in discussing AIDS,
the more precise word, "virus," gradually replaces the
earlier term.

Vocabulary:
communicable
worry
virus

Suggested Materials

AIDS
persons with AIDS

Re Lesson 1/ 8.
Transparency Masters # 10a and tt 10b
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Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Gathering
Bring the children into an informal setting. If ou must
remain in y our classroom, arrange 4.11airs or desks in a
semi-circle and explain to the children that today they are
going to learn about a very serious health problem.

13. Review
Spend a few minutes re% lot Mg the negative feelings asso-
ciated with sickness. Discuss the meaning of "connnuni-
cable" and explain how common germs are usually"caught."

Review the fact that germs pass from person to person. See
Lesson Plan # 8. Recall that some kinds of germs spread
disease.

Name certain communicable diseases and have the children
share their personal experiences of "catching" them: flu,
strep throat, measles, mumps. and chicken pox.

C. Presentation
Explain that today the children will learn about a disease
that is NOT caught through children's everyday activities.
The name of the disease is AIDS. Display Transparency
Master # 10a and present ideas such as the following:

Who will read the overhead transparency for me?

Yes. the name of the disease is A-1-D-S. (Spell out the
letters.) You may have heard your parents talk about it
or heard someone talk about it on TV.

I want to help you to understand what A-I-D-S is. It is a
very serious disease that is not caught through children's
everyday activities.

D. Discussion
Engage the children in a discussion of valid concerns
regarding health and illness. The teacher could begin with
examples such as these:

In the winter we worry about catching colds.

Your mom still worries about you catching strep throat
or the flu from a friend who is sick.

Last week my friend had a terrible sinus infection. She
did not go to work for a few days so she would not spread
her infection to anyone else.

Then the teacher asks the children:
Did you ever worry about catching a certain illness from
someone?

Allow time for the children to exprt., :heir fears. Eat,h time
a child expresses a %Aid fear regarding a germ ot dist.asc
that can be caught easily. reply. with a comment similar to
one of these:

Yes. Fred, you do have to be careful. You should not

drink from a glass that your brother is using if he has a
cold. The germs that cause colds are easy to catch.

You're ..orrect, Moll). You should always co% el sour
Mouth %%hot you ,ough. Sore throat ger insi.an be spread
by coughing.

E. Presentation
The teacher leads the children to an understanding of the
fat.t Lam AIDS is nor taught through addren's cteryday
activities.

Those were very good examples. Most of the diseases we
hear about all sear are diseases that arc caught through
usual children's at.ti% 'ties. The disease we are studying
today, Al DS, is not caught in your usual activities.

Some people think you can catch the germ or virus that
causes AIDS just like you catch a cold. That is not true.

The next time you hear that another child is worried
about catching A-1-D-S, you can tell that child that we
learned about this disease and we learned ways it is not
caught. As a matter of fact. I have a special list to show
you. It explains that AIDS is not caught through
children's everyday activities.

You can't catch AIDS by...
(Uncover Transparency Master # 10b line by line and have
the children read all the "safe behaviors.")

This chart should he presented in a "good news" spirit. The
lesson is intended to put to rest the fears of the children.

Be certain the children grasp this basic message:
REMEMBER: AIDS is not caught through children's
everyday activity. It is not caught in the same ways we
catch a cold or the flu.

There are many safe and fun things you can do when you
are with a friend who has AIDS.

F. Review
Hold a brief review of the lesson that includes:

the name of the disease
the fact that it is a very serious health problem
the ways in which AIDS cannot he caught

Have the children share their reactions and any fears they
may still Inhe regarding AIDS.

Closure

Review again the list that explains ways in which AIDS is
not t.aught and tell the children to help other people to
understand that AIDS is not 4-alight through everyday
Children's activities. Assure them that suen tots all over the
world are working hard to find a way to stop people from
getting AIDS and to cure those who have it. Be certain that
the lesson concludes on a hopeful note!
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Transparency Master # 10a

AIDS

/vine ie 0 tscIrts
r11111.0 11.0 1.11 ILA iry...1 7

serious disease.

AIDS is not spread and caught

in the same ways

we catch chicken pox or colds.

AIDS is not caught

through children's

everyday activities.
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Transparency Master # 10b

AIDS is not caught or spread

through children's everyday activities

I can't catch AIDS by

running, playing baseball or
hiking with a person who has
AIDS

0

-- watching TV with a friend
or a member of my family who
has the AIDS virus

riding the school bus or
studying with a friend who
has AIDS

going to a game )r a movie
with a person who has AIDS

I can do many safe and fun things

with a friend who has AIDS.
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Lesson # 11
TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
T-6 perceive themselves as good persons who are capable

of making good choices.

Overview

Children name goo:; choices from their experiences and
their reading stories, generating criteria for a good choice.
They print good choices and color "choice blocks."

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Children at this lek el make noticeable gains in self-
motivation. They are increasingly able to think sy mbolically.
Sensitivity to "mystery" becomes apparent as a faith life
assumes a place of importance in their lives.

Vocabulary:
choices
good people

Suggested Materials

evaluate

Transparency Master # 1 Ia
Handout ft 1 lb, Sides 1 and 2
Pencil, crayons

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
How many children do we have in this class?

Use Transparency # I la and fill in the number of students in
the class to complete the sentence. Have the children read
the overhead together:

This is our class. There are special people in
this classroom. These people make good choices.

Then comment with specific student names and examples:
makes good choices. Yesterday he
makes good choices. Today she

Note: When using "good," the examples should hak, e moral
connotations and should be relek ant to the eight-year-old
child.

Today we are going to learn how to make a good choice
each time we have to make a decision.

R. Story
Using a story from your reading series that is familiar to all
of the students, discuss good and bad choices made by
characters in the story (e.g., caring for or stealing another's
property, telling the truth or lying).

C. Discussion
Ask the children how we determine if a choice is good or
bad. Generate criteria such as:

I. Would Jesus make this choice?
2. What would my mom think? (dad, grandparents, etc.)
3. If I make this choice, will anyone get hurt?
4. Will I make anyone sad with this choice?
5. Will I break any rules or laws with my choice?

Allow the conversation to unfold and make use of the
children's suggestions to list the criteria.

D. Practice
Distribute Handout tt 1lb. Explain Side I and review the
criteria for a good choice. Then explain Side 2 of the
handout:

Our choices are the building blocks we use as we live our
lives. You make choices every day. Usually, you make
very good choices that are safe and kind.

Tonight. I want you to take home this picture of "choice
blocks" and before you go to bed, print one good choice
you made today in each block. Please share both sides of
your paper with someone at home tonight and bring the
paper back tomorrow.

E. Review
On the next day the children first review the criteria for a
good choke. Then, using their cray ons, they color each
"choice block" that contains a good choice. If they wish they
may share their good choices with their classmates.

Closure

Remind the ch ildren that they are good people who can
make good choices. Conclude by displaying their colored
"choice blocks" and by re-reading Transparency # 1 Ia.
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Transparency Master # lia

THIS IS OUR CLASS. THERE ARE SPECIAL PEOPLE

IN THIS CLASSROOM.

THESE PEOPLE

MAKE GOOD CHOICES.

5 6
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Handout # 11b, Side 1

I WANT TO MAKE A GOOD CHOICE.

I WILL ASK MYSELF SOME QUESTIONS.

1. Would Jesus make this choice?

2. What would my mother think? (dad, grandparent, etc.)

3. If I make this choice, will anyone get hurt?

4. Will I make anyone sad if I make this choice?

5. Will I break any rules or laws with this choice?

J!
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My name is

I make good choices.

Handout # lib, Side 2
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Lesson # 12

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

LessLn Objective

The students will be able to
T-7 list and explain specific rules and laws that promote

health, safety, and wellness.

Overview

Using the story, "Jason's Nightmar.t," the teacher helps the
children to realize the need for taus and rules to keep people
safe. The children name rules in school, at home, and at
play. The closing reminds children how precious is their
God-given life and how important it is to obey laws and
ruts so they and others will be safe

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The example of significant adults reaches a new level of
importance in the lives of third grade children. Teachers
should make. every effort to relate to the various worlds
children share with others: home, school, clubs. As active
participants they will come to value just rules and taus that
protect their rights and those of others.

Vocabulary:
rules
laws

Suggested Materials

well
safety

Story: "Jason's Nightmare" (printed below)
Handout # 12
Crayons

eaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Tell the children you are going to read them a short story
2.ntitled "Jason's Nightmare." Ask them to listen carefully
to tell you why 2ason called his dream a nightmare.

B. Story
Then read the story to the child'

"Jason's Nightmare"

Jason went to bed early on Friday right because he had
big plans to go fishing with his dad on Saturday.

As soon as he fell asleep, he began to dream of Saturday:

He went out and got into the car with his dad. They drove
down Maple Lane to Main Street. Something was
wrong! Everything was wrong!

Cars were on the wrong side of the road. Children were
flying kites in the middle of the intersection of Maple and
Main Streets. There were no stop signs, no street lights,
and no police.

Jason save Mrs. Miller put her garbage in the corner
mail-box and people were taking apples and oranges
from the corner fruit stand u ithout pay mg Mr. Tom w ho
owned the st pre. it was a disaster.

Jason's dad parked in fron, of the library so Jason could
return his books and pick outs new one. Poor Miss
Sunday! Her library was in a state of confusion. People
were laughine and cheering for the two boys who were
doing hand-stands on a glass-top table. Two little girls
were play ing catch with a book and nobody stopped to
check out books at the main desk. Children and adults
just took books home with them.

Jason ran out of the library and hopped in the car and
sad to his Dad, "Take me home, Dad, this is scary!" As
Jason screamed, he woke up. He sat up in bed and sighed
a huge sigh. it was a bad dream Rules did exist in his
home town and when he woke up, he and his dad would
go fishinefli

C. Disetwion
Ask the children what was missing in Jason's home town
during his dream. (Rules and laws)

Explain to the children that laws and rules are made to help
all of us and keep us safe.

Ask the children these questions:

1. Can you name some laws am rules at school that keep
you safe?

2. What :re some rules in your home that keep you and
your family safe?

3. When you play with your friends, what safety rules do
you obey?

Engage the children in a sharing se:ion.

What types of things could happen if we did not have
rules and laws

in school?

at home?
when we play?
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Closure

Remind the children how precious he are and that God
gave them the great gift of life. Lead them to say they v ill try
to obey rules arid law s so that they and others 1% ill be, safe.

Distribute Handout # 12. Explain that each student will

Lesson # 13

take the paper home and find one or more pictures in
magazines or newspapers that show people obeying the law
o a rule. (Directions are printed on the handout for the
benefit of parents who may be asked to help.) The picture(s)
should be pasted on the handout and returned to the teacher
who will make a collage and display the pictures under the
caption. "Rules and Laws Keep Us Safe."

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

The students will Le able to
T-8 ON e examples of refusal skills that can be used to say

"no" to any risk behaviors.

Overview

Recalling how precious is their life, students are helped to
identify risk behat fors in every day child en's lit es as well as
unkind and dangerous touches. They discus carious ways
they car refuse to get int °hied in such dangerous sit uations.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar 1% ith the content of Lessons
3, 5. 6. 9, and 1 I.

Vocabulary:
refuse

dangerous touches

Suggested Materials

unkind touches

Song, "If You're Happy and You Know It" from Lesson # 3

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
We hate learned how to plan safe ctit itics for home and
school. Why is your safety so important?

(Allow for responses that help children recall that life is a
precious gift that must be treated w ith g, cot care.)

B. Discussion
Sometimes, other people can be the causz of making us
feel in danger. Listen to this example

You arc riding your bike home from school and a bigger
student teases t ou and pushes you off y our bike. Do y ou
feel safe or in danger?

(Allow time for discussion.)

We also learned that people can make us feel loved and
appreciated by the ways they touch us. Do you remember
some o the touches we said make us feel loved and
happy? (pa, on the head. handshake. pat on the back)

(Allow for discussion and recall of Lesson # 3.)

There are also times when other persons may use touches
that do not make us feel loved and happy. Let me give an
example:

You are on the playground at lunch and you hate just
finished a race. You and y our best friend hat e tied for
first place and y ou are cheering for each other and
celebrating. Suddenly. another student who is not
happy abc ut the race puts her hand on your shoulder
and pushes you on the back so hard that y ou slip and fall.
That is an unkind way to touch someone. A push can also
be a dangerous 11a.1 to touch another person.

(Allow for discussion related to unkind and dangerous
touches.)

C. Application
You, body is a special gift from God. We know that we
always take special care of gifts from God. You can often
stop someone from touching you in an unkind or

,roes way. Listen to these stories and think of ways
prevent unkind or dangerous touches:

I. You a re walking to the store for your mom. A friend
warns you that one of the childrcn from the neighbor-
hood is waiting for you on the corner. He wants to
have a fight. He is very angry with you. What should
t,ou do?

(Allow discussion and lead the children to sec the 1% isdom in
avoiding the fight.)

2. The student who sits behind you during reading class
does not like to pay attention. frequently hits you on
the back of the head, and pinches your neck. What
can you aay to that student? What can y ou do?

(Allow for discussion of ways to stop unkind and unwanted
touches.)

3. Your , riend likes to run and play tag on the way to and
from school. Sometimes the "tags" get rough and
turn into hits and pushc.,. You have to cross some
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Homework: Use magazines and newspapers. Find one or more pictures of people
obeying rules and laws. Paste the pictures onto this sheet of paper.

Z
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busy streets where it is not safe to play tag. HOV% can
you say "NO" if the game of tag gets rough and
dangerous?

(Allow for discussion of ma)s to sa) "no" and lead the
children to understand that they have a right to pro cia
unwanted and dangerous touches.)

4. You are waiting for you' mom in the outside eating
area at McDonalds. Your mom is inside getting lunch.
You are sitting on a bench. An older person you don't
know sits next to you and touches you. You don't
want the person to be near you or touch you. What
can you do? What can you say?

(Lead the children to understand that tney have a right to
yell and get away from someone in order to prevent
unwanted touches.)

5. You and your older sister are home alone. Her
boyfr.:.nd a rrivesust as you are about to take a bath.
He tells your sister she can watch TV and he'll help

) on v ith the bath. You don't need help and ) on don't
ant him to touch )oti. How can you refuse?

(Allow time for discussion among the students. They may
share times v% hen the) v% ant pm ae). Help them to under-
stand that the nae a right to pm at. and a right to refuse
to have other people touch them.)

Closure

Summarize the lesson with a verbal review that recalls kind
and unkind touches, safe and dangerous touches. Remind
the children that they always have the right to refuse and get
away from unwanted touches.

Conclude the lesson by repeating the song from Lesson # 3,
"If You're Happy and You Know It"

shake a hand
give a hug
hold a hand
pat a back
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 4

The Fourth Grade Student

Fourth graders are in a state of transition. These students
are moving out of the close confines of family into a
broader context of life. A growing capacity for self-
motivation, responsibility, and self reliance becomes
apparent. Fount' graders are group caiented, and they
need opportunities for group sharint and co-operative
efforts.

The nire-year-oid is a person who
loves to explore the unknown;
can exhibit sincere loyalty and compassion;

Lesson # 14

makes choices out of a context of "conscience";
is sensitive to peer pressure;
prefers to be with members of his/ her own sex:
has an increasingly keen interest in relationships,
sexuality and the appropriate names of body parts.

Some suggestions for teaching fourth graders
provide opportunities for group sharing and
cooperation;
encourage them to set goals for themselves;
help them exnress loyalty and compassion;
give practice in making choices;
help them learn how to deal with peer pressure.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
C-4 understand and appreciate the importance of

loving unselfishly and responsibly.

Overview

The class begins tt ith discussion using Charlie firm% n and
his friends, theta moves to the example of Jesus and his
friends. Students are helped to judge which everyday
actions are loving, responsible, and faithful. The lesson
concludes tt ith the suggestion to tell parents about the class.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

If we are really to love as Christ intends, we have to
overcome oui own selfishness. Christian lot ing means
show ing concern for others, accepting pain and disappoint-
ment, using one's human powers productively.

Vocabulary:
unselfishly

Suggested Materials

responsibly

"Peanuts" cartoon books or other books showing relation-
ships which are relevant to children

New Testament
Handout # 14, "Think About These"

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduel ion
Begin with a class discussion on relationships.
Suggested questions:

How many of you have et er seen Charlie Brown and his
friends on TV or in cartoons or movies?

(Elicit answers.)

What is the name of the girl who always wants to be
Charlie Brown's girl friend?

(Peppermint Patty)

What does she always seem to b
How does Charlie Brown act?
Why do you think he acts that way?
Who does Charlie lirott n want to he his girl friend?

(Little redhead)

Sometimes we can he very glad of sad about those who
love us or those we %%ant to lot L. I 11C11 love can be shuts n

in selfish or unselfish ways.

13. Discussion
Using handout # 14, "Think About These," discuss Case # 1
altogether as a class, then Cases It 2-5 in small groups.

The teacher, while emphasizing that we cannot judge a
situation by external actions only, can indicate the probabil-
ity of these elements when discussing the anstt

1. John's actions appear selfish.
2. Patti's action was responsible.
3. No. this action seems irresponsible and selfish.
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4. This kind of touching is not pure, unselfish,
responsible.

5. They are loving responsibly and unselfishly.
The teacher must be sensitive to the fact that, eiespite the
desire and effort to work together, some of the childrens'
parents are separated or divorced.

(The teach: A- may wish to invite students to give examples of
ways love has been shown to them if the moment is right.)

C. Presentation
In today's lesson I want to talk about a way of loving that
is good in every way. It is good because it is responsible,
not selfish, and prompts people to want the best for
others. Jesus often gave us examples of that kind of love
and today our Catholic Church teaches us to practice it.

In this lesson we will examine how Jesus showed love to
others.

Introduce the fact that Jesus had many relationships with
both men and women. Ask the students to name some of
Jesus' friends.

Lesson # 15

(Lazarus, Mary, Martha, Zaceheus, Mary Magdalene,
Peter, John, etc.)
Discuss how Jesus showed love for each person named.

With eat-it person, Jesus' love was always true, loyal,
unselfish, responsible. Jesus' way of relating to and
loving others 's a model "er us, a model that is reflected in
the teaching of the Catholic Church. We should try to
develop this kind of love.

Closure

Whenever we love responsibly and express love that is
not selfish, we are imitating the way Jesus loved.

Assignment:

Tell Mom and/ or Dad what you have learned today in
class about loving unselfishly and responsibly.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
B-4 name three ways in which children can get AIDS.

Overview

The class begins with a discussion of how wonderfully God
made our bodies so that they usually protect themselves.
Then the teacher introduces AIDS as a disease that breaks
down this protection and briefly explains three ways in
which children can get AIDS. Students write answers to the
two key questions, then offer a prayer of thanks, using
Psalm 139.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the Lontent of the
Orientation section of this manual. Its addition, the teaaer
should assess how much of the factual infoi illation has
already heel, ieained in science class, then LonLentr...te on
the Christian dimensions within these lessons.

By this grade level, correct terminology should be use:,
whenever sexual matters are introduced or discussed.

52 LESSON # 15 Grade 4

Vocabulary:
blood transfusion
injection
needle
drugs
virus

Suggested Materials

body fluids (presentation
at this level treats only
blood)

infected

Transparency Masters # 15a and ti I 5b

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Have any of you ever heard of AIDS?

Elicit answers to determine prior knowledge and build t.pon
it.

One of the most wonderful acts about our bodies' is that
God made them so they often protect themselves.
Fol example, when I went to see a friend who had a
terrible illness, I didn't L.,ita it beL.ause my body could
protect itself. Donors and nurses work daily to care for
the sk.k and they usually don't L.akh the disease others
have because the human body takes care of itself. God
made us tit it way. For example,a Lut finger has power to
heal, a br tken arm can mend.



Handout # 14

Think About These

Case # 1
John wants Jim, his best friend, to always play with him and no one else. He gets mad at Jim
when Jim doesn't play with him on the playground. What would you like to tell John if you
could?

Case # 2
Mary invited Patty to go to the movies with her. Patty said "yes." Later, other friends invited her
to go skating with them, but she remembered her promise to Mary and kept her plans to go to
the movies. What would you like to say to Patty if you could?

Case # 3
In his job, Mr. Sam travels from town to town. He now has three wives and families in three
different towns. Is he loving responsibly?

Case # 4
Mary is nine years old. At a family gathering, an older cousin asks Mary to let him touch her
private parts. He says he wants to show that he really loves her. What would yo. tell Mary?

Case # 5
Mr. & Mrs. Thompson have three children. Although they have differences, they continue to
work together toward a faithful marriage and to care for the children. What would you say to
them?
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13. Presentation
Use Transparency Master # 154 to emphasi/c these points.

AIDS is a new disease. It is %cry serious because it
destroys a person's ability to light off infection. .11 this
time. unfortunately there is no cure.

P.%en though most persons who get AIDS are adults.
some children can get AIDS.

Then briefly explain the three ways that children can get
AIDS, using Transparency Master # 15b.

!low can AIDS be caught?
Through an exchange of body fluids (such as blood) with
a person who has AIDS.

This could happen to children
I. if a mother has Al DS before giving birth to a baby
AIDS did not exist when we were horn, so none of us
could have gotten Ai DS through birth. Now that Al DS
exists, however, this is a possibility for babies if their
mot hlrs have AIDS.

2. if a child uses an AIDS- infected needle
In other words, children can get AIDS if they use
injection needles that were used by persons with AIDS.
Some AIDS-infected blood is left in an injection needle
and can be passed to tae next person who uses the needle.

Does this mean that you should avoid injections in a
duct.; office er in a hospital? No. dok.tois and hospitals
use new needles. Infect-.d needles arc often used by
people who use drugs illegally.

Lesson # 16

The next lesson (# Ili) will focus on the harmfulness of drug
abuse, 11 this Lime. the teacher should locus on the fact that
children can get AIDS from infected injection needles and
should help the students understand the related %ocabulary.

Il3. if a child received a transfusion of blood or blood
products that was not free of the AIDS virus.

This is rare now that blood is checked very carefully.

To the =cher: The other means sexual relations is

not included in this lesson because the learning objective at
this level relates only to how children can get AIDS.

C. Review
Our bodies were made by God to resist infection but a
new condition called Al DS destroys that power in our
bodies. People who have AIDS catch many diseases and.
because their bodies can't fight disease, these persons
become sick and die.

In your notebook, answer the following questions. I will
help you with your answers.

I. What is AIDS?
2. In what three ways can children get AIDS?

Closure

When finished, gather the students in a circle for prayer or
ha% c them lower their heads and close their eyes. Light a
candle, play background music, invite spontaneous prayers

especially fur the ill and conclude by pray ing a part of
Psalm 139.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
'I'- 9 articulate the morality 01 drug abuse and the risks

involved in any use of unsterili/ed needles.
'[ -10 suggest ways to deal with peer pressure.

Overview

After a diagnostic true-false qui/. an explanation is given
concerning the possible transmission of the AIDS virus
through drug abuse. Then the students learn "Rules for
Deciding" to help them deal with peer pressure.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

R this age.. students should know how to identify and say
"no" to dangel 0 us behavior at home Of school. I he) should
know the baste AIDS information in Lessons # 10 and # 15.

Vocabulary:
peers

abuse
contaminated

Suggested Materials

inject
prescribe, prescription
decis ely

Handout lóa. True False Quit
Transparency Masters :1 lob and 4 I Oe
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Transparency Master # 15a

AIDS,

a new disease,

is very serious

because

it destroys

a person's ability

to fight off infection.
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Transparency Master # 15b

How can AIDS be caught?

Through an exchange
of body fluids

(such as blood)
with a person
who has AIDS.

This could happen
to CHILDREN through

1. birth when
the mother has AIDS

2. use of
an AIDS-infected needle

3. an AIDS-infected
blood transfusion
(Now very rare)
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Teaching/Learning Activities

Session I

A. Pre - Test
Begin with the diagnostic .-rue False Qui/ (handout #
I6a). Allow a self -check as well as follow up discussion. if
needed, to he sure that all students have the correct basic
information about AIDS.

Answer Key to True False Quiz (Handout it I6a)
I. False. It is a new disease (discovered in the U.S. in

1981).

2. False. No cure exists.
3. True.
4. False. It is NOT caught through children's everyday

activities.
5. True.
6. True.
7. True.
8. True.
9. False. It is not spread in the same way.

10. True.

B. Introduction
When the basic facts are known, present additional ideas
about drug abuse as follows:

Part of God's marvelous plan for us is that God created
us co wonderfully. Our bodies are capable of existing
here on earth and even capable of producing new life. We
are ungrateful if we do not care for our bodies. God's
fifth commandment reminds us to care for ourselves and
others. That includes taking proper care of our bodies
through rest. proper food, and exercise.

Have any of you when you were sick received an
injection like penicillin'. Why did the doctor inject that
drug?

(To help get better faster, to fight the infection. etc.)

Penicillin is an example of a drug which can help a
person become healthy again. Only doctors can prescribe
drugs so that they are used only w hen they can hc.tp
people's health.

Somc,-mes people mistreat their bodies by abusing
drugs. That means they take drugs that are not healthy
for them. Taking a drug that is not prescribed for you is
against the law. Illegal drugs can harm the body very
much when they are swallowed or injected into the body.

Remember in our last lesson we I-arned that AIDS can
be gotten through contaminated blood left in needles.
Using unsterilireo needles can add even more danger to
the use of harmful drugs. A need',' used by a person with
AIDS can put AIDS-infected blood into someone else's
blood stream. This abuse of drugs and injections is
certainly a misuse of the wonderful bo.aes that God has
given to us.

C. Discussion
Can others force you to do something you don't want to
do?

Let students answer.

Did any of you e% .:r have an experience when someone
forced you to do something that you thought was wrong
and that you really didn't want to do?

Let students answer. If no examples are given. tt,e some you
have prepared in advance; e.g.. staying out later than your
parents allowed because a friend insisted that you do it.

All of us at times are caught by the problem of deciding
when to say "Yes" or "No" to others. In this lesson. I
would like to help you learn when you are being
pressured by friends (peers) and suggest what you can do.

Recall an example that a student gave or one you have cited
and analyze it. Taking the example of staying out later than
permitted after school, you could begin to analyze it with
the question.

How could you have decided whether you should have
stayed out or gone home?

D. Presentation and Discussion
Some key steps for deciding involve three words, Think,
Judge, Act. Some persons call these RULES FOR
DECIDING.

Apply these three words Think, judge. act to the
example(s) used earlier. Uncovering the material on
Transparency Master # 16b one line at a time. develop the
three key words with questions such as the following:

Think
If you had thought about staying with your friend longer
than permittel you could have asked:
How will my staying late affect my morn?

(She ,nay have supper dinner waiting at a certain time. She
may need my help and I wouldn't be there. She may worry
about me. etc.)

Judge
What are the reasons for staying out later than permitted?

(Give more time to be with my friend. Show my friend that
I'm not afraid to do risky things. etc.)

What are the reasons against stay ing out later than
permitted?

(I agreed to return early and should obey parents. If I do this
once, my friends will always expect me to do what they
want, etc.)

Act
What should I reall do?

(Stay' Return home? Phone home to see if I can stay later?
Other?)

What will help me act deLisk dy in thi., situation?
(Move immediately to act rather than continuing to. talk
with my friend. Use a firm voice and clear words.)
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These are three key steps that can often help us to not be
forced into doing something wrong that we really don't
want to do.

E. Role Nay
After this example, students could role play with scenarios
involving skipping school or religious education class,
stealing a very expensive jacket,' skirt because they want to
be in the "in" crowd, or some other relevant example.

G. Application
When the students understand the rules for deciding, apply
the rules to drug abuse:

We have discussed situations which can result in our
feeling forced into doing something wrong that we don't
want to do. Another of these situations a very serious
one is the use of illegal drugs.

Havc.z..ay of you heard or seen references to "Saying NO
to Drugs"?

(Learn how much is known and build on it. If students know
the following facts, the teacher would review the ideas
briefly.)

Illegal drugs are very dangerous for many real
Besides harming and even destroy ing our bodies which
God has created, there is the possibility of getting AIDS
through needles or injections.

Let us be clear how this might happen: If drugs are
injected into a person's body by a needle that has bccn
used by a person with AIDS, that injection could pass on
the AIDS infection. This will not happen in a hospital or

doctor's office w here clean needles are used. but it often
happens with illegal drugs.

Let us review this by using these "stick" persons
(Transparency Master # 16c):

If a person with AIDS uses a needle tur drugs and leaves
infected blood in that needle. the neat person who uses
that needle can get AIDS.

Transparency Master # 16b could be used to guide the
following:

Let us apply our Rules for Deciding.

If someone invites you to inject illegal drugs. w hat would
you think?

What would you judge the reasons for accepting the
offer? the reasons again.;(?

How should you act?

Closure
Illezal drugs can destroy Ju r bodies that were created by
God. Dirty or contaminated needles used with illegal
drugs can also spread AIDS infection. We can make
better choices by following the Rules for Deciding:
Think. Judge then Act.

Please take home your True False Quiz (with correct
answers clearly indicated) to share this important
information with your parents.
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True/False Quiz

Key:
T = True
F = False
? = Don't know

Handout # 16a

Circle one:

1. AIDS is a disease we ha_ :: known for centuries. T F ?

2. AIDS is a disease that can be cured. T F ?

3. AIDS destroys a person's ability to fight infection. T F ?

4. AIDS is a communicable disease that is easily caught through
children's everyday activities. T F ?

5. It is safe to ride a bus or go to a movie with a friend who has AIDS. T F ?

6. Even though most persons with AIDS are adults, some children
have gotten AIDS. T F ?

7. If a mother has AIDS, the virus can enter the baby's body even
before birth. T F ?

8. Before procedures were improved, the AIDS virus often could
enter the body through blood transfusions. T F ?

9. AIDS is spread in the same way as chicken pox or measles. T F ?

10. The AIDS virus can enter the body through infected blood left
in needles. T F ?

7 )
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Transparency Master # 16b

RULES FOR DECIDING

THINK

If I had thought about...,

I could have asked....

JUDGE

What are the reasons for?

What are the reasons against?

ACT

What should I really do?

What will help me to act decisively?

73
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If

has AIDS
and uses

then

and leaves blood
within it,

74

Transparency Master # 16c

a needle for drugs

who uses
the needle
can get
AIDS.
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 5

The Fifth Grade Student

Fifth grade students exhibit the beginning stages of "other
centeredness." It is a critical stage for moral development
and guidance as these students grow in independence and
respons;bility.

Ten-year-olds are persons who
are aware of sexual differences and feelings;
have many questions regarding sexuality and sexual
activity;
are influenced strongly by the media;
are usually in a pre-rebellious stage;
understand right and wrong as measured against a
set of values;
see themselves as persons who are responsible for
their own behavior.

Lesson # 17

Some suggestions for teaching fifth graders
include the moral dimension whenever appropriate;
answer questions about sexuality comfortably,
give appropriate opportunities to exercise indepen-
dence with responsibility;
provide opportunities for group projects, giving clear
guidelines;
encourage critical questions about media
presentations;
explain civic, school, and classroom rules in terms of
values;
recognize peer pressure and try to use it positively;
deal with the reality of peer pressure when discussing
decision-making skills.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
C-5 identify with Jesus' compassion toward the sick as

they express compassion toward persons with AIDS
and other serious illnesses.

Overview

After students imagine an experience of being alone,
frightened, or sick, Jesus' miracles of healing the sick arc
dramatized. Then a comparison is made between his
behas for toward the sick and the students' attitudes toward
persons with AIDS. Cards or letters are ssritten to real or
imaginary persons with AIM:.

Basic Info! mation a nd Vocabulary

The teat' r should read "A Call to Compassion" (in
Section 4) and should review Lesson # 10.

Vocabulary:
compassion

Suggested Materials

New Testament with at least one story selected concerning
Jesus and the sick. Suggested passages for dramatising.

Matthew 12:9-13 the person with the shriveled hand
John 9:1-1! the blind person
Luke 9:37-43 the possessed child
John 5: I -(1 the pers by the pool

Transparency Master # I Ob
Address of an AIDS hospice if the teacher el ooses to have

students :ite letters to real persons with AIDS

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Sit quietly, close y our eyes. and imagine you are on the
playground. A group of your classmates begin to "pick"
on 3 ou. They call 3, ou name.). One coven bites t ou. Other
students w ho are passing by join the group and begin to
tease you You are alone. Imagine how you feel....

Suddenly your close friend runs across the playground
and yells at the group. They feel ashamed. Most walk
am,a3. Some of those students tell '.oz that they are sorry.
Imagine how you feel....

Give students silent time to ponder this.

Possibly use another example on illness; e.g., the student is
ill at home. mother keeps all friends away, doctor finally
says you are cured and you can.ioin your family . friends. etc.

How do you feel?

13. Bible ,tart
Read the selected Gospel story.
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Askfor volunteers to take the parts for a dramatization or
improvisation as the story is re-read.

C. Response
Ask the students to w rite answers to questions such as these.

I. If I were the sick person, how would I feel?

2. If I were someone in the crowd, how would I feel?

3. When Jesus told stories, he always taught is how to
act. What was he trying to teach us in this story?

Select some answers of these for sharing with the entire
group.

D. Application
In the beginning of this lesson we imagined what it would
be like to be alone, frightened, isolated. We heard the
story of Jesus and how he treated the sick.

Many people in our country today are very much alone,
very sick, very frightened. Many of these persons have
AIDS.

What can the example of Jesus and the sick teach us
about how we should treat persons with AIDS?

(Elicit answers.)

The word "compassion" means the ability to suffer with
someone. How could you treat a sick friend with
compassion?

(Elicit answers.)

Lesson # 18

Iluw Wilk] )0i1 show eompassion if your friend lived far
away?

(Elicit answers.)

We know that it is safe to visit persons with AIDS.
(Use Transparency Master # 106 to review.)

Some of us may know specific persons with AIDS. The
rest of us know that many people have AIDS and are
alone. How could we show compassion to them'?

If you were to write a letter to or make a card for a person
with AIDS, what would you say?

Brainstorm put words, phrases on board.

Closure

Assign for class time or homework the task of making a card
or writing a letter to a person with AIDS. The teacher
should decide in advance if persons should be real or
imaginary. If real, the products would be mailed or
distributed to persons with AIDS at a hospice or home.

Review the concept of compassion and how it allows us to
find a way of imitating Jesus' care foi others.

Ask students to note examples of compassion whenever
they observe it anywhere; e.g., newspaper, TV, radio,
playground, elassroom, home, etc. Ask for these examples
in any spare moments before class or dismissal.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

Ti, student will be able to
B -) describe the body's immune system and its destruction

by the AIDS virus.

Overview

After using transparencies to review information previously
taught, new information regarding the body's immune
system is introduced. Students then make a mural describing
all the facts they have learned about AIDS.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should review Lessons # 10,15, and 16 as well as
the related orientation material. If factual material has been

learned in science or another class, concentrate on the
importance of compassion for the ill.

Vocabulary:
immune "T" cells virus

Suggested Materials

Transparency Masters # 18a. # 18b. and # 18c
Transparency Masters for review (# 10a, # 10b,# I5a, and #

15b) or notes summarizing prior lessons
Mural paper

Teaching/Learning Activities

A Review
Review bash, Ittetual information by using Transpareney
Masters such as # I0a, # 10b, # I 5a, and # 15b.
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B. Fresontation
We know some facts about AIDS. Does anyone know
how the name AIDS was determined?

Allow students to respond, then complete or confirm using
Transparency Master # 18a.

We have already used the term "virus."
Oicit from students or explain that a virus is a living
organism too small to be seen by the unaided eye. Some
viruses cause disease among people. One of these is the
AIDS virus.

We already know something about the body's "immune
system." Today we will learn more about that.

Explain Transparency Master # 18h, emphasizing the main
ideas:

A healthy immune system
protects the body
from infection and disease.
Special "T" cells defend the body
when it is in danger of illness.

Let us compare the healthy system to an unhealthy one.
(Use Transparency Master # I8c.)
The AIDS virus kills the special "T" cells.
For that reason, a bod, infected with the AIDS virus has
a weak defense system and can easily catch other
illnesses.

This is the main difference in 1, et) simple te. ms. It is
important to note that only a doctor can diagnose AIDS.

Now let us look again at the words represented in the
name "AIDS." (Transparency Master # I 8a)

Lesson # 19

-1M111PIMMIN111=11/ffiD

Can anyone use one or more of these four words as you
exr.Iain AIDS?

Try to have all four words used in meaningful explanations
about AIDS.
(Examples could be similar to these:
When people acquire AIDS, their immune systems have a
deficiency. We call the resulting condition a syndrome.)

Closure

To summarize the information about AIDS, organize the
class into five groups and assign each group one of these
topics:

AIDS definition
AIDS how children can get it
AIDS how children don't get it
AIDS its effects
AIDS the role of the Church compassion

Each group's members should study their notes or copies of
overhead masters from previous lessons regarding their
assigned topics. Next they should decide how they will
display their information on one section of a mural.

Mural paper perhaps with spaces outlined for each topic
is placed in a large work area. Each group then completes

one fifth of the mural with art work, pictures, etc.

The mural could be exhibited and shared with other classes.
It could also be used at a special liturgy or para-liturgical
service to pray for persons with AIDS.

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson objectives

Students will be able to
T- 8 give examples of refusal skills that can be used to say

"no" to any risk behaviors;
T- 9 articulate the morality of dreg ...ouse and risks

involved in any use of unsterized needles;
T-10 suggest ways to deal with peer pressure.

Overview

Two drug-related situations will be analyzed by discussion
in groups. A signed commitment may be formulated to
encourage students to say "NO" to illegal drugs. The
Inotivation will focus on morality is well as the health
concerns related to drug-related transmission of AIDS.

Symbols of personal commitment could be offered at a
liturgy with parents invited.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should review Lessons # 13 and # 16 as well as
related orientation material in this publication.

Vocabulary:

Handout tt 19, "Put Yourself in the Situation," for ec.
student plus an extra t-opy for each recorder. An 111.1

commit

Suggested Materials

cominit mutt
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Transparency Master # 18a

AIDS is a new, serious disease.
Its name comes from four words:

A Acquired

I Immune

D Deficiency

S Syndrome

ACQUIRED When you acquire something,

you get something you did not have before.

AMUNE Immune is the name we give to our body's

defense system.

DEFICIENCY If you have a deficiency,

yr!: !'!!%!.ge a weakness.

SYNDROME A syndrome is more than one symptom.

It is a group of signs that indicate

that we are sick.
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Transparency Master # 18b

A HEALTHY IMMUNE SYSTEM

A healthy immune system

protects the body

from most infections and diseases.

Special "7" cells defend the body
when it is in danger of illness.

A, NEALIM
IMMUNE S'ISTEM

INFPCTi ON 5

(FLU)

7:1
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Transparency Master # 18c

AN UNHEALTHY IMMUNE SYSTEM

The AIDS virus kills "T" cells.

A body infected with the AIDS virus

has a weak defense system

and can easily catch other illnesses.

AN UNNEALTM
IMMUNE S'ISTEM

60

INFECTIONS
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alternate approach would be to read each situation aloud
with students recording their responses in their notebooks.

Commitment papers, if desired, for each student.

Teaching' Learning Activities

A. Introduction
In ite students to tell personal stories about peer pressure in
their own lives at school events, at home. at the shopping
mall or ask them to cite examples from college basketball,
professional baseball, et.., that show individuals giving in
to or resisting peer pressure. Also in% itc stories that show
how a peer group can beer) helpful or supportive.

B. Presentation
Students often find themselves in dangerous situations
because of peer pressure. Sometimes they are urged to do
what is morally rong. Sometimes they Lan also risk getting
AIDS, e.g.. if they inject drugs with infected needles. The
.ability to sa) "NO" is 4111A S diffiLult but 41s possible.

C. Discussion
Divide the class into groups of 6-8, appointing,' reLorder in
each group. Distribut, liandvut # 19 one pt, tudcnt
with an extra cop) for each recorder wi.n these
directions:

Put yourself in Situations #1 and #2 as you slowly read
them. Then write one or more wars that ) ou would
respond to each situation. You will have about ten
minutes for the reading and writing of your responses.

After about ten minntes. continue
Now in sour group, generate a master list of suggested
responses for the situation. Then disLuss reasons fur yout
responses.

Suggestions would then be icad b) the recurdas to share
ideas both responses and reasons among all the
gioups. The teacher should listen for both moral and health
reasons or elicit additional responses in a missing area.

Should in student respund to the illiLit offers in a positiv e
way allow other students to dads the danger. If that
does not occur, the teacher's response should be clear,
strong, calm. The teacher may also want to talk with some
students privately.

When discussing Situation # I. the teacher should remind
the students that one injection with an infected needle is all
that is needed for AIDS to pass hium NI-sun-to-person

unless a student mentions this fact.

With Situation II 2, the teaLher should mention that illegal
drugs an Arca a person's ,'bait) to make good judgments
and, for that reason, often lead to wrong aLtions.

Closure

RevicA the fact that AIDS can be transmitted person-to-
person through infeued needles. Students in Catholic,
Gospel-based settings should have greater support in basing
"NO"and should be able to help each other in positive ways.

Ask the students to suggest w4)s in which they could
support eaLlt other in resisting illegal drugs. If appropriate,
act on one of the suggested wars. On example follows.

A very simple statement could be developed. Sample:

We, ia nfth Grade at St. John's School Parish, commit
ourselves to sit) "NO" to using illegal drugs.

Depending on circumstances, the statements may be handled
in various ways such as the following:

children ma) .house individual!) whether or not to
take the statement home and share it with parents,
children may be allowed privately to sign or not sign a
personal copy of the statement;
statements Lould be brought up during a prayer
serviLe. during the prepaiation of gifts at a class Mass,
etc.
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Put Yourself in the Situation

Situation # 1

Handout # 19

You are walking home from school with a best friend later than usual. You have been at basketball or
play practice. As you are passing the parking lot, t e blocks from home, two older sty :.'ents approach
you. One of the students shows you a needle o give you a sample of a drug that he claims will
make you feel great! You don't want to get ire A you feel pressured. What do you do? What do
you say?

Suggested ways to respond to the older student's offer of drugs:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Reasons considered:

Situation # 2

You had planned to ride yot. ; bike to a football game with friends. On your way to the game, one of your
friends invites you to skip the game and go to his house, no one is at home. He tells you that you could
have a lot of fun. You leave the group and go home with him.

While you are watching TV, he starts to fill an injection needle. He says that a little shot will help you
relax. You are very uncomfortable and don't trust him or the needle. How do you say "NO"? What do you
do?

Suggested ways to respond to the boy's actions:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Reasons considered:
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°m.mmlammumimim7Suggested Lessons for Grade 6

The Sixth Grade Student

Sixth grade students, although capable of intense loyalty
to others, usually appear to be self-centered and self-
conscious. It is critical to the on-going maturation and
development of time students that they maintain com-
munication and warm, affirming relationships i t h adults
who are significant in their lives.

Eleven-year-olds are persons who
wonder about their personal and sexual identity;
rely heavily on peer group acceptance for nurturing
of self-esteem;
can make reasonable choices;
can analyze situations;

Lesson # 20

pursue discovery through experimentation;
identify with the human person and characteristics of
Jesus (healer, feather, inan o: compassion, gentle.
forgiving, kind).

Some suggestions for teaching sixth graders
support individual students in times of doubt and
questioning:
answer questions about sexuality comfortably;
provide opportunities to make choices and accept
responsibility;
suggest ways to analyze situations critically,
recognize peer pressure and try to use it positively;
focus both prayer and principle on the person, Jesus.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objective

The students will he able to
C-6 demonstrate an appreciation of God's unconditional

love and relate that understanding to their own
treatment of persons with AIDS and other serious
illnesses.

Overview

The lesson begins with a brief reminder of God's uncondi-
tional love for us and some student role playing ol
conversations whirl; show tneryday examples of uncondi-
tional love. A group of students then presents a dramatic
reading (or the teacher reads o- tells the story) about .Jesus,'
IoN, of the woman taken in adultery . .lesus' of the
mttn is related to the unconditional love to be extended
to alt. including person, 1% ith AI DS. The lesson doses %%ith
a prayer or a prayer service.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should know the story of the woman taken in
adultery. John 8:1-1 I, and should re% iew the content of
Lessons 4 I. It 4. 4 7 4 14. and ts 17.

Vocabulary:
adultery unconditional 1m e

70 LESSON # 20 Grade 6

Suggested Materials

New l'estament.John 8: I -1 I '13111es or copies of t he passage
as needed to facilitate student written directed play)

One copy of Handout t 20. "Situations for Role Playing."
for each small group of students

Teacher\ copy of Pope Jo'on Paul ll's Address at Mission
Dolores (in Section 4)

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Preparation
tlass in a icIletti%e setting with an appi ()pi late

leading. such as Paragiaplis ;1 9-10 twin Pope John Paul
11\ Address at Mission Dolores Iin Sedum 4).

What is the main point of Pope John Paul in these
%%ords?

( I hat God lot es us unconditionally. .101gi% ing and accepting
us even when %% e lad to do the right thing)

11 God Imes us unconditionally. Imp% mg and accepting
us even % hen %%c l til to do the light thing. then hm% do
you think God %%idles us to ti eat others?

(In the saw %%ay. iellecting (sod's unconditional love)

13ecaase God Imes us in this ay and asks us to !me
others in the same may, it 's ,mpoi tam that e understand



unconditional love. Today you will have the opportunity
to create conversations that refleLt unconditional lo%t
and to role play them.

B. Situations for Role Plajmg
Ask small groups of students to prepare and to role play the
conversations as directed in Handout # 20.

C. Presentation
Some people are signs in our fives of God's unLondtional
lose. This means that this lose %%ill never Lhange, will
never run short even though the persons may change.
You have just heard several examples of this during our
role playing.

We hale learned about unLonditional lose from Jesus.
He gas e us many exal.,ples of this love in his life and was
even willing to die for us.

One story that tells about this umonditional lose is th_
story of the woman taken in adultery. (Although we
name this story after the woman taken in adultery. the
story obviously includes a man maybe several men
as well as the woman.) A group of your classmates
have prepared a short dramatic form of this story based
on John's account in the N.w Testament. In it Jesus
again gives us an example of unco,ditionai love, an
example of compassion.

D. Play
The students present the play
(Costumes, props, scenery, etc.., may or may not be used.)

E. Discussion
Indsiduaily or in small groups. the students respond to
questions such as these:

I. How did the crowd feel abou% the woman and her
behavior?

2. What was Jesus' reaction to the crowd? to the woman?

3. If you were the woman, how would you want to be
treated?

4. What can we learn from the way Jesus treated the
woman?

F. Transition
Bt Luse of the v.y Jesus treated the woman, she was
changed. It was the experience of Jesus' unconditional
love and forgiveness that made it possible for the woman
to forgive herself and to start a new way of living. Her
family and neighbors probably accepted her after they
heard how Jesus treated her.

We have been studying the deadly conoition of AIDS,
Now that we have stud/ed Jesus' compassion for the
woman, this is a good time to reflect on h 3%% we as
followers of Jesus should treat others including
persons with AIDS.

G. Application
Using the same or different settings as for Questions 1-4, ask
students to respond to the following, questions.

5. In he light ofJesus'Lornpassion, how should %se treat
students or other persons with AIDS?

6. If a person in y our family has AIDS, how would you
feel? How would y ou want people to treat y our family
member?

Vs hat in you do to Lomfolt families of persons with
AIDS?

Closure

Close with this short prayer or develop its theme into a
prayer service:

We give you thanks, our God, for your unconditional
love. We are especially grateful that you gave us Jesus to
show us what unconditional love means in our day-to-
day Its ing. We thank you for others who express some
form of unconditional lose in our lives our parents,
our teachers, our friends. Finally %se ask that y u help us
to develop that kind of love forgiving, compassionate,
lasting within our lives We ask this, our God, through
Jcsus v ho models this kind of love for us. Amen.
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Situations for Role Playing

1.

Characters: Father and son

Handout # 20

Situation. A boy returns home with his bike. He is ;:ahurt, but the bike is seriously damaged after being
hit by a car. The boy's dad had told him not to take his bike to town on this particular day oe':;ause of
holiday traffic.

Direction to students. Create a conversation between the boy and his father that reflects the
unconditional love of God for us.

2.

Characters: Two girls who are sisters

Situation: Alice had given Mary her new jacket to wear on her class trip. At some point during the day,
the jacket was lost or stolen. Mary is afraid to tell Alice that her jacket is missing.

Direction to students. Create a conversation between the sisters that illustrates the genuine forgiveness
that will remind us of the way God loves and forgives us.

3.

Characters: Boy and his teacher

Situation: Mike has always been honest, respectful, and reliable. Mrs. Holmes was supervising the
playground and asked lv"ke to do her a favor. She gave him her school key and asked him to go to her
classroom and get her raincoat. When Mike got to Cie room, he realized that the mathematics tests,
scheduled to be given tnat afternoon, were on Mrs. Holmes' aesk. Mike took a copy of the test along with
the coat and returned to the playground.

At lunch that day, Mike and two of his friends worked the math problems in advance. The three boys had
perfect scores on the test. When Mrs. Holmes called Mike to her desk at the end of the school day and
asked him why he looked so nervous, he told her the truth.

DirectiOns to students: Create a conversation between Mike and Mrs. Holmes that illustrates
unconditional love and reflects God's unconditional love for us.
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Lesson # 21
CHRISTIAN RESPONSE; BASIC INFORMATION; TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

Students will be able to
C- 4 understand and appreciate the importance of loving

unselfishly and responsibly;
C-I 2 understand and appreciate that sexual activity and

sexual intercourse have meaning and purpose only
within a marriage commitment;

B- 6 define homosexuality and related Church teaching;
T-I 2 identify four ways the AIDS virus is transmitted and

prevented.

Overview

The lcsson begins with ideas on how people communicate,
re,,iews the importance of lov ing unselfishly and responsibly ,
then bridges to sexual intercourse as an intimate form of
communication and love. Chastity is introduced as a virtue
that helps persons love unselfishly and responsibly. In
simple term, the Church position on sexual intercourse and
homosexuality is presented. A Matching Exercise checks
basic understanding of the key concepts, and the lesson
close with prayer.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should review Lessons # 14 and # 15 as well as
the related orientation material. The teacher can also
prepare for the lesson by reading "AIDS: Time for a Moral
Renaissance" by Cardinal Basil Hume of London (in
Section 4).

Some background for the teacher about chastity follows:

Genuine chaste love is not selfish, patsessive, or smotheritig
but unselfish, non-possessive .nd freeing. Chastity presun.es
that one is faithful to God, to self, and to others.

Chas::'y is practiced in different forms in marriage, the
single state, the priesthood and religious life. In marriage,
chastity focuses on the faithful love between the husband
and wife. For the single person, chastity refers to virginity
practiced as long as the person is in the single state In
religious life, chastity is often called consecrated celibacy;
this means virginity as a response to a Gospel invite. ion or
,;rginity consecrated to Jesus Christ.

Helps to chastity include sound instruction about health,
sex, and relationships as well as prayer, counseling, and the
celebration of the sacraments of Reconciliation and
Eucharist.

The following selections may be helpful to the teacher:

"Persons by nature are sexual beings, endowed with sexuai
desires or drives. Some regulation oft. ne's sexual appetite is

required by the nature of human life. both personal and
social. When self-moderation and self-regulation in sexual
life are practiced. the natural virtue of chastity exists."

("Chastity." Catholic Encyclopedia)

"Mere conscious rejection or unconscious repression of
sexuality is not chastity, for neither constitutes a moral
moderation of sexuality but only warps and frustrates it."

("Chastity," Catholic Encyclopedia)

"Chastity, which includes self-control, not only pr 'itects
you from AIDS but also helps you to develop who you are
right now. Self-discipline is an integral part of the mature
personality... ; the recovery of the virtue of chastity may be
one of the most urgent needs of contemporary society."
(' A Call to Compassion," Pastoral Letter by California's

Bishops; in Section 4)

Vocabulary:
sexual intercourse
heterosexual
homosexual

Suggested Materials

gay o. lesbian
chastity
morality

For review, Transparency Master # 15b
Transparency Master # 21a
Matching Exercise Handout # 21b

Teaching/Learning Activities

vagina
penis
semen

A. Introduction
Ask the students to help name many ways we communicate
with each other and make a list on the board (talking,
touching, facial expression, etc.) Then proceP.. with ideas
similar to these:

In all of these means, we may not allow other persons to
really "know" us. We can easily hide our honest selves.
However, when we love someone, we want to reveal our
true selves and to be loved and accepted in return. We are
not fearful of being known. We choose to spend time
with a person we love. We want to know all about a loved
one, so we find many ways to communicate.

B. Presentation
Marrieu couples experience and express feelings of love
in many ways including words, hugs, and kisses. This is,
of course, natural and good. In God's plan, when people
^ommlited to marriage want to communicate totally and
create new life, they continue to express their love,
reaching the fullest expression as they unite their bodies
in sexual intercourse. This is a 'Very loving act between a
luisband aad a .wife that is an ,ntimate se.hual expression
of their lo e for each other. During act, the
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man places his penis (the male reproductive organ) in the
woman's vagina (the passageway to the uterus or womb).
This is a very special moment within marriage.

The act can be used, however, in ways that can be
harmful in terms of morality and in terms of health.
First, let us look at the morality at right and v. rong.

The Catholic Church teaches that intimate (close) sexual
activity is right and good within marriage, but it should
occur only within the relationship of marriage. Marriage
calls each of the partners to be committed exclusively L.
each other for life. The Church clearly teaches that
intimate sexual activity outside of marriage is seriously
wrong.

In other words, it is wrong and harmful if young
unmarried persons do not control their feelings of love
until they can express them fully within marriage or if a
man and woman who are not married to each other use
this special expression. Many people have witnessed the
havoc that can result to relationships and families.

What might be some of the reasons for the Church's
teaching that intimate sexual activity should be reserved
for marriage?

(keep the relationship spec;a1. provide for resulting child, _n,
symbolize a genuine unity, give family stability)

Some people today say it is impossible to respect this
expression of special relation,' tnd to keep it within
marriage. But God our Creator has said it is possible and
gives special help through a virtue called chastity.
Chastity can be explained in many ways:

as a virtue that helps persons to love unselfishly and
responsibly;
as a virtue that helps to control sextn.1 desires:
as a gift that enables persons to direct their sexual
energies in ways that respect the wonder of their
bodies and that communicate love unselfishly.

In addition to the issue of morality is the issue of health.
There is also the danger of one of the partners contracting
AIDS if the other partner has the AIDS virus.

Does anyone recall the ways that children can get Al DS?
Use Transparency Master # 15b to review.

Continue with Transparency Master # 21a:
Just as a person's blood can carry the AIDS v irus. so too
can the virus be carried in certain other body fluids in
the semen, the fluid from a man's penis or in the fluid in a
woman's vagina. The most common way Al DS is spread
among teenagers and adults is through intercourse with
more than one partner. The more sexual partners a
person may have, the greater are that person's chances of
getting the AIDS virus.

God's command to be faithful to one another given as
earls .dam and Eve not only protects family life, it
can also keep AIDS from spreading through the exchange

of body fluids (hut ot.i_urs in sexual intercourse. If a
Louplc is faithful to eaa other. they w ill eliminate the
most common way that AIDS is caught.

C. Review
Although sexual intercourse is a wonderful God-given
means of LnummiLation and expression of !ove within
marriage, we know it can be harmful in two ways. Who
.:an tell us these ways'

(Morally harmful if persons are not married to each other:
harmful to eal.h if one of the two persons has tit, DS
virus.)

D. Clarification
We have been talking about the ordinary situation in
which a man and a woman engage in sexual activity.
There is a long word that describes a person who has a
sexual preference for persons of the opposite sex. Does
anyone know what that word is?

(heterosexual)

There is a word that looks similar to this word
homosexual. Briefly. a homosexur lis a person who has a
sexual preference for persons of the same sex. If the
person is a man. sometimes he is called gay; if the person
is a woman, sometimes she is termed lesbian.

Earlier we said that God expects a man and a woman not
to engage in heterosexual activity outside of marriage.
God expects them to live chastely. Although the circum-
stances are very different, there should no sexual
activity between homosexuals. God requires that they
too develop and live the virtue of chastity.

Note to teacher: This section on homosexuality is an
intrortant but brief clarification. More will be included in
Lesson # 34.

E. Review
We have covered a number of important ideas in this
class. Let us see how many ideas you can remember by
doing this Matching Exercise. (Handout # 21b)

Closure

Review by giving correct answers.
(Key for Column 2: # 3.4, I. 2, 10. 6. 5, 7, 8. 9)

Close with a prayer to use the gift of human sexuality
according to God's plan. One suggestion follows.

Our God. you have created us as good persons. You have
made us as total persons with maleness or knaleness.
We thank s on for all of your gifts including your gift
of sexuality. We accept this gift which makes us who we
are and affects how we relate to each other and to the
world around us. We ask that you help us always to be
grateful for this gift, to respect our sexuality and that of
others, an to use this izift and all your gifts according to
y our plan. We ask all this through Jesus. Amen.
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Transparency Maste # 21a

How can AIDS be caught?

Through an exchange of body fluids

(such as blood or semen or vaginal fluid)

with a person who has AIDS.

Tnis can happen

1. during sexual intercourse

with an AIDS- infected person

2. through use of

an AIDS-infected needle

3. through birth

when the mother has AIDS

4. through an AIDS-infected

blood transfusion

(now very rare)

83
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Handout # 21b

MATCHING EXERCISE

Directions. Put the # of the item of Column 1 that best matches in the blank of Column 2.

Column ' Column 2

1. homosexual male reproductive organ

2. sexual intercourse carried in blood, semen, vaginal secretions

3. penis a person who has a sexual preference for persons of the
same sex

4. AIDS virus sexual joining of two individuals

5. heterosexual female passageway to the uterus or womb

6. transmit to pass from one to another

7. Catholic Church teaching a person who has a sexual preference for someone C'
the opposite sex

8. AIDS

9. chastity

intimate sexual activity shall occur only within the
relationship of marriage

a disease state that is most commonly spread among
teenagers and adults through intercourse with an
infected person

10. vagina a virtue that helps persons to love in an unselfish and
responsible way

83
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Le-lson # 22

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
T-10 suggest ways to deal with peer pressure,
T-11 explain basic safety precautions related to emergent-)

procedures;
T-13 discuss Christian response and health hazarCs related

to any experimentation with sex or drugs.

Two sessions are recommended.

Overview

By means of a lette. or a guest speaker, the students may
have an opportunity to communicate directly with a person
with Al DS. The students will either read a recent letter front
a person with AIDS or personally interview a person with
AIDS regarding the effect of peer pressure in his/ her life,
especially peer pressure that led to experimentation with sex
or drugs. (An alternate activity involves using the letter
provided; it is based on one of the "many faces" of AIDS in
the USCC document.) The students then reflect on Jesus'
response to both the person and the peer pressure. The ideas
learned from this activity may be shared with others. In the
second part of the lesson, students learn safety precautions
for handling blood during accidents.

Ba;i^ Information and Vocabulary:

The teacher should review Lessons # 13, # 16, # 19, and # 21
as well as the related material in the orientation section.

Suggested Materials

Transparency Master # 21a
Handout of either a recent letter from a person with AIDS

or the following letter, based on a selection from "The
Many Faces of AIDS: A Gospel Response":

"When I was young, my friends always pushed me to
escape from my mother's house. They (and me too
sometimes) thought the house felt like a prison. The best
escape came th;o ugh crugs. They showed me how to do
it, always fount. a supply, and shared their needles. Now
after being really sick for about six months, 1 have been
admitted to a hospital with no money to pay the
They tell me 1 ha% e AIDS. 1 don't know how all this was
happened to me. Sometimes 1 don't think I 11,1%,c any

control of life. Sometimes I think 1 ga%e my friends too
much control of my life."

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Preparation
Elicit a letter from a person w ho has AIDS, gi% ing the
person's major lit. points and the current situation, (or use
the brief letter provided) or invite a carefully selected person
with AIDS preferably with a Christian value system
who is willing to be a guest speaker.

B. Presentation
Ask the person who is writing or speaking to the class to tell
how he or she yielded to peer pressure and began to
experiment with sex o- drugs.

C. Reflection and Discussion
In small groups, ask the students to reflect upon the
question,

What can you learn from this experience?
If Jesus were to meet this person today, how would he

respond?
If Jesus had been in this person's place at the time of the

peer pres ure, how would he have responded?

Discuss some responses to ti.- reflection questions, taking
care that two points emerge:
1. Jesus' empathy with the seriously ill person,
2. Jesus' teaching that we can with God's help

overcome temptation and choose good

D. Assignment
Then give a wide choice of topics for a related assignment.
This will increase students' interest in each other's reports.
Some possible assignment ideas follow:

I . Write a short theme or commercial on Coping with Peer
Pressure Today.

2. Interview others by tape on the topic:
How can I withstand peer pressure in regard to drugs,
sex, or other areas?
Interview 3 peers

3 teachers
3 parents
principal or DRE
pastor

3. GI% c Scriptural examples oficsus responding to pressure.

Closure of First Part

in class a wh,,a; or in small groups hear students'
themes, Lominctuals, Scriptural examples, and okerkiews
of taped interiews. If desired, decade ulna items would be
of interest to others and either publish some that would be
appropriate in the school, parish newspaper or share them
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in a closed-elicit:a tele:ision broadcast for the upper grades
or parent glow).

D. Review (To Begin Second Part)
Begin this part with a review of the four ways that AIDS can
be caught through exchanging body fluids with a person
who nas AIDS (as on Transparency Master fi 21a):

during sexual intercourse with n AIDS-infected
person;
through use of an AIDS-infected needle,
through birth when the mother has AIDS,
throt-, L, an AIDS-'nfected blood transfusion (now
very rare).

E. Presentation
In addition to these four ways, one other situation might
allow an exchange of blood with an AIDS infected
person. AIDS could possibly be caught when responding
to a medical emergency like a serious accident on the
playground or a wreck on the highway, when persons
are hurt and bleeding seriously.

Note: Give facts but diffuse fear.

A small number of doctors and nurses have been infected
when they handled AIDS-infected blood without proper
precautions. That is why some health ex,vrts tell us to be
very careful with accidents that involve much bleeding.
Remember that the AIDS virus can be in people's blood
without them kntAving it. If ever you, your family, or
anyone else should find someone hurt and seriously
bleeding you should be careful.

(Role play) If! have a big cut on my hand and I wipe up a
lot of blood of a person who has the AIDS virus, I could
get the virus. As mu..h as possible, try to call an adult if a
serious accident occurs. If possible, don't handle it
yourself.

Whoever handles an at.t.ident should use r libber glo%cs to
help a seriously bleeding person or to clean up a lot of
blood. That's the safest way. The AIDS vim., does aot
live lo when washed with a bleach-and-water solution
(1 part bleach in 10 parts water)..', good soap-and-water
hand washing «ill also kill the virus.

I-. Practice
Let us pretend that you anti }our Uncle Joe are home
when the electrician comes to replace some wiring.
lint-, , the electrician falls from c1 ladder, hits his
head, and bleeds eriously . After the injured worker is
taken away In an ambulance, }our uncle reaches for
paper towels to clean up the blood.

Now please move together into pairs. Each of you closest
to the windo wilt become Uncle Joe. The other will
now explain to Uncle Joe what would be e. safer way to
dean up the blood and why he should use the safer way.

G. Summary
To help us duxk w hether our explanations were complete
and accurate, let us list on the board some basic safety
precautions that anyone should use when an emergency
involves a seriously bleeding person:

(Use rubber gloves, try not to get blood in any open cuts.
Clean up with 1, 10 bleach water solution. Wash hands
with soap and water.)

Closure of Second Part

Take time to copy the basic safety precautions in notes.
Then suggest that the students share these with older
members of their families.

9
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 7

The Seventh Grade Student

Seventh grade students continuP to search for their
identity, with their sexual identity playing an increasingly
central role in their development. Frequently they are
conft ed by their feelings for members of their own sex.
At trio time, when they need answers to specific questions
related to their own social and physiological development,
they are embarrassed and fearful of appearing uninformed.

Twelve-year-olds are persons who
worry ibout the changes in their own bodies,
understand that behavior has consequences,
need basic information about sexuality and their
own feelings;
can make choices and judgments related to criteria;

Lesson # 23

question religious teachings as they mature in faith
development.

Some suggestions for teaching seventh graders
use some process that allows students' questions to
be answered quickly and comfortably,
clearly present body changes that can be expected a.,
well as the time variations among indi.',duals,
demonstrate in classroom prrocedures that behavior
has consequences;
allow opportunities to express personal feelings;
give practice in making judgments using criteria,
recognize peer pressure and try to use it positively,
be at ease with questions about religious teachings,
support students, especially when confused or
doubting.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C-7 describe in accurate and sensitive terms what it is like

to have AIDS;
C-8 reflect on the pain of persons who have AIDS and on

the trauma experienced by their families,
C-9 respond to any prejudice or alienation shown to

persons with AIDS with a sense of conviction and
compassion.

Overview

After the students prayerfully reflect on the story of
Stephen, the teacher describes symptoms of Al DS. then
invites group discussion about the trauma of persons with
AIDS and their families. The lesson can close with the
spontaneous enactment of a modern parable and a take-
ho me chart to share with students' parents. I hi oughout the
lesson, the teacher models the use of accurate and sensitive
terminology.

Background Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should he familiar w nth the L.ontcnt u1 Lessons
17 and # 20. The teacher may. if desned, imitide other
torminai diseases in the discussion of AIDS.

Vocabulary:

AIDS

challenge

trauma

compassion
Ka posi's SarLoma (KS)

fati;ue
responsibility
symptoms

pastoral statement
opportunistic infections

Pitetimm,y sus Cumin Pneumonia (PCP)

Suggested Materials

New Testaments (for students)
Copies of the story about Stephen in "A Challenge and a

Responsibility ," by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin (in
Section 4'

Transparency Master # 23a. Symptoms of AIDS
Handout # 23b. Questionnaire on Cardinal Bernardin's

Pastoral. for student groups
Handout # 23c. Christian response worksheet
The teacher may wish to prepare to teach the lesson by

viewing a 22-minute segment of the American Red Cross
ideotape. llepmil Feat. Entitled "The Virus." the

segment explains the virus, slum three people with
AIDS, and talks with one Of their families. The teacher
needs to he aware that the second segment of the three-
part video is not consistent w ith Catholic teaching.
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Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
To set the learning climate, the teacher inv itcs the, students
to place themselves in a posture of prayer and reflection.

I. The teacher begins the class by telling or reading the
"Story of Stephen" from Cardinal Bernardin's Pastoral
Statement (in Section 4).

2. The teacher and students spend time in silent reflection.

3. The class is encouraged to respond in simple, spontaneous
prayer.

B. Presentation
To help the students understand what it is like to have
AIDS, the teacher describes the physical symptoms and
opportunistic infections and cancers related to AIDS.

One of the striking qualities of this illness is the
tremendous variation r, how it affects different people.
Most persons with AIDS die within two years, yet some
people have been living for se, ral yea's after an AIDS
diagnosis; others die within a few weeks of diagnosis.
Some are sick and fatigued throughout its course; others
alternate between periods of health and illness.

At the onset, however, most people report several of the
following symptoms:

Teacher uses Transparency # 23a, Symptoms of AIDS

unexplained p^rsistent fatigue

unexplained fever, chills, night sweats

unexplained weight loss

unexplained swollen glands (neck, armpits, groin)

purple or red, flat or raised blotches on or under the
skin

persistent white spots or unusual blemishes in the
mouth

persistent diarrhea

persistent dry cough

Some of these symptoms seem like common signs of cold
or flu. The key is they are severe in nature and last over
several weeks.

Al DS cannot be self-diagnosed Nny persons concerned
about their symptoms should consult with their physician.

The teacher continues to explain to the students about
opportunistic infections and (amers related to AIDS.

Opportunistic infections and AIDS-related cancers
include a variety of diseases which occur in persons who
have depressed immune s,stems. Two of the most
common and most serious are referred to as PCP and
KS.
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Pneumocystis Carinii Pneumonia ( PCP) is the most
dangerous and most common infection found in people
with Al DS. It is caused by a one-celled parasite which
produces severe respirator} infection. People with PCP
usually have 0 toys-grade feNcr, a persistent dry cough,
shortness of breath, and extreme fatigue. Some describe
PCP graphically by saying, "It's like having your lungs
filled with cotton candy. You can't get enough air into
your lungs." Most of us have been exposed to PCP in our
lives but our immune system keeps the parasites under
control.

Ka posi's Sarcoma (KS) is a ty pe of skin cancer associated
with AIDS. It is characterized by purple, blue. or red
patches, flat or raised, occurring on top of the skin. KS
lesions look like bruises that do not go away.

C. Discussion
When the students can describe in accurat- at.d sensitive
terms what it is like to have AIDS, the mule, z- In move
further: to a sense of the family 's trauma iid toward a
sense of compassion.

The teacher invites and lists responses from students to the
following:

What do you feel it is like to be a person with AIDS?
a family member of a person with AIDS?
What are the fears and worries of a person with
AIDS? the kinds of d:acrimination the person may
experience? the alienation even from one's closi.st
family members?
What Scriptural examples can you recall that
suggest how Jesus would respond to a person who is
in pain? who is very weak?

D. Group Discussion
This group discussion is designed to lead students toward a
compassionate response to the problem of AIDS in our
society.

The teacher divides the class into groups and appoints
within each group a leader to keep the group "on task"and a
reporter to summarize the group's response. Each group
receives a copy of Handout # 23b, "Questionnaire on
Cardinal Bernardin's Pastoral Letter." Each group discusses
the first two questions related to "Story of Stephen." In
addition, each group is assigned questions on one of the
three following segments: Gospel, Society, or Church.

At the end of a designated period, the reporters present the
insights and responses of their groups to the class.

The key points to be elicited (if they are not reported) are
evident ir, the pastoral statement. 1 he four sections in
Cardinal Bernardin's statement parallel the four sections on
the student questionnaire.

E. Student Activity
Volunteer students vs ill be ili% fled to enact a spontaneous
scenario. "Modern Parable of ihe'Story of Stephen'and the
Response of Jesus through the Members of His Church."
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Transparency Master # 23a

SYMPTOMS
OF

AIDS

Unexplained persistent fatigue

Unexplained fever, chills, night sweats

Unexplained weight loss

Unexplained swollen glands (neck, armpit, groin)

Purple or red, flat or raised blotches on or under the skin

Persistent white spots or unusual blemishes in the mouth

Persistent d!arrhea

Persistent dry cough
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Handout # 23b

QUESTIONNAIRE ON CARDINAL BERNARDIN'S PASTORAL LETTER

Story of Stephen
1. What were some of the difficulties Stephen faced as a result of his illness?

2. Discuss a:" 3rnative ways Stephen's family could have responded to the news of his illness.

Gospel
1. What would you say to a person who believes that AIDS is a punishment from God? Do you believe

that sickness and suffering are God's way of punishing us?

2. How would Jesus respond to a person with AIDS? How would he minister to that person's family?

3 How would you describe the challenge and responsibility of Christian persons toward persons
living and dying with AIDS?

Society
1. How can we dispel our fears, prejudices, and misconceptions about people who have AIDSor any

other communicable disease?

2. What specific things can society do to respond to the human needs of persons with AIDS?

3. What can you do as an individual to respond to the human and spiritual needs of persons infected
with the AIDS virus?

Church
1. How can we help one another to form "a correct compassionate, and healthy attitude" toward

those who have AIDS and their families?

2. How would you feel if you knew (OR How do you feel Knowing that) someone in your class, school,
neighborhood has AIDS?

3. How could you respond in a Christian way to that person and the family?
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Handout # 23c

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO AIDS

CONCEPTS COMMENT

Attitude: Personal response toward AIDS

What would I say to a person who believes that AIDS
is a punishment from God?

How can I help to form (in myself and others) a
correct, compassionate, and healthy attitude toward
Those with AIDS and their families?

Prayer: Spiritual response in communion with God

How would Jesus respond to a person with AIDS?

What can I do to respond to the human and spiritual
needs of those who have AIDS?

Education: Value response in discerning facts from
myths

How can I dispel my own and others' fears, prejudices,
and misconceptions about people who have AIDS?

Ministry: Personal response toward persons with
AIDS

How could I respond in a Christian way to a person or
family living with AIDS?

How would I respond if someone in my class iias
AIDS?

L
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Closure

The teacher pros ides the students with Handout # 23,1
chart on the Christian response suggested by Cardinal
Bernardin. This response in% oh es attituie, prayer. edut,a-
don, and ministry as reflected in the life and teachings of
Jesus.

Lesson # 24

Each student t.ompletes an indiv 'dual a.m. Students are
then ent,ouragird to share their t,harts % ith their parents and
to dist.uss the words of Cardinal Bernardin as %%ell as their
own reflections on AIDS.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
B- 7 discuss the tests used to detect antibodies to the

AIDS virus (HIV);
B- 8 explain that the oriein of AIDS is unknown and that

some hypotheses can impute blame unjustly.

Two sessions may bz. desired.

Overview

This lesson will give students factual information regarding
AIDS testing and the history of AIDS. The students will be
involved in discussing the issues and will be challenged to
search for ways to help further AIDS research.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the information in
Lessons # 2' and # 23, reviewing with the students as
needed.

Vocabulary:
AIDS
virus
ELISA

Suggested Materials

hypothetical
antibodies

Transparency Master # 24a, "Testing for AIDS"
Handout # 24b, "AIDS Some Historic Highlights"

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
To set the climate for this lesson, the teacher poses a moral
dilemma (i.e., a scenario about a person w ho has AIDS and
is rejected) for the students' reflection. A sample follows:

In the large apartment complex where you live, your
friend's father has been diagnosed with AIDS and has
lost his job. Other families living in the building have
found out and are petitioning for y our friend's family to
move. How do you feel about this situation? Do you
think they should have to move?

After some quiet reflection the teacher should invite
spontaneous invocations for those suffering from discrimi-
nation, prejudice, and alienation in this way beginning
the class with prayer.

B. Presentation
Using Transparency # 24a,"Testing for AIDS," the teacher
explains to the students how AIDS is diagnosed:

There is no simple single laboratory test for AIDS.
Usually a doctor begins by asking about the medical
history of the patient, then gig :s the person a physical
examination and may perform a series of tests. Doctors
may examine many' persons who are concerned about
AIDS; laboratory testing may not be required in all
cases.

The doctor ordinarily talks to the patient about the
physical symptoms. like swollen lymph glands, weight
loss, night sweats, fatigue. and certain kinds of skin
conditions. If these signs last over a long period of time,
the physician will request blood tests.

Three types of tests may help in diagnosing AIDS or
AIDS-related conditions:

I Blood screening tests for the AIDS v irus antibody,
2. Test of the immune system;
3. AIDS virus tests.

1. Blood Screening for the AIDS Virus Antibody
Since testing blood for the AIDS virus itself is difficult
and costly, mass screening uses a test that finds antibodies
to the AIDS virus. In other words, the test checks
whether the body has formed substant,es in response to
the foreign agent of AIDS.
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One of the cheapest and simplest methods is called the
ELISA test. in w hich a blood sample is added to bits of
proteins from AIDS virus grown in the laboratory.
(ELISA = enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) If the
blood contains antibodies. they will attach to the virus
particles. Chemical reactions will then change the color
of the mix.

The test. however, often indicates the presence of
antibodies when none are actually there. For that reason.
an ELISA is not called"positive" until t he test is repeated
and confirmed or another test is used to confirm the
results from ELISA.

If antibodies are found in a person's blood. it does not
necessarily mean that the person has AIDS or will go on
to develop AIDS. It simply means that some time in the
past. the virus has entered the person's bloodstream.

Most scientists believe that a significant percent of those
who have the virus will go on to develop AIDS: they
believe that it may take many years. but it will eventually
happen. Some people have the AIDS virus in their
bloodstream for a number of years and do not develop
symptoms of AIDS. but they ca:: spread the virus to
others.

2. Test of the Immune System
To check the immune system of a person with suspicious
symptoms. a doctor can order special analysis of the
white blood cells and antibodies of that person. Remem-
ber, every person has a natural ability to fight disease.
People who have AIDS have many severe problems with
their immune systems.

3. AIDS Virus Tests
Very specialized tests used in research can tell whether
the AIDS virus is actually in a person's blood. These tests
have not been released yet to diagnose AIDS. Researchers
are currently working to develop simpler was to test for
the AIDS virus in the blood.

What happens after a person is diagnosed as hating
AIDS? At this time, there is no ewe for AIDS. Some
drugs increase the length of time that some people can
live with AIDS or may relieve some of the symptoms.
Medicine has improved somewhat in treating the oppor-
tunistic infections that develop after the AIDS virus
damages the body's immune system. Unfortunately, no
one has recovered from the condition. People with Al DS
usually die within two years afar having been diagnosed

C. Review
I. Is there a test for AIDS?
2. In what ways can AIDS be tested?
3. Is there a blood test to detect infection w ith AIDS?

How is it used?
4. How is AIDS treated?

13. Student rl crivity
The teacher invites student brainstorming on the question.

Who would benefit from AIDS testing?

The teacher or a volunteer student lists responses on the
chalkboard under the above question. N% hen using the
brainstorming technique with students. it is important to
allow them the time and freedom to list every possible
answer. Needed clarifications can be made after the
brainstorming.

Sample responses:

someone who is having symptoms of AIDS or an AIDS -
related illness over a long period of time

intravenous drug abusers

anyone who has been sexually active with more than one
person or with someone whose sexual history was
unknown

sex partners of anyone engaging in any of the above high
risk activities

any woman who is considering bearing a child if she has
engaged in the above high risk activities or if she has had
sex with a person engaging in high risk activities.

a nurse. doctor. dentist, or any other health worker who
has an accidental and significant exposure to body fluids
of persons with Al

people who have received many transfusions of blood or
blood products after AIDS first surfaced in about 1980
and before March. 1985 when the American Red Cross
began screening blood donations

At the end of the brainstorming session, the teacher should
take the occasion to dispel erroneous ideas. to clarify factual
data, and to caution about the importance of not giving in
to unfounded fears.

Li conclude this concept. the teacher should make know n
to students that the results of medical tests are given in a
confidential manner to the person who is tested. In some
states. positive test results of a person's tests must be shared

ith Public Health authorities to help control the spread of
the AIDS virus.

According to American Red Cross information, the local
public health department should be contacted to determine
where tests are mailable in a specific area. if the test is free. if
a parent's permission is necessary. and whether positive
results are reported to public health authorities. The teacher
may wish to get this information and make it ac ailab:e. The
teacher ma} als 'stress that. 'to learning about AIDS. man}
people will realize that they have not put themselves at risk
and do not need testing.
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E. Optional Debate
The class could use the debate format to examine the issue
of AIDS testing further.

Resolved. "AIDS testing should be mandatory before
people get married!"

If so. the students could draw for affirmati% e and negatic
positions. take time for preparation. then present arguments.
Some possible organizational suggestions follow:
I. Select two debate teams to argue the issue: take a straw

vote to determine the winning team.
2. Divide the entire class into small groups of 4-6 students.

let two group, take opposing views and debate the issue.
3. Divide the entire class into small groups 01'4-6 students.

form two teams within each group and debate.

F. Presentation
The teacher then proceeds. keeping in mind the objective
that students will recognize that the origin of AIDS is
unknown and that some hypotheses can impute blame
unjustly.

Some scientists are try ing to track the earliest known
cases of AIDS, but all we have are hypothetical origins:
in other words they are not proven. We really do not
know the origin of the AIDS virus. The AIDS virus may
be a recent mutation of a human virus, or the AIDS virus
until recent years may ease resided in o geographically
isolated group of people who had become immune to it
over a period of time.

Some researchers beliese the virus originated in Africa.
A theory being examined now is the possibility that the
virus came from the African green monkey. This animal
has been found to carry a N irus that may be similar to th.
human Al DS s irus. In certain parts of Africa. the green
monkey is considered a food delicacy especially the
brain. It is possible that ingestion cf the meat or organs
of these animals might transmit the animal virus to
humans. though this certainly is not yet pros en. Sugges-
tions that the s irus w is passed from animals to humans
through scratches or bites are not well-founded. There is
no evidence that biting spreads Al DS between humans.

Lesson # 25

and there is no basis for considering scratching as a
means of transmission.

It is important to note that the virus appeared in Africa
about the same time it appeared in the U. S. (late 1970's
and early 1980's). Many researchers from Africa. Em opt%
and ti e U. S. agree it might just as likely have originated
in ,he U. S. or Europe. We may noel- settle the question
about where the virus originated.

AIDS is a world -wide phenomenon. In addition to the
U.S. and Canada. AIDS has been reported in 18

European countries. at least 21 African countries, the
Caribbean. South America. Australia. and several other
places including the Middle East and Asia. The World
Health Organization estimates that AIDS may be in as
many as 120 countries. As you can see. it is essential that
research on the origin of the AIDS %irus should continue.

G. Summary
To summarize this concept. the teacher presents and
discusses Handout # 24b. Al DS Some Historic Highlights
or another history of AIDS occurrence and medical efforts.

Closure

The lesson could conclude with students deciding on ways
they could make AIDS research better know n in their
school: for example:

Use a bulletin board as a Resource Gatherer where
relevant articles are displayed.

Conduct an ongoing "Media Watch" with volunteers
from the class gathering all the information from media
sources user a given period of time and sorting it into fact
or myth. true or false, research or hearsay. etc.

Ask the school librarian to add Al DS information to the
library 's clipping sere ice to pros ide as updated resource
for all.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
B- 5 describe the boigy 's immune system and its destruction

by the AIDS virus:
B- 9 state that AIDS is technically not a specific disease

but a syndrome or condition.

Overview

After reviewing the seriousness of the AIDS threat, the
teacher re% ie,vs basic information about AIDS, teaches
additional information about its effects on the immune
system. then closes with a crossword puzzle that supports
both old and new learning.
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Transparency Master ft 24a

TESTING FOR AIDS

1. Blood screening tests for the AIDS virus antibody

Example ELISA:

Lab-grown
HIV

2. Test of the immune system

3. AIDS virus tests

Antibodies

Positive test
HIV antibodies
bind to viral
proteins
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AIDS - SOME HISTORIC HIGHLIGHTS

1977

First cases of AIDS probably
occurred in U.S., Haiti and Africa.

1982

U.S. CDC* establishes AIDS case
definition, formal surveillance
starts in U.S. and Europe.

1983

2,500 cases reported in U.S.

1984

Research shows that HIV infects
T-helper lymphocytes.

1985

First controlled clinical trials of
anti-HIV drugs begin in U.S.

1986

World Health Assembly recom-
mends global strategy for AIDS
control.

July, 1987

Overall level of HIV infection
in American Red Cross donors
declines to 0.012%.

1988

1979

Aggressive Kaposi's sarcoma and
rare infections first seen in Afri-
cans in Europe.

1982

First education efforts started in
U.S. by local homosexual groups.

1983-84

HIV identified in France and U.S.

1985

ELISA blood test developed to
detect antibodies to HIV. U.S.
begins screening donated
blood and plasma, as well as heat
treatment of clotting factor
concentrates.

July, 1986

Ai,.-: 29,000 cases reported by
71 countries.

1986

Several governments start national
communication programs.

October, 1987

Approach developed to estimate
the total number of infected per-
sons from data on reported AIDS
cases.

Distribution of brochure on AIDS
to every U.S. household.

*CDC = Centers for Disease Control
NIDA = National Institute on Drug Abuse

Adapted from Bartlett Population Reports
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1981

Kaposi's sarcoma and rare infec-
tions first reported in U.S. homo-
sexual men; link with sexual trans-
mission suspected.

1982-83

AIDS linked to blood transfusions,
l\, drug use, congenital infection.

1984

First studies indicate AIDS com-
mon among heterosexuals in
Africa.

1985

HIV isolated in brain cells and
cerebrospinal fluid.

1986

Estimated 5-10 million are infected
with HIV worldwide.

1987

Intense gathering of data by CDC
and NIDA*.

End, 1987

50,000 persons in U.S. diagnosed
as having A:DS, 28,000 deaths
because of AIDS.

September, 1988

71,000 persons in U.S. diagnosed
as having AIDS; 40,000 deaths
because of AIDS.



Basic Information and Vocabulary (People could become more aware of the AIDS threat
and learn how to avoid the virus.)

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lesson 3
18.

Vocabulary:
AIDS H1V

antibodies immune system
opportunistic infections

Suggested Material

Transparency Master # 25a, AIDS Cases and Fatalities in
the U.S.

Current news articles
if needed for review, Transparency Masters # I5a, simple

definition of AIDS: # 18a, meaning of acronym AIDS; #
13b, healthy immune system; # 18c, unhealthy immune
system

Transparency Master # 25b. an advanced definition of AIDS
Transparency Master and Handout # 25c, AIDS and the

Immune System
Transparency Master # 25d, The AIDS Attack
Handout # 25e, Crossword Puzzle

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Opening
The teacher begins the class with prayer, perhaps giving
thanks for God's creation of the marvels of the human body.
Then the teacher assures the class that they can learn basic,
accurate information about AIDS through this lesson.

B. Discussion
To stimulate thinking about the seriousness of Al DS, the
teacher uses Transparency Master # 25a, AIDS Cases and
Fatalities in the U.S. (or any overhead transparency with
recent statistics).

Suggested Discussion Questions
1. Based on the graph, about how many reported cases

of AIDS have there been in July-December, 1981?
January-June,1983? the first half of 1985?

(Assist the students to read the graph.)

2. Based on this graph, what would you predict for 1993
if no major changes occur? for 1995?

(Rate will continue to increase rapidly.)

3. What factors may explain why the rate of deaths has
not increased as rapidly as the cases reported?

(AIDS can develop very slowly with death up to 10 or 12
years after the infection has been diagnosed. In addition,
some drugs seem to extend the lies of AIDS patients
temporarily.)

4. What factors could lower the number of infected
persons in the future?

5. This graph shows "reported" cases. Do these numbers
represent all the cases of AIDS?

(Probably many more cases exist, but are not reported.)

The teacher also refers students to news articles that have
been posted in the classroom. Only current and accurate
articles should be used. Brief reporting and discussion of
sample articles could be volunteered by the students.

C. Presentation
The teacher may wish to use as review same prior
Transparency Masters, e.g.,
# 15a simple definition
# 18a meaning of acronym AIDS
# 18b healthy immune system
# 18c unhealthy immune system

Then the teacher proceeds to develop basic Al DS Informa-
tion, using Transparency Master 25b, an advanced definition
of AIDS:

A disease state...
In previous lessons to keep the definition of AIDS
simple we have sometimes referred to AIDS as a
serious disease that results in death for the person
infected. To be accurate, AIDS itself is really not a
specific disease. This definition calls it a disease state.
Sometimes it is called a syndrome or condition. From
now on, rather than call AIDS a disease, we will try to
use one of these more accurate terms.

...caused by the human immunodeficiency N irus (HIV) that
decreases functioning of the immune system.

AIDS is a medical condition caused by the human
immuno-deficiency virus (HIV) in which the body's
immune system (Its natural defense against disease) fails
to function properly.

When immune deficient, a person is susceptible to certain
severe infections and cancers.

Death for a person with AIDS is a result of one of the
opportunistic Infections or an AIDS-related cancer
(most frequently pneumocystis carinii pneumonia or
Kaposi's sarcoma).

Moving from this definition, the teacher proceeds to
Transparency Master # 25c (also used as handout, if
desired) on "AIDS and the Immune System," explaining to
the students:

T-Lells are produced by the thy mus gland to help defend
the body against invaders. There are two kinds of T-
Cells. helpers and suppressors. The helper T-Cell is the
"sentry" of the immune system as it moves throughout
the body looking for foreign organisms. !fa helper T-cell
bumps into a foreign cell or organism, it sends alarm
signals to the spleen and lymph nodes. These structures
signal other T-cells in the body to reproduce quickly to
fight the invader.
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Once the infection is under control, the suppressor T-
Cells call off the attack. The "alarm" is turned off and the
system returns to normal.

Our bodies have gone through this process thousands of
times in our lives. Usually, we are not aware of the
invasion because the process works so well that we do not
become ill.

The teacher may m ish to present all the details included on
Transparency Master # 25d, The AIDS Attack, noting that
the helper T-Cells are also called T4: the suppressor T-cells
which will call off the attack if the infection is controlled are
called T8.

The teacher may prefer to present a simpler explanation
such as the following:

When an AIDS virus enters the bloodstream, it searches
for a helper T-cell. The Virus invades the helper T-Cell
and lies silent until another helper T-C ell recognizes the
virus and attaches itself tc, the infected cell to help fight
the infection. Before the alarm can be signaled to other
helper T-Cells. the AIDS virus disables and invades the

cell. The infeL,tion never L,omes under control, so the
suppressor -Cells inner L,all off the attack.

D. Review
The teaaer ends the lesson b) asking the students to
respond in writing to the following questions.

I. How does a healthy immune system fu net ion?
2. What is the name of the virus that causes AIDS?
3. Hm% does the AIDS virus affect the immune system?
4. What happens to the person w ho is infected with the

AIDS virus?
5. What kinds of diseases a:e usually associated with

AID:3 infection?

Closure

Distribute Handout 4 25e, Crossword Puzzle. Explain to
the students that the crossword puzile w ill re% iew the lesson
about AIDS and ,.ill help to develop their AIDS-related
vocabulary.

ANSWER KEY for Handout # 25e

Across:

2. ARC
3. HIV
5. SYMPTOMS
6. VIRUS
7, HEMOPHILIA
8. ABSTINENCE

10. NEEDLES
12. BODYFLUIDS
13. DRUGS

iI

O A R C

O

S YMPTOMS
E

X
U HEMOPH I
A BST I N F N C E

Down:

I. HOMOSEXUAL
2. AIDS
4. IMMUNITY
7. HETEROSEXUAL
9. ANTIVIRAL

II. SYNDROME

H I V

M
M

VIRUS
N
I A
T
YL A

NEEDLES
R S

BODYFLU I DS
S N V

E D
X R DRUGS
U 0 A
A M 1

L E
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Transparency Master # 25b

DEFINITION

OF AIDS:

A = Acquired

I = Immune

D = Deficiency

S = Syndrome

A disease state caused by the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

that decreases functioning

of the immune system.

When immune deficient, the person

is susceptible to certain severe

infections and cancers.
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% 3nsparency Master/Handout # 25c

AIDS AND THE IMMUNE SYSTEM

Human blood contains different types of white blood cells that
play different roles in protecting against disease. Among a
type of white blood cells called LYMPHOCYTES are the "B"
cells and "T" cells.

"HELPER CELLS"

Some "T" cells help the "B" cells produce antibodies that fight
disease-causing organisms. These "T" cells are called helper
cells.

"SUPPRESSOR CELLS"

Other "T" cells, known as suppressor cells, work to stop or
suppress the fight against invading germs once the infection
has been overcome.

In a healthy person, helper cells outnumber suppressor cells
by a 2 to 1 ratio. In a person with AIDS, suppressor cells
outnumber helper cells, leaving the immune system weakened
and ineffective.

10;
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2. The virus
attacks T4 cells by
attaching to the
T4 molecules on
their surface.

Transparency Master # 25d

/ ./ THE AIDS ATTACK

3. After attaching,
the virus sheds its
coat, and the
genetic material
(RNA) enters the
T4 sell.

4. An enzyme
entering with the
RNA directs the
production of DNA
from the virus's
RNA blueprint. The
DNA then inserts
itself into the DNA
of the T4 cell.

1. When the AIDS
virus enters the
body, the immune
system produces
antibodies, but
not enough to
fight off the virus.

1....."0

6. Thus, by depleting the T4 cell population,
the AIDS virus knocks out a vital link of the
body's immune system. The body is then
susceptible to infections that would ordinarily
have been warded off by the immune response.

An infected T4 cell does not respond properly
when called to action by the presence of an
invader. The infected cell might reproduce into
only 10 cells instead of 1,000. When those cells
encounter the invader. the virus inside them
begins to reproduce, killing the cells.

%dapted from the Dall.t, %lorning \ tliv: Karen Blown

r
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5. Later (in some cases several years), the
viral DNA may produce .iew copies of the
virus, which then burst out of the T4 cell to
attack other cells.
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ACROSS:
2. AIDS Related Complex (ABBR.)
3. Human Immunodeficiency Virus (ABBR.)
5. Night sweats, fever, diarrhea, weight loss, fatigue, rare infections
6. An infectious organism within the body
7. A hereditary plasma coagulation disorder with excessive bleeding
8. Voluntarily doing without or refraining from something

10. Injection instruments that can become contaminated
12. Semen, blood, vaginal secretions, believed to transmit HIV (two words)
13. Narcotics

DOWN:
1. A person who has a sexual preference for someone of the same sex
2. Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (ABBR )
4. Body capability for resisting disease
7. A person who has a sexual preference for someone of the opposite sex
9. Aga;nst virus some experimental drugs used to treat AIDS

11. A group of signs and symptoms that occur together

Handout # 25e
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 8

The Eighth Grade Student

Eighth grade students have serious concerns related to
their sexual identity. They are interested in developing
relationships with peers of the opposite sex. Misinforma-
tion regarding sexual matters is common at this stage of
development. Ignorance regarding risk activities that
involve sex and drugs is common and inexcusable.

Thirteen-year-olds are persons who
struggle to integrate sexuality into their lives as
Christians;
hover between childhood and adulthood;
seek identity as members of groups;
require honest, straightforward answers to questions
concerning their sexuality;
need guidance to make wise, moral choices about
sexual activity;

Lesson # 26

can identify with membership in a genuine faith
community of believers;
are in a state of rapid physical changes (more
apparent in girls than in boys at this level).

Some suggestions for teaching eighth graders
promote opportunities to develop healthy well
rounded relationships with peers of both sexes;
give comfortable opportunities for accurate sexual
information;
help to relate human sexuality with Christian living;
answer questions comfortably and promptly;
offer classroom opportunities as well as personal
guidance regarding wise, moral choices;
build the support of a faith community;
regularly assure youngsters that changes are normal
though the rate varies from person to person.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C -10 realize that every person has the right to care,

comfort, and consolation w hen liv ing or dy ing w ith
AIDS;

C-1 I recognize the responsibility of the living to care
respectfully for the remains of the dead.

Overview

Beginning with a vignette about a person with AIDS, the
students study a pastoral related to AIDS, discuss several
questions, then write their own persuasive argument about
needed compassion and respect.

Background Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons #
17, # 20, and # 23.

Vocabulary:
compassion
discrimination

pastoral statement
persuasive

Suggested Materials

New Testaments (for students)
"A Call to Compassion," Pastoral Letter on AIDS to the

Catholic Community of California (In Section 4; copies
for teacher and students)

Display of related Scriptural passages (See "Setting "below)

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Setting
The teacher prepares for the lesson by attractively display ing
Scriptural passages mentioned in the pastoral letter. These
could appear on a bulletin board in large print for students'
prayer and reflection. Examples of passages: I Cor. 12:26;
John 9:2-3; Col. 1:24; James 5:14-15; Mark 1:40-41

B. Opening
The teacher sets the learning climate by sharing with the
students a vignette from the "Many Faces of AIDS: A
Gospel Response" (statement by NCCB Administrative
Board) or a testimonial of a person or a family member of a
person dying with AIDS.
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Sample vignettes from "The Many Faces of AIDS".
John is a young man who was raised in the inner city by a
loving single-parent mother. Despite his mother's best
efforts, he found his environment to be like a prison and
sought escape by turning to drugs. Now after six months
of intermittent illness, he has been admitted to a public
hospital. The diagnosis is AIDS. He feels as if he has
been victimized from the beginning by forces beyond his
control.

Lilly is fifteen months old. Her mother is a drug addict,
was exposed to the AIDS v irus before Lilly 's conception,
and Lilly was born with AIDS. Her mother abandoned
her. Lilly is being cared for in a public hospital. She will
know no other home, for it is expected that she will die
soon.

The students reflect on the vignette and the displayed
Scriptural passages, then respond with an appropriate
hymn as an opening prayer; e.g., "On Eagle's Wings."

C. Mini-Seminar
The teacher distributes copies of the pastoral by the
California bishops or a statement by the local or state
bishops to the students. (A copy of"A Call To Compassion"
by the California bishops is included in Section 4 for use, if
desired.)

The teacher lists the following critical questions on the
chalkboard. After time for individual silent reading, the
class is involved in the discussion of these questions.

I. What should be a Christian's ministry to persons with
AIDS (and other serious illnesses), their families, and
their friends?

Lesson # 27

2. What is a Christian student's responsibility to counter-
act the prejudice and discrimination show t. to a
person with AIDS?

3. Why dues the Church have a responsibility to educate
its members about AIDS?

D. A et Nit).
As a follow-up, the teacher asks the students to formulate a
persuasive argument regarding the Christian's "Call to
Compassion" toward persons living and dy ing w ith AIDS
as well as their families and friends. They arc to express their
viewpoints in written form. The format selected should be
appropriate for the purpose and the audience they wish to
address. Some suggested formats are these:

I. Letter to the editor;
2. Open letter to a person living with AIDS;
3. Editorial for the (arch)diocesan newspaper;
4. Reflective suggestions to a pastor for a Sunday

homily;
5. A script for an :ducational video.

Closure

Two or three students are asked to volunteer their favorite
Scripture passage related to this lesson on AIDS. It may be
one of the passages posted on the bulletin board or another
of their choice. After sharing the passage vv ith the class, they
and others may describe why this particular passage is so
meaningful in the light of the above lesson.

Students should be encouraged to submit their r .suasive
writings to thur pastor or the appropriate spaper
editor.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students be able to
B-10 explain the HIV infection and its three potential

stages;
B-I I identify the signs and symptoms of ARC and AIDS.

Overview

In this lesson, the students will learn about the symptoms of
the AIDS/ ARC condition and explain HIV infection. They
will consider some of the myths projected about AIDS and
clarify them with facts.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons #
18, # 23, # 24, and # 25.

Vocabulary:
ARC
symptoms
infection

Suggested Materials

AIDS
HIV
myths

Transparency Master # 23a to review Symptoms
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Handout # 27a, Facts Fallacies About AIDS
Transparency Master # 2'1). My ths and Facts
Transparency Master # 27c, Natural History of Infection

with WV

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Review
To review general information on AIDS, the students will
consider myths that are rampant concerning AIDS To
begin, distribute to the students Handout # 27a, Facts
Fallacies About AIDS. Allow the students time to complete
the worksheet individually. Then allow a self-check (aloud
together or individually with Frinted key).

According tc needs suggested by their answers, initiate
discussion among the students, clarify ing any
misinformation.

Trans rency Master # 27b. Myths and Facts, should he
used during or after this discussion to end with clear
impressions.

Then ask the students questions such as,
\Vhat are the common sources of myths?

(Many myths begin with people who talk about a subject
when they know very little about it: from them people get
inaccurate or incomplete information.)

This class will offer additional accurate information
about the stages of AIDS. Do you recall the meaning of
the acronym AIDS?

(Acquired immune deficiency syndrome: if not, use Trans-
parency Master # 25b to review.)

Do you recall that AIDS is caused by a virus? Can you
recall the three-letter name which experts recently named
the virus?

(HIV)

And those letters stand for what three words?
(human immunodeficiency virus)

Viruses must be inside living cells to lit c and reproduce.
They are the smallest disease producing germs. When
the AIDS virus enters the body, the results are, at first.
no symptoms. Then AIDS-related complex (ARC) may
follow, and finally full-blown Al DS may develop. Today
we will learn the differences among these stages.

B. Presentation
Using Transparency Master # 27c, Natural History of
Infection with HIV. the teacher shows its three potential
stages:

I. Asymptomatic Carrier State
2. ARC (Al DS-related complex)
3. AIDS and other life-threatening conditions

. What is an asymptomatic carrier state?

Baskally this person has an UnCLUOLIS Organism v ithin
the body but does not feel or shot\ outward s. mptoms.
That person is. hottever. able to spread the AIDS virus
through any mixing of blood or other body fluids.

2. \Vhat is ARC?

AIDS-related complex (ARC) has symptoms, but is a
lesser response to the virus than is AIDS. ARC may or
may not develop into Al DS, Some scientists estimate
that about 60 percent of the people with ARC may go on
to develop the symptoms of AIDS: some may become
seriously- ill, and many will die.

\Vhat are the symptoms of ARC? ARC symptoms may
occur alone or in combination: night sweats. fever,
diarrhea, weight loss, fatigue. and uncommon infections.
These symptoms may occur occasionally or almost all
the time, and they may be more or less severe. Because
ARC affects only minor changes in the immune system.
ARC is usually not life-threatening although the
diarrhea and weight loss sometimes do cause death.

3. How does AIDS differ from ARC?

AIDS has a major effect on the immune system.
Nevertheless, one of the striking qualities of Al DS is the
tremendous variation in how it affects different people.
Some people have been living with an AIDS diagnosis
for over four years and are still working. energetic. and
productive: others die within a few days or weeks of
diagnosis. Some people are fatigued or very sick
throughout the course of AIDS. For others. periods of
relative health alternate with periods of illness. Some
people with AIDS are severely disabled, and others are in
excellent physical condition.

Use Transparency Master # 23a.
At the onset of AIDS. most people report several of the
following symptoms:

I.
'7.

Unexplained, persistent fatigue:

Unexplained fever, shaking chills, or drenching night
sweats lasting longer than several weeks,

3. Unexplained weight loss greater than ten pounds.
4. Swollen glands (enlarged lymph nodes, usually in the

neck, armpits. or groin). which are otherwise un-
explained and last more than two months,

5. Pink or purple flat or raised blotches or bumps
occurring on or under the skin, inside the mouth.
nose. eyelids, or rectum. Initially. they resemble
bruises but do not disappear. They are usually harder
than the skin around them.

6. Persistent white spots or unusual blemishes in the
mouth:

7. Persistent diarrhea:

8. Persistent dry cough that has lasted too long to be
cused by a common respiratory infection. especially
if accompanied by shortness of breath.
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These symptoms depend. of course, on which oppor-
tunistic diseases take advantage of the deficient immune
system.

Many of these symptoms are similar to those of the
common cold, the flu, and othei cllft SM.S. OHL

is the severity and the length of time that they last.
Remember: Al DS CANNOT BE SELF-DIAGNOSED.
If any of y ou should have concerns about sy mptoms, at is
important to consult with a physician. a parent. or
another adult you can trust.

Lesson # 28

Closure

The teacher may ask students to refer to Handout # 27a.
Facts Fallacies about AIDS. the worksheet used at the
beginning of class. Items that can set% c as a re% iew and a
final clan ification of in iuisi urmatiuu include # 1.9. 10.
14. 15 on the worksheet.

As a follow-up to this class. the teacher may ask the students
to Intel Lew three people in their family or neighborhood
about what they know and think about the AIDS virus.
Students should prepare a written report based on these
interviews for general classroom discussion.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE; BASIC INFORMATION; TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C- 4 understand and appreciate the importance of loving

unselfishly and responsibly:
C-I 2 understand and appreciate that sexual activity and

sexual intercourse have meaning and purpose only
within a marriage commitment:

B- 2 clarify that AIDS though communicable is not
caught through students'everyday activities or casual
contact:

B- 6 define homosexuality and related Church teaching:
T- 9 articulate the morality of drug abuse and the risks

involved in any use of unsterilized needles:
T-I 2 identify four ways the Al DS virus is transmitted and

prevented:
T-I4 explain the morality and risk of AIDS involved in

sexual intercourse outside of faithful marriage:
T-I 5 explain the morality and unadvertised risk of AIDS

involved in using condoms:
T-I 6 explain the remote risk involved in transfusion with

infected blood or blood products:
T-I 7 explain the risk to the unborn child of an infected

mother.

Two sessions are recommended.

Overview

In this lesson, teacher and student deal with the hard facts of
AIDS transmission. Risk behaviors are explicitly taught
within the background of Churcl teaching and the virtue of
chastity. AIDS ends in death, students can protect them-
sek es and their lobed ones in both the moral and medical
sense by avoiding high-risk behaviors.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the follow ing:
Lessons # 14. # 16. # 19. # 21. and # 22:
the Orientation section of this book.
"The Surgeon General's Report on AIDS."

This lesson (as Lesson #2I ) briefly refers to homosexuality.
Further study follk s in Lesson #34.

Vocabulary:
transmission
sexual intercourse
body fluids
condoms
homosexuality

Suggested Materials

intravenous (IV)
virus
semen

hemophilia

Handout # 28a. Al DS Word Search
Transparency Master # 28b. Spreading AIDS
Handout # 28c. How to Avoid Getting AIDS
One or more copies of "AIDS: Time for a Moral

Renaissance" b) Cardinal Basil Hum,.. of England (in
Section 4) for silent or oral reading of Paragraphs 13-19
or total article (depending on class's reading ability).

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. introduction
The teacher focuses the students un this lesson through a
preliminary word scramble exercise. Handout # 28a. AIDS
Word Search. This exercise could be assigned a day in
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FACTS /FALLACIES ABOUT AIDS

Instructions: Place a check mark in the space provided.

1. AIDS can hide in an individual for 5 years or more without being
detected.

2. AIDS is a disease that attacks men only.

3. The immune system is the body's natural defense against
disease.

.;. Helper "T" cells stimulate the body to fight invading organisms.

5. AIDS takes over Helper "T" cells.

6. AIDS works by preventing the body from fighting infections.

7. The AIDS virus is called HIV (H for human, I for
immunodeficiency, V for virus).

8. AIDS can be transmitted through dirty needles.

9. A person carrying AIDS who shows no signs of infection will not
infect others.

10. Persons who have AIDS will be infected for the rest of their lives
or until there is a cure.

11. The second most common way to acquire AIDS is through
sexual contact with an infected person.

12. One way to transmit AIDS is in the uterus.

13. There is much variation in the way AIDS affects individual
people.

114

Handout # 27a, Side 1

AGREE DISAGREE
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14. Which of the following are symptoms of AIDS:

hearty appetite

night sweats

weight gain

blotches or spots

constipation

fever and chills

excessive growth of hair

persistent cough

fatigue

15. ARC victims have mild symptoms of AIDS yet they do not
develop AIDS diseases.

16. Many infections related to AIDS can be treated.

17. Most persons die within two years of AIDS diagnosis because of
related infections.

18. AIDS may be transmitted by:

air
dishes
sexual contact

tooth brush

water fountain

food served by AIDS carrier

shaking hands

used needles

body fluids

donating blood

pregnancy and birth

19. AIDS cases have increased every year.

20. Homosexual men and drug abusers engage in high-risk behavior.

115
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Handout # 27a, Key

ANSWER KEY - FACTS/FALACIES ABOUT AIDS

1. Agree
2. Disagree [Women also acquire AIDS.]
3. Agree
4. Agree
5. Agree
6. Agree
7. Agree
8. Agree
9. Disagree [AIDS carriers may be infectious.]

10. Agree
11. Disagree [It is the primary method of contraction.]
12. Agree
13. Agree
14. Disagree [loss of appetite]

Agree
Disagree [weight loss]
Agree
Disagree [diarrhea]
Agree
Disagree [Hair growth was not mentioned.]
Agree
Agree

15. Agree
16. Agree
17. Agree
18. Disagree

Disagree
Agree [caused by the exchange cf body fluids]
Agree [There may be blood transferred.]
Disagree
Disagree
Disagree

Agree [Contaminated needles may transmit AIDS.]
Agree [Semen and vaginal secretions may transmit AIDS.]
Disagree
Agree

19. Agree
20. Agree

11G
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Transparency Master # 27b

MYTHS AND FACTS
THERE ARE MANY MISCONCEPTIONS CONCERNING THESE

FACTS.

THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT AIDS IS SPREAD BY:

DOORKNOBS
CLOTHING
NONSEXUAL PHYSICAL CONTACT [Hugging]
SHAKING HANDS
SOCIAL KISSING
TOILET SEATS
WATER FOUNTAINS
BATHTUBS
INSECTS

CPR MANNEQUINS
SILVERWARE
PLATES

GLASSES

HOWEVER ...
THE FOLLOWING COULD BECOME CONTAMINATED WITH
BLOOD.

THEREFORE . ..
THEY SHOULD NOT BE SHARED.

TOOTHBRUSHES
RAZORS
TWEEZERS
DENTAL FLOSS
I.V. NEEDLES

117
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Transparency Master # 27c

NATURAL HISTORY OF INFECTION WITH HIV

3-5 years

Infection

Development of antibodies

® Asymptomatic
carrier state

® ARC
and other non-life-

threatening conditions

Continuing
asymptomatic

state Recovery?

Adapted from Bartlett Population Reports

6-12 weeks

()AIDS and other
life- threatening

conditions

Continuing
Illness

.113

Death

7-10
years

2
years
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advance or could be used during a preliminary session to
insure that all students recognize and understand the
vocabulary. The students may self-correct or may exchange
their answers to the Word Search and discuss basic
vocabulary meanings.

B. Overview
The teacher first explains the basic information regarding
the transmission of AIDS:

The virus that causes AIDS lives in body fluids that
contain white blood cells. Blood and semen contain a
high concentration of white blood cells. Even though the
virus might be present in a person's body fluids such as
blood, semen, or vaginal secretions. the virus has to get
into another's bloodstream in order to cause infection.
This happens chiefly during sexual contact and with the
sharing of intravenolts needles and syringes.

Use Transparency Master # 28b. "Spreading AIDS." for
this part of he explanation:

The AIDS virus is transmitted in four ways:

I. Sexual intercourse:

2. Shared use of needles for IV drug use;

3. Passing of the virus from mother to child, either
before or during birth (possibly through breast milk);

4. Transfusion of blood infected with the AIDS virus
(now rare).

The World Health Organization reports that, to date, no
evidence exists to indicate that the AIDS virus can
spread through teardrops. saliva. or kissing. A theoretical
possibility of transmission I rom deep, open-mouth (i.e..
"French") kissing exists it there is a direct exposure of
mucous membranes to infected blood or saliva (e.g..
through fever blisters, canker sores, cuts from braces).

The U.S. Surgeon General says there is no known risk of
infection through ordinary contact in most situations we
encounter in our daily lives. We know the family
members living with individuals who have the AIDS
virus do not become infected. There is no evidence that
the virus has been spread from toilet seats, from swimming
pools or whirlpools; from water fountains; from a
Communion chalice; or from a hug or a handshake.

C. Presentation

During this part of the presentation. the teacher will discuss
in detail the risk behaviors related to AIDS transmission.

Begin with this statement written on the chalkboard.
Students need not fear getting AIDS through ordinary
school activities or other casual contact.

The best way to awed fear is through knowledge. Today
we will learn the most common ways in which AIDS is
transmitted:

Use Transparency Master #28b:
I. Sexual contact with an infected person,
2. Drug abuse through sharing contaminated needles,
3. Pregnancy or breastfeeding by an infected woman,
4. Blood transfusions (very rare) of infected blood.

Notice that none of this transmission occurs by breathing
germs in the air or by eating something that had picked
up a virus.

All evidence indicates that AIDS is transmitted only
through direct blood-to-blood contact or through the
contact of certain body fluids (seinen/ vaginal fluid)
-to-blood.

Then continue as follows:
Today we are going to consider in more detail those four
ways in which AIDS can be transmitted. Because these
behaviors increase the chance of a person acquiring
AIDS. they are often called "risk behaviors."

Continue to use Transparency Master tt 28b, Spreading
AIDS, with this presentation. As the teacher discusses these
risk behaviors with the students, it is important to take the
time to answer their questions and to clarify as needed.

I. Sexual Intercourse

The most common way that people can get AIDS is
through sexual contact. During sexual intercourse, the
AIDS virus can pass from an infected person into the
blood stream of his or her sexual partner.

As you have studied in religion and human sexuality
classes, sexual intercourse is morally right only for a
married couple. As Catholics, we believe that it is

possible and necessary to practice the virtue of chastity
before marriage and within marriage.

Check that students recall the meaning of chastity for single,
married, and religious; review if needed using ideas presented
in Lesson # 21.

I1

If you are chaste, abstaining from sex until you are
married to a partner who has also lived chastely, you do
not have to fear the most common way in which AIDS is
transmitted. You have the right and the moral responsi-
bility to postpone sexual activity until you are ready to
make a commitment in marriage.

Now is the time to integrate a Christian understanding of
sexuality into your lives, to grow in a healthy attitude
toward yourselves, to develop good feelings about your
maleness or femaleness. Then you will be able to relate
meaningfully on the sexual level.

Some experts in health fields recommend condoms as a
means of giving some protection aga;nst AIDS. (A
condom is a protective sheath that fits over a man's
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penis.) The Church has always held that the use of
condoms as a form of birth control is immoral on
principle. The only genuine protection against sexual
transmission of Al DS is chastity. first abstinence before
marriage, then fidelity w ithin marriage. We have accepted
Christ's call to live a moral and faith-filled life. That kind
of life not only has its own rev. ards. but also provides a

natural protection against AIDS.

Besides the church's moral opposition to the use of
condoms, there is a growing body of literature which
indicates that although they reduce the risk, condoms are
not 100ci-' safe; government tests indicate that the failure
rate may be as high as 20c7. Considering all factors.
failure rate has been estimated in some research to range
between 3(,' and 65q. This research is showing that
condoms are also unreliable in preventing the transmis-
sion of Al DS. From a moral point of view, condoms are
objectionable; practically, they are not always safe.

I am giving you these facts about condoms because you
may hay e heard some advertising that implies that
condoms protect persons against AIDS.

At this point, teachers must be sure that the students
understand that they are recommending chastity, not
promiscuous sex, that they are adding truth to advertising
about condoms, not advocating so-called "safe(r) sex."
Teachers should ask for repetition to be certain that
students are clear about what has been said.

We have focused on the fact that God invites genital sex
between faithful marriage partners. Sexual activity out-
side of that is contrary to God's law whether it be
between persons of different sexes (heterosexuality) or
between persons oldie same sex (homosexuality): more-
over, unchaste actions can result in contracting AIDS
a condition that ends in death.

D. Reflection and Dis "ussion
Allow time for reading aloud or silently the article, "Al DS:
Time for a Moral Renaissance," by Cardinal Basil Hume ot
England. Use either part (e.g.. Paragraphs 13-19) or all of
the article. Tell the students that the article appeared in the
London Times and refers to conditions in England; then ask
them to jot down the ideas in the article which they believe
apply to the U. S. as well. These ideas may be exchanged in
small groups or within the total class.

The next part of the lesson affords ar. opportunity to discuss
ways of practicing chastity as teenagers. Ask students to list
some of the most convincing lines they have heard to pres-
sure someone into having sex. They may include lines from
life, books, TV, or movies. Then elicit from students some
sensitive but firm ways of responding to these lines, of
refusing involvement, and of living the Christian ideal of
chastity.

F. Presentation
2. Contaminated Needles or Syringes

I n procntin.: the second risk activity. the teacher will review
with students the importance of saying NO to drugs and
alcohol:

I V drug abusers often share needles for drug injection.
This can result in small amounts of blood from an
infected person being injected directly into the blood-
stream of the next user.

Any drug abuse can lower the capacity of a person's
immune system. The danger becomes even greater when
drugs are injected and needles shared. By itself, intra-
venous drug abuse causes death and disease in a number
of ways: overdoses, hepatitis, blood poisoning, and a
newly discovered cancer. Sharing needles also adds
AIDS to the list of possible consequences of injecting
drugs.

Other drugs. such as marijuana and alcohol, although
they do not require needles, also suppress the immune
system, affect people's ability to reason, and hinder them
from making good decisions. If someone's reasoning is
impaired, that person is likely' to do high-risk actions that
the person might otherwise have avoided. The basic
message is that illegal drug use by itself is a major risk,
adding the hazards of shared needles greatly magnifies
that risk.

3. Transfusions of Contaminated Blood and Blood Products

Getting AIDS through a blood transfusion is now very
rare. This problem has been greatly reduced through
screening out donors who may be at risk of getting Al DS
(sines 1983) and testing all blood donations in the United
States with the Al DS virus antibody test (since 1985).

The Centers for Disease Control estimate that a patient's
chances of getting infected with the AIDS virus from a
unit of transfused blood is about I in 100,000. By
contrast, the average person's chances of getting killed in
an auto accident in a year is about I in 5,000.

Moreover, all blood clotting products are 110M, made
from screened plasma and have been heated to destroy
any HIV that might remain. The risk has been virtually
eliminated.

Blood donors run no risk of getting AIDS; all the
equipment used is new, sterile, used only' once, and
discarded after it is used.

4, Transmission from Infected Mothers to Their Infants
during Pregnancy or at Birth

A woman who is infected with the AIDS virus may give
the virus to her baby during pregnancy or during birth. It
is also possible that an infected mother could pass the
virus during breastfeeding, No children infected with
AIDS have survived for extended periods of time.
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F. Review and l)iseussion
The teacher distributes Handout # 28c. How 1 o Avoid
Getting AIDS. inviting the students to study the sheet as a
review and ask questions. if they are not familiar with
emergency procedures. the material Irons Less(' 44 22

should be reviewed.

The teacher then forms students into small groups to discuss
the following questions:

I. In what ways could a person exchange blood with
another person:

2. Before 1985 when blood and blood products were
tested for presence of the AIDS virus, how could a
person he infected?

3. Is there still danger of becoming infected as the result
of blood transfusion?

4. How do drugs abusers who have the AIDS virus
transmit AIDS?

5. In what ways could medical persons dentists,
doctors, nurses become infected with AIDS?

6. How could an infant get AIDS?

Some points that should surface during discussion:
I. 13y using anything contaminated with blood, by careless
laboratory work or blood cleanup, by receiving infected
blood, blood products, or organs. (To avoid excessive fear.
note that these actions are hazardous only if the other
person is carrying HIV. On the other hand, stress that one

including a carrier ma) not know about the infection.

2. By receiving a transfusion of infected blood or blood
products.

3. The danger is extremely remote. No risk exists for
persons who donate blood to the Red Cross or to a hospital.

4. Through shared Mad% eni.. needles. sringu., or other
instruments.

5. By not carefully following procedures for handling of
contaminated blood or other bod fluids.

6. Through its development within an infected mother
and, or through breastfeeding from an infected mother.

G. Additional (or Alternate) Activity
Write each of the following statements on a separate sheet
of paper. Ask for student volunteers to read them to the
class and explain the important facts that are missing.

I. "What's all the fuss about AIDS? An AIDS test will
tell it .vou have it. Antibiotics w take care of it in ten
day s

2. "Ntv friends and I are cool. We inject and share
needles all the time. but we wipe the needles. It's
awesome!"

3. "I'm afraid to kiss m:v relatives and familv goodbye.
N1,v grandfather could he a transmitter of AIDS!"

4. "I don't know how I could have possibly gotten
AIDS. I don't fool around. Gosh, I feel awful. I have
diarrhea, fever, swollen glands and a cough."

In responses, check for the following missing facts:
I. Immediate. accurate testing ofAIDS is not available: no

cure exists for AIDS.
2. "Wiping needles" does not diminish the hazard: even

boiling does not guarantee sterility.
3. Ordinary kissing is not hazardous.
4. Some symptoms could indicate AIDS or many other

conditions: only a physician can diagnose.

E. Sun:marl.
Ask students to draw up health chart~ for display in the
classroom, the health room, etc.. showing the precautions
to avoid getting AIDS.

Closure

Teacher asks students to respond to the (0110%64 review
questions:

1. In what ways is the AIDS virus transmitted?
2. flow can living by moral principles prevent the spread

of AIDS?
3. What arc some ways to say "NO" to peer pressure?

Alternate review activity. Ask students to design an infor-
mation booklet of page for people who do not know much
about AIDS.

The teacher should mourage studcnui to discuss at home
how moral principles can help to avoid AI DS transmission,
The ma) wish to ask their parents or other Tamil) members

to share important family values.
to name a religious belief or principle that helps them to
choose good tetions,
to give examples of their own approaches to good
decision-making.
to explain what they do when someone tries to pressure
them into a wrong action. etc.
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AIDS-RELATED WORD SEARCH
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Handout # 28a

Can you find these words?
(Be sure to check for backward and upsidedown words)

COMMITMENT PEER PRESSURE PRINCIPLES SEMEN
HUMANSEXUALITY CASUALCONTACT REFUSALSKI LLS FAITH
OPPORTUNISTIC RISKBEHAVIORS CONTAMINATED VIRUS
TRANSMISSION HEMOPHILIAC DEFICIENCY HIV
HOMOSEXUAL BODYFLUIDS ABSTINENCE FETUS
SEXUAL IMMUNITY MARRIAGE MORALS
CHASTITY CONDOMS DISEASE FIDELITY
AIDS ARC
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Detach Answer Key for later distribution
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Transparency Master # 28b

SPREADING AIDS

(4 known ways)

1. SEXUAL CONTACT

with an infected person

2. DRUG ABUSE
through sharing contaminated needles

or other drug-related items

3. PREGNANCY

or breastfeeding by a woman infected

with the AIDS virus

4. BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS (VERY RARE SINCE 1985)

of infected blood

or blood products

123
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Handout # 28 c

HOW TO AVOID GETTING AIDS

SEXUAL CONTACT

Develop the skill to say no.

Abstain from sex until marriage.

Be faithful within marriage.

Never have sexual contact with anyone
whose history and current health status are unknown,
who has had multiple sex partners,
who is known or suspected of having AIDS,
who abuses intravenous drugs.

DRUG USE

Never abuse intravenous drugs.

Never share needles or syringes for any purpose.

Seek help for any drug (prescriptive or other) problem.

Avoid excessive use of alcohol which affects judgment.

PREGNANCY

Recognize that any children carried by or breastfed by an infected motherare at increased risk for AI DS.

BLOOD

Anyone ever testing HIV-positive should never donate blood, body organs, sperm, or other tissue.

Never share personal items that could be contaminated with blood, e.g., toothbrushes, razors, etc.

Follow safety procedures for dealing with blood spills.

Follow procedures exactly if involved in laboratory work.

12,1
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 9

The Ninth Grade Student

Ninth grade students live in an ever-expanding social
world. They are exposed to values that are new to them
and to peer pressures directly related to drug abuse and
sexual activities. Students at this level need support
systems to help them examine their own value systems
and to make wise and moral choices.

Fourteen-year-olds are persons who
seek friendly relationships with members of the
opposite sex;
can relate the life and teaching of Jesus to their on
experiences;
are interested in scientific, rational thought;
begin to see themselves as part of God's plan;
seek meaning in life;
need ongoing guidance from significant adults;
perceive themselves as immortal.

Lesson # 29

Some suggestions for teaching ninth graders
provide opportunities to develop well rounded
relationships with peers of both sexes;
use activities in which the) can make judgments
about different values;
develop refusal skills that can be effective in dealing
with peer pressure;
encourage positive peer support systems;
plan gradual broadening of the areas in which
students make choices within the classroom setting;
apply the life and teaching of Jesus to everyday teen
experiences;
allow for both logical considerations and emotional
responses in class discussions;
invite these youth to set high goals for their lives and
to act in accord with them;
provide opportunities for group and individual
guidance with significant adults.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C- 5 identify with .;csus' compassion toward the sick as

they express compassion toward persons with Al DS
and other serious illnesses;

C-I3 recognize the personal challenge as a Christian in
responding to AIDS.

Overview

After a "Scripture Search" for Jesus' response to personal
disasters, students share meaningful passages. apply the
ideas to relating to persons with AIDS, then survey the
Catholic community's response to persons with AIDS in
their arch/ diocese.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Besides the orientation material. the teacher should be
familiar with the content of Lessons # 17,20.23. and 26. The
teacher may wish to reflect also ..n Pope John Paul II's
address at Mission Dolores and, or "A Challenge and a
Responsibility" by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin (both in
Section 4).

Vocabulary:
hospice

Suggested Materials

New Testament (for students)
Copies of recent articles concerning persons with AIDS
or
Guest panel to describe persons with AIDS and the

Church's response
Handout # 29. Suggested Survey Questions

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Begin by asking students to describe people's response to

some recent personal disasters on world news, in their
own areas, where their relatives life. etc. After a few
minutes. ask the students to begin a "Scripture Search"

individual!) and reflei..ticl of :Matthew. Mark.
Luke. or John's au..ounts, looking for incidents that
reveal Jesus' response to situations of personal disaster

sel ere illness, alienation, death.

(Some examples: John 9:1-7: Mark 1:40-41: John 8:3 -I I)
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After all have had time to find at least one example, ask
student volunteers to share the passages they found. To
keep these in mind, a key phrase for each account could be
written on the blackboard. After a number of passages have
been read, invite students to explain what they see in the life
of Jesus.

(Answers should include these key ideas:
He reaches out to those in need to the lowly, the

alienated, the sick.
Always concerned for the person
Pays little attention to the cause of the illness or tragic

situation)

If desired, the teacher could also invite students to recall
whatJesus taught others about responding to the lovely, the
alienated, the sick.
(One example: Whatever you do to the least. . . .)

B. Application
The teacher then helps the students to apply the example of
Jesus' compassion to relating with persons with AIDS.

In the light ofJesus' response to the people with whom he
lived, how would he have responded if a person with
AIDS had approached him? if he met someone who had
been evicted because of AIDS? if he met a group running
a person with AIDS out of town?

C. Activity
One option: Distribute copies of recent articles concerning
persons afflicted with AIDS. If no current articles are
available, the teacher could substitute this vignette from
"The Many Faces of AIDS":

Peter is in his late twenties and successful in his ca-eer.
His life journey to this point has not always been easy. He
tias been aware of his homosexual orientation since his
teens, but the reactions of others to this have often left
him feeling alone or rejected. Over the years he has been
sexually active, and recently, when his employer dis-
covered that Peter has AIDS, he was fired. He feels
frightened and angry as he tries to live without medical
insurance.

Students form into groups of three, read some of the
articles, and determine together if the Gospel message was
being lived in the way society, friends, and family were
described as dealing with the issue.

Another option: The teacher invites a panel of community
AIDS resource persons including, for example, a member
of the clergy or lay minister, a person who has AIDS or a
family member of a per_n afflicted with AIDS, and a
Catholic educator or health representative to speak to the
class on ideas such as these:

What it is like to have AIDS
What should be the Catholic Church's ministry to
persons living or dying with AIDS

F. Survey
The students can then work together as a class or in groups
to design a survey of any Catholic collaborative action in
their arch diocese that shows concern toward persons with
AIDS.

Suggested questions for the survey are listed on Handout #
29.

Students then conduct interviews, surveying the local
community on the above needs for compassionate and
responsible concern for persons with AIDS. Interviews
could be planned with local Church leaders, medical
administrators, social services. and city authorities.

Students then compile results of the survey and outline
I. the strengths of the local Catholic community in
responding to the needs of persons with AIDS and their
families
2. the collaborative action still needed to address the
objectives in the survey and any other needs.

A small team of students incorporates this outline into a
position paper which is then shared appropriately with
those in the Church community who can help make a
difference.

Closure

Students spend a few minutes privately reflecting on what it
is like to be a person afflicted with AIDS. with all the tear
and the worry. In prayer, the student is encouraged to make
a responsible decision about this current need within the
Church community. The reflection time could close with the
following prayer:

Jesus, you came to show us how to live, how to respond to
others, how to minister to their needs _specially to the
needs of the ill and those outcast by society.

Give us each the courage to accept the AIDS issue as a call
to us for Christian compassion.

Give us your Spirit's gift of knowledge to dispel myths with
clear, sound information and to affect the attitudes of
others.

Give us your gift of wisdom to articulate the need of our
community to minister to persons with AIDS.

Help each of us to be an ambassador of the Gospel through
our personal understanding and compassion for those
who suffer.

We ask all this, Jesus, in your name. Amen.

126'
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Handout # 29

SUGGESTED SURVEY QUESTIONS
ON THE CATHOLIC COMMUNITY'S RESPONSE

TO PERSONS WITH AIDS

1. Are there acute and long-term health facilities to care for persons with AIDS and ARC in the
community?

2. Do hospitals provide adequate educational opportunities for their personnel? Have they developed
sufficient procedures to insure respectful and compassionate care of persons with AIDS?

3. Are there hospice (shelter or lodging) programs in the community to address the unique needs of
persons dying from AIDS?

4. Does the local media develop programs to help reduce prejudice and discrimination towards persons
with AIDS?

5. Do arch/diocesan agencies or local parishes sponsor ministries to assist the families and friends of
persons living with AIDS and to support 'hem in their bereavement after death?

6. Are leaders of the Black and Hispanic communities, as well as the community as a whole, attentive to
the special needs of Black and Hispanic persons with AIDS?

(In one year Sept. 1, 1987 August 29, 1988 reported cases among blacks increased from
24% to 36% of a!! reperted cases. Reported cases among Hispanics have moved from 13% to
16% of the total cases reported.)

Based on the survey, an outline is developed, including

1. the strengths of the local Catholic community in responding to the needs of persons with AIDS and
their families;

2. the collaborative action still needed to address the objectives in the survey and any c ;her needs.
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Lesson # 30
BASIC INFORMATION; TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
B- 5 describe the body's immune system and its destruction

by the AIDS virus;
T-12 identify four ways the AIDS virus is transmitted and

prevented;
T-1 I explain basic safety precautions related to emergency

procedures.

Overview

In this lesson the teacher and students will review what may
have been covered already in the students' previous study of
AIDS. It will supplement necessary facts, encourage a
compassionate Christian attitude toward persons with
AIDS, and recall precautions when handling an accident
involving bleeding.

Background Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons #
18,19,22,25, and 28 as well as with the Surgeon General's
Report on AIDS.

Vocabulary:
virus
fatal

Suggested Materials

immune system

Handout # 30a, Pre-test on AIDS
Handout # 30b, AIDS Facts
Transparency Master # 28b, Spreading AIDS
Handout # 30c, Worksheet on AIDS Prevention
Handout # 28c, How to Avoid Getting AIDS

Teaching/Learning Activities

The teacher begins the lesson by discussing briefly the
situation described below by eliciting from students some
helpful and compassionate ways to treat a person infected
with AIDS.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF...?

Your friend who is a freshman in high school has a
positive result on the AIDS antibody test and shares this
information with you.

B. Pre-Test
The teacher administers Handout # 30a. a brief pre-test.
Student responses are then corrected and discussed in class
as a means of review.

AIDS PRE-TEST ANSWER KEY

1. False. No cure exists for AIDS.
2. True
3. True
4. False. It is "acquired," not inherited.
5. True
6. False. AIDS has not been limited to any specific ethnic

group(s).
7. True
8. False. AIDS is spread also by infected heterosexuals,

by drug abusers and to a lesser degree through
infected mothers and infected Wood or organ donors.

9. True
10. True
11. False. Scientists Lnow that HIV causes AIDS.
12. True
13. True
14. True
15. False. New born babies can become infected with the

AIDS virus from their mothers during pregnancy,
birth, or through breastfeeding.

C. Study
Next the teacher distributes Handout 30b, AIDS Facts,
saying:

Although we have learned some basics about the immune
system and the AIDS virus, this gives more details and a
better understanding. Please study this material and
complete the related comprehension questions.

AIDS Facts can be used as a class activity or as individual
study by students.

D. Presentation
Using Transparency Master # 28b, the teacher reviews the
four known ways in which AIDS is spread, adding some
new information:

The AIDS virus is transmitted
1. through sexual contact with an infected person

The AIDS virus can be transmitted through sexual
intercourse with an infected person. HIV can be carried
in the semen of a man or in the vaginal fluid of a woman.

2. through sharing contaminated needles or syringes

The most common method of contamination by blood is
by the sharing of needles for intravenous drug abuse
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(shooting up). It is also possible to pass on the N irus NN, i t h
shared tattoo needles or shaN mg razors or even tooth-
brushes if bleeding is inN ohcd. Although no cases from
open-mouthed kissing or deep kissing haws been docu-
mented, some risk exists. The common element in all
these is getting the blood of an infected person directly
into the bloodstream of another person.

3. from an infected mother to an infant in the womb or
during breastfeeding

A woman who ho is infected with the AIDS virus may
spread the virus to her baby during pregnancy or during
birth. It is also possible that an infected mother could
pass the irus during breastfeeding. The risk of HIV
transmission from an infected mother to her infant is
estimated at 30%-50%. HIV antibody in the newborn
does not necessarily indicate infection in the child.

4. through transfusion of infected blood or blood
products

Blood contamination happens when the AIDS virus gets
into the bloodstream. In the past in the United States,
this sometimes happened during blood transfusions
because of infected blood supplies. Since March, 1985,
however, all blood donations to blood banks affiliated
with the American Association of Blood Banks and the
American Red Cross have been screened for HIV
antibodies. The chance of AIDS infection from blood
supplies from those blood banks which collect blood
from olunteer donors in the U.S. is now eery small (e.g.,
about 50-70 cases of transfusions associated with AIDS
may result out of 18 million transfusions in the next
twelve months). Presently contaminated blood supplies
are still possible in Third World countries.

An important note is that the voluntary donation of
blood to a non-profit blood bark is 100 percent safe. In
the United States, blood banks use brand new equipment
for every donor. Donors cannot get anything but the
satisfaction of helping others.

That is it. No matter Nk hat else y ou may lane heard, those
are the only ways in which AIDS is known to be spread.
AIDS can only start to de N, clop after the Virus reaches the
bloodstream and gets into the helper T-cells. Even
though the virus may be present in one person's body
fluids, it has to get into another person's bloodstream in
order to cause infection.

Yet caution is needed. It is possible that some persons
may not C N en be aware they are carry ing the AIDS N i r us.
Infected indiN iduals, even those without symptoms, may
be able to pass on the virus to others. It makes sense to
take necessary precautions.

So what can you do about it? You can protect yourself
and your loved ones by avoiding risky behavior.

E. Practice
So that we can identify risky behaviors quickly, let us
now use this worksheet to practice making judgments
quickly.

Distribute Worksheet 1130c, AIDS Transmission Worksheet,
instructing students to put a check in the column "Risk" if
ant risk could be inoh, ed or in the column "No risk"if risk
is 'ever involved.

After all are finished (or the following class), correct
Worksheet tl 30c.

Answers: Risk 1 No risk 2 12

6 3 13

8 4 14

9 5 17

I I 7 18

15 10 19

16 20

If while discussing Item #9 all students are not aware
of precautions for cleaning up blood (in case it carries the
AI DS N irus), instruct them to 1) wear rubber globes, 2) use a
1-part household bleach to 10-part water solution for
washing the area of the spill. You may wish to adapt the
earlier presentation that is included in Lesson #22.

Closure

The teacher instructs the class to turn to the person next to
them and together to list the ways to aN, oid infection with
AIDS.

After a few minutes, students in pairs, groups of four, or
as a class check their lists by using Handout # 28c, How
to AN uid Getting AIDS. Students should be encouraged to
take home their corrected pre-tests, worKsheets, and lists to
share with their parents and older brothers and sisters.
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True False

Handout # 30a

AIDS PRE-TEST

1. AIDS can be cured if detected early.

2. There are certain activities recognized as "high risk" for the
transmission, of the AIDS virus.

3. There is no evidence that AIDS can be transmitted by casual
contact through air, food, water, or shaking hands.

4. Acqu.:ed Immune Deficiency Syndrome is an inherited disease.

5. In the U.S. at the present time, more males than females have
contacted AIDS.

6. AIDS is limited to certain ethnic groups.

7. AIDS is a very costly medical condition to treat.

8. AIDS is spread only through homosexuality.

9. A person's immune system helps keep one from becoming ill.

10. AIDS attacks the body's immune system.

11. Scientists still don't know what causes AIDS.

12. AIDS is most often spread by contact during intercourse.

13. Intravenous (IV) drug users can get AIDS from infected blood by
sharing needles.

14. Blood from blood banks is now carefully tested to prevent the
transmission of AIDS.

15. Newborn babies cannot get AIDS even if their mothers have the
disease.

130
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Handout # 30b, Side 1

AIDS FACTS FOR STUDENTS

To the student:
Read the following paragraphs and answer the questions at the end.

The invader is small, even in the microscopic world of bacteria, amoebas, and viruses. It is alive only
in the strictest sense of the word. It has no intelligence, no means of mobility, no methods of defense in
the outside world. It is fragile, easily killed by common household bleach and even short periods outside
the body. Yet it may be the most dangerous enemy in human history. It is the AIDS virus, and it is a killer.

AIDS is a syndrome or a medical condition caused by a virus that breaks down part of the body's
immune system, leaving a person defenseless against a variety of unusua!, life-threatening illnesses.

Each of the letters in AIDS stands for a word:

ACQUIRED
This means the disease is passed from one person to another. It is not hereditary in nature.

IMMUNE
The body's defense system, which normally protects us from disease.

DEFICIENCY
This means the defense system is not working.

SYNDROME
A group of symptoms which, when they occur together, mean a person has a particular disease or
condition.

The body's immune system normally provides us the weapons we need to win constant battles with
invading viruses, bacteria, fungi, and other invading organisms. This defense system is powerful but not
perfect. Most attacks are detected and beaten off with ease. We do not even know that anything is
happening.

But, occasionally, a bug will get to us. A cold or flu virus will make it past the first wave of the body's
defenses, called antibodies. These antibodies recognize certain proteins on the viruses, called antigens,
and attack and kill them. If there are too many viruses, or if the antibodies don't recognize them, we get
sick. Much of what makes us feel bad, such as fever, chills, headaches, and , .ich, is not the virus, but the
actions of our own body as it fights off the invading bug.

When antibodies fail to keep a bug out, the immune system brings out the heavy artillery. These are
white blood cells which seek out infected cells and eat them. If you think of the video game, Pac-Man,
you will get the idea.

But the AIDS virus acts differently from other invaders. It attacks the very cells that normally protect
us. It gets inside these cells and takes over the controls. It turns our own white blood cells into
mini-factories for making more viruses. Each time a cell is taken over, it fills up with thousands of new
viruses, dies and releases those viruses, which attack more white blood cells. After enough attacks, our
defense system is weakened and certain infections and conditions that we normally fight off with no
problem take advantage of this weakness. These are called opportunistic infections.

Whatever condition develops because of AIDS, the outcome is always the same. The person dies.
There are no cures for AIDS, so learning about the syndrome and how to avoid it are our only weapons.
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Handout # 30b, Side 2

1. What does AIDS stand for?

2. What causes AIDS?

3. How does a healthy immune system function?

4. How does the AIDS virus affect the immune system?

5. What happens to the person who is infected with the AIDS virus? What are the diseases called that are
associated with the AIDS infection? Can you name any?

13 )..,
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Handout # 30c

AIDS TRANSMISSION WORKSHEET

For each item, mark "RISK" if any risk may be involved;
mark "NO RISK" if risk is never involved.

RISK NO RISK

1. Sharing a hypodermic needle

2. Hugging your grandmother

3. Spitting

4. Using a public toilet

5. Mosquito bites

6. Intimate sexual contact

7. Sneezing or coughing

8. Sharing used dental floss

9. Cleaning up after severe bleeding

10. Combing another's hair

11. Being the baby of a mother with the AIDS virus

12. Reading and learning about AIDS

13. Shaking hands

14. Working together

15. Exchanging blood with another person

16. French or deep kissing

17. Nearness to a sweaty body in the gym

18. Sharing a fork or knife

19. Using public swimming pool

20. Using the same pen
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Lesson # 31

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE; BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C-14 form their personal Christian response to problems

facing society in regard to AIDS;
B-I 2 apply critical thinking skills to AIDS-related issues

which affect families, church, and country.

In addition to time for individual study, two sessions are
recommended one for critique and comparative study,
another for group problem solving.

Overview

In this lesson, the students will be challenged to think
critically about important AIDS-related issues which affect
them as individuals, as members of the Church, and as
citizens of the nation. They will be guided to form their own
Christian response to these issues.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content in Lessons n
23, 26, and 29. A review of Section 2, Orientation for
Teachers and Parents, will help the teacher to prepare to
guide the discussion of Handout # 34..., AIDS-Related
Issues.

Vocabulary

crisis
multi-faceted
mandatory

Suggested Materials

public issue
carrier
human dignity/ human rights

Current AIDS materials: newspaper clippings, magazine
features, pamphlets, videos of TV and news specials,

Handout # 31a, AIDS: Education/ Prevention Critique
Handout # 31b, AIDS-Related Issues

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Preparation
The teacher will begin preparing fo: this class a week or su in
advance, gathering some video tapes of TV documentaries,

news specials, pamphlets, magazine and newspaper articles
directed toward AIDS education or prevention. Students
could be asked to help collect materials.

The teacher will assign the students to view or read some of
the materials before this class on AIDS education is
scheduled. The exhibit can be prepared a week or so in--
advance and students may study the materials in their
available time.

FIRST SESSION
B. Critique
To help the students apply critical thinking skills to AIDS-
related issues, the teacher will ask students to each choose
two of the materials they have studied and to critique the
efforts of the authors and, or producers in regard to the
education and prevention of AIDS. Students should be
provided with two copies of Handout # 31a, AIDS:
Education/ Prevention Critique.

C. Comparative Study
When the above work has been completed individually by
the students, they should form small interest groups based
on the materials they selected to critique. In groups, they
will discuss and share their insights regarding these materials.
During group reports, the teacher should focus on accurate,
just treatment as well as the presence or absence of Christian
principles.

SEC AND SESSION
;".`. _rout) Problem Solving
To he the students form their personal Christian response
to Al DS. related problems facing society, the teacher divides
the class into groups of 4-6 students and assigns an AIDS-
related issue to each group.

To facilitate this process, the issues and the directions for
the task are printed on Handout # 31b, AIDS-Related
Issues. The teacher may wish to duplicate a copy for each
group and or student.

Closure

As a conclusion to the above analyses, students will be
asked to write individual letters to their congress- persons,
pastors, or other persons who deal with these AIDS-related
issues. The letter should present their position on the AIDS-
related issue and propose the BEST solution determined by
the respective group.

13 4
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Handout # 31a

AIDS: Education/Prevention Critique

DIRECTIONS:
Select two educational or prevention presentations on AIDS from the areas of TV documentaries, news
specials, pamphlets, video tapes, newspaper or magazine articles. Use the following questions to
critically analyze each presentation, adapting them as needed to fit the specific materials studied.

Title?

Source?

Purpose?

Target audience?

What was treated?

Were the facts accurate?

How Christian were the principles?

Do you have any suggestions to improve the information or the manner of presenting the information?

Name

1:3:5
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AIDS-Related Issues

"Carrier Issue"
Problems: guilt, embarrassment, loss of privacy, fear of legal consequences, lessening of

human dignity, absence of Christian response from others, breaking of
confidentiality, loss of housing or work place, discrimination, etc.

Handout # 31b

"Cost Issue"
Problems: astronomical cast of health care, cost of hospice/hospital progi ams, implications

for insurance, unrestricted rights of persons with AIDS to receive normal and
ordinary care, loss of job and salary, cost of life-prolonging drugs, increased
numbers of poor, uninsured persons with AIDS, cost of needed research, etc.

"Ministry Issue"
Problems: Need to dispel myths, bias, and discrimination, need to raise consciousness in

the Church; confusion about the Church's position on homosexua;ity; need for
education of clergy and laity; dealing with death and dying; alienation of
persons with AIDS; etc.

"Testing Issue"
Problems* Ethical questions about mandatory testing for certain groups of people or for all

Americans; morality about legislation of testing, violations of human dignity and
rights of all; abuse of confidentiality, etc.

Each group should complete these steps with their issue:
1. spend some time analyzing the problems listed for each issue and mention any other problems

that seem related;

2. brainstorm possible solutions for each stated problem and identify a moraliy right solution,

3. propose a plan for implementing that solution within a truly Christian framework,

4. present the problem and the proposed solution to the class in large group discussion.

13U
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 10

The Tenth Grade Student

Tenth grade students often feel moody, tend to be self-
conscious, can be easily bored, and are apt to experiment
in their behavior. These fifteen-year-olds need to see
themselves as important and valuable to adults. Students
at this age respond to opportunities to participate in
problem solving and are capable of conscious, consistent
moral behavior.

Fifteen-year-olds are persons who
exhibit a lack of order in their lives;
have new insights into personal relationships;
can be listless, inactive, and easily bored;
seek relief from boredom by testing out new kinds of
behavior such as drinking, vandalism, etc.;
are capable of deep affection;
are at times quiet, introspective, pensive, uptight,
self-conscious;

Lesson # 32

have insights into personal faith and prayer:
do learn, but sometimes in a reluctant manner;
may experience substantial peer pressure related to
sexual experimentation;
believe in their on immortality and consequently
may tend to be reckless in behavior.

Some suggestions for teaching tenth graders
= help them feel that they are important to the teacher;

make moral responsibility an integral part of learning;
stress the value of the individual together with
insights into interpersonal relationships;
stress personal faith and prayer;
include practical problem solving;
allow time to test out the values presented;
provide assistance in recognizing the wonder of being
persons.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will he able to
C-I 5 discuss the human realities and suffering of a person

with AIDS;
C-I6 articulate moral responsibility for actions based on

Gospel values and Church teaching.

Overview

Beginning with a letter to Ann ',orders, the students discuss
the moral responsibility and the. human dimensions
associated with AIDS w ith spet.ial emphasis on the actions
of Christ and the teaching of the Church.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

By now the students should know thai pLrsons who engage
in sexual acts with persons likely to be infected with AIDS
add grave physical danger to any existing moral danger.
The teacher should re% iew the content 01 Lessons 4 28 and
29.

Vocabulary:
monogamous sexually transmitted diseases 1$

Suggested Materials

Handout # 32. Guide Questions (one per group of 4 to 6
students)

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
To get the students into the lesson. ask them (in pairs) to
exchange recollections about any surprise party they have
expcnenced OR read one or two letters from Ann Landers'
L.olumn letters with %%Ina sophomores can identify,
in sting them to respond to the teen inquirers.

13. Case ulr
Then continue with the following:

Ann Landers, in her column, printed a letter with this
basic message. After I finish reading it. please move into
our small gruup,,and discuss the questions on the guide

sheet.

"When I turned sixteen, I knew the crowd had something
in store for me to mark my `maturity.' To my surprise

and shock I found they had engaged a young
woman for the night, obviously a 'professional' in her
business. Before I could L.on%int.e them that I really
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wanted no part of her. the) had literally carried us off to a
nearby motel room also already arranged.

"I couldn't believe my friends had gone this far; I thought
it would turn out to be a joke. At first I went into the
room convinced I would just put in time in that room and
not be pushed into any thing with a prostitute. After
several of her comments about my being afraid and
incapable. however, I decided I had to mark my
`maturity' or forever be the butt of jokes.

"She quickly moved through the act, then left for the
bathroom. When she didn't Lome out. I knocked on the
door afraid what might have happened. I found the
bathroom empty, the window open. and scrawled with
lipstick on the mirror the words, 'Welcome to the world
of AIDS."'

Based on letter in Ann Landers' column

C. Discussion
Students discuss the Guide Questions on Handout # 32.
After the discussion, several approaches are possible; e.g.,
1. each group leader could report to the class, followed by

general discussion on each item;
2. one person in each group could write the group's

response to each item, submitting them for general class
discussion;

3. each individual could write individual responses, sub-
mitting them as a basis for the next day's general class
followup.

The following section suggests possible student answers
and /or ideas for teacher comment:

a) What is your overall reaction to this account?
It is Moped that some students will express anger at the
"friends" for their warped sense of humor, disappointment
that the fellow went along with a situation he really didn't
like, disgust at the thought that someone would make a
living selling sex with the added responsibility for
possibly spreading an infection that leads to death.

b) Assuming for the sake of discussion that the story is true,
who is responsible for the young man's sexual encounter
with the prostitute and for his possible infection with
AIDS?
His friends are responsible for setting up the situation. But
the youth is still responsible for his own actions or in this
case for not leaving a situation he knew was wrong.

c) Consider this possible ne episode in this y oung person's
life: The youth's parents heard about the "birthday event"
and told their son to clear out of the family home,
forbidding him to rethrn especially if he should become
incapacitated as a result of AIDS. What would you suggest
they consider based en

(1) the words of Christ;
Christ frequently called his followers to forgiveness; e.g.,

"Forgix e as ) ou want y our Ilea% enl} Father to forgive you."
"Forgave how often? Seven times? No, lather seventy times
seven times." "Father, forgive them; they know not what
they do." The story of the Prodigal Son.

(2) the actions of Christ;
Jesus often associated with persons who had sinned, but
repented, e.g., the woman he saved from being stoned after
she was caught in adultery Zaccheus, the tax collector, w who
had defrauded many, but promised to repay each one
generously. He also associated with persons with whom
others would not associate, e.g., the Samaritan woman.
Moreover, he often focused on healing the diseased. e.g., the
man with the withered hand, the lepers. the crippled man by
the Pond of Siloe. Never did he write someone off because
the person "deserved it."

(3) the teaching of the Church.
The Church teaches the need for supporting each other in
community; e.g., "When one member suffers, all members
suffer with him or her." (1 Cor. 12.26) Christians are called
to suffer with each other not cut each other off when in
need.

The Church proclaims a message of hope and healing. For
centuries its members and institutions have ministered to
the ill, focusing both on physical and spiritual needs.

Closure
The teacher could close in this manner:

In the letter to Ann Landers. a y oung man was led into a
life of regret and suffering. In a situation like this,
Christ's example of unconditional love and the tradition
of the Church can bring peace.

First is the peace that can result from faithfulness to
Christ's way of life. The youth could have lived his
principles and mov ed into his later teens in peace. The
Church's call to a faithful monogamous relationship in
marriage seems to be proving very up-to-date, the only
sure way of avoiding AIDS and other sexually transmitted
diseases.

Second is the peace that flows from forges ing others who
disappoint or hurt us. Christ models for us and calls us to
forgive, to judge not, to support and minister to others in
need.

Each of us has at some time been less than faithfu: to
Christ's call and at some time withheld forgiveness from
others. Let us now pause for a moment to ask our God's
forgiveness for our lack of faithfulness and for our
hesitancy to forgive others. (pause)

And let us close with the prayer that speaks especially of
forgiveness: Our Father. .. .

.1. 3t3
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Handout # 32

GUIDE QUESTIONS

a) What is your overall reaction to this account?

b) Assuming for the sake of discussion that the story is true, who is responsible for the young
man's sexual encounter with the prostitute and for his possible infection with AIDS?

c) Consider this possible next episode in this young person's life:
The youth's parents heard about the "birthday event" and told their son to clear out of the family
home, forbidding him to return especially if he should become incapacitated as a result of
AIDS.

What would you suggest they consider based on

(1) the words of Christ;

(2) the actions of Christ;

(3) the teaching of the Church.

)
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Lesson # 33

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
B- 3 replace myths about AIDS with facts,
B-I 3 explain that a person can feel and appear healthy

and be a carrier of the AIDS virus (HIV);
B-I 4 distinguish that treatments, not cures, are currently

available to persons with AIDS.

Overview

After reviewing the common myths about AIDS, the
students will focus on carriers in the asymptomatic stage
and their moral obligations.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

Prior to this lesson, the teacher should rev levy Lessons # 24,
25, 27, and 30.

Vocabulary:
myth

Suggested Materials

asymptomatic

Handout # 33, AIDS Signs and Sy mptoms, is based on the
"Surgeon General's Report on Acquired Immune
Deficiency Syndrome."

Teaching /Learning Activities

A. Iniroduclion
The teacher could begin as follows:

As you may know, throughout history myths have developed
about conditions which people could not explain. At one
time, for example, some people thought that persons
became mentally ill because they had slept in the rays of
the full moon (hence the term "lunacy" from luna, Latin
for moon). Now we know this is a myth.

Because A IDS is not fully understood, many myths exist
about that condition. What are some myths about hov,
somebody can catch AIDS, some myths that have been
proven untrue?

(Review should include a variety of erroneous "causes" as
these: te.c.1 seats, sneezes, shaking hands, sharing a glass or
Communion chalice, using a telephone, being near or
dancing with an infected person, etc.)

B. Presenlalion
Today we will deal with one more my th about AIDS. the

belief that as soon as a person contracts AIDS, that
person becomes ill.

Many everyday intectios become evident quickly; for
example. when se encounter the flu v irus and our bodies
cannot fight it off, we soon within a few days find
ourselves sick with the flu. This pattern is true for most
infectirns.

In the early I900's we experienced one communicable
disease that acted differently. Although many became
seriously ill as a result of the disease, it was possible for
someone to react positively to a test without having
active symptoms of the disease. Does anyone know the
name of this disease?

(Tuberculosis or TB)

Do any of you know about skin tests for TB? When
persons test positive on the skin test, they must get a lung
X-ray to determine whether they actually have the
disease or if they have already recovered and are no
longer infectious.

AIDS, when compared with standard infections, also
differs in its response. After infection with the AIDS
virus (HIV), some people remain apparently well. The
Centers for Disease Control estimate that the incubation
period between HIV infection and symptoms is 3 to 5
years or more. Present research indicates that about half
of the people infected with the AIDS virus have no
symptoms.

One major difference exists between the person who tests
positive for TB without active symptoms and the person
who carries the AIDS virus without symptoms: the
person without active TB symptoms cannot infect another
person, but the carrier of the AIDS virus who has no
sy mptoms can spread that virus. Sometimes this stage of
AIDS is called "asy mptomatic" which means "without
symptoms "

C. Review
Briefly, what symptoms are associated with AIDS or
ARC? Let's review the common AIDS-related symptoms.

(Loss of appetite, weight loss, fever, night sweats, skin
rashes, diarrhea, fatigue, lat.k of resistance to infection,
swollen lymph nodes)
Handout # 33 could be used at this point to assist with the
review or later to summarize the lesson.

If the symptoms are the same for AIDS and ARC, what
is the difference in those two stages?

(With ARC, the opper.onistic diseases and AIDS-related
cancers have not invaded the body. Persons with AIDS also
have symptoms of certain forms of pneumonia and cancer.
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Evidence shows that the AIDS virus may also attack the
nervous system, causing damage to the brain.)

D. Discussion
If you did not have any flu symptoms, you might
consider yourself lucky. AIDS, however, is very danger-
ous when an infected person has no sy mptoms. Why i.,
that true?

(Because infected individuals not knowing they are
infected can spread the Ni irus to others. Another reason is
that an AIDS virus carrier could unknowingly activate the
condition by receiving live virus vaccines.)

E. Presentation
What should persons who think they may have acquired
AIDS do?
First, they should contact a qualified health professional
for AIDS testing.

If positive, infected persons are morally obliged to avoid
spreading the AIDS virus to others. (Moral obligation is
deeper than the obligation to follow a civil law; it rests on
a basic human sense of what is profoundly right and
wrong.)

The three acti3 .s that infected persons must avoid are
these:
1. intimate sexual activity;

Lesson # 34

2. passing on their intravenous needles or syringes from
drug or other use;

3. donating blood, organs, tissues, or sperm which may
contain the AIDS virus.

Even if the testing is negative, the persons should be
aware that the AIDS virus has a delayed effect and
ordinarily does not test positive for six to twelve weeks or
even longer. This delay or "window" for testing can
extend up to tee months. For that reason, negative
testers , hould take the same precautions as those who
test positively until future testing can be done to confirm
the negative results.

If a person is undergoing AIDS treatments, what are the
chances of a cure?
Currently no cure has been found for Al DS. Treatments
(for example, AZT) merely add to the comfort and to the
lifespan of those with AIDS. The person is morally
obliged to avoid any actions that could spread the deadly
virus to others.

Closure
Let us conclude this lesson by summarizing the three
stages of AIDS signs and symptoms.

If students have not yet received Handout # 33, distribute it
at this time and use it in the final clarification and summary
process.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE; BASIC INFORMATION; TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C-12 understand and appreciate that sexual activity and

sexual intercourse have meaning and purpose only
within a marriage commitment;

B- 6 define homosexuality and related Church teaching;
T-15 explain the morality and unadvertised risk of AIDS

involved in using condoms;

T-18 explain the morality and risk of Al DS involved with
oral-genital or anal sexual activity.

Overview

After a review of AIDS-related risks, the teacher will
explain the meaning, morality, and risk of AIDS involved
in oral-genital and anal sexual activity. A clear distinction
will be drawn between a homosexual orientation and
homosexual genital activity. The teacher will also review the
morality and :he unadvertised risk of getting Al DS inv olv ed
in using condoms.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The students would be expected to have the basic back-
ground from standard classes in biology and human
sexuality. The teacher should be familiar v, ith the content of
Lessons # 21 and 28.

Vocabulary:
anal sex oral-genital sexual activity

Suggested Material.,

Transparency Master # 28b, Spreading Al DS, for review
Copies of "AIDS: Time for a Moral Renaissance" by

Cardinal Basil Hume of England (in Section 4)

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Reflective Reading
Begin class with time for a slow reflective read.ng (silently or
orally with prepared, varied readers) of "A I D&; Time for a
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Handout # 33

AIDS Signs and Symptoms

Three stages:
(All test positive)

1)

No physically apparent symptoms

HAZARDS: unknowing infection of others
activation of condition through vaccines

No SIGNS

2) ARC
(AIDS-Related Complex)

Some symptoms, less severe than with classic AIDS
e.g., loss of appetite

weight loss
skin rashes
diarrhea
swollen lymph nodes

fever
night sweats
tiredness
lack of resistance to infection

HAZARD: These symptoms may indicate other serious diseases.

3) AIDS
(Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)

Body's immune (defense) system is destroyed

Otherwise controllable infections invade the body and cause additional
eventually cause death

Symptoms Same as ARC (above)

diseases and may

plus symptoms of the "opportunistic infections"
e.g., Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia

a persistent cough and fever with shortness of breath or difficult breathing

or symptoms of AIDS-related cancers
e.g., Kaposi's sarcoma, a form of cancer

with multiple purplish blotches and bumps on skin

or brain damage

NOTE:
As is the case with all infectious diseases, the reactions of individuals to the AIDS virus may
differ.
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Moral Renaissance" (in Section 4). You may wish to use a
background of instrumental music and have readers pause
between paragraphs of the article. Allow time for student
response to the article, e.g., citing ideas they believe should
be heard in this country, lines they believe are especially
convincing, etc.

B. Review
Let us now move from this article to a short rev iew, then
to some new areas related to AIDS. In an earlier lesson
about the transmission and prevention of AIDS, we
learned about high-risk behaviors and how to avoid
getting AIDS. We will use this transparency to review
some of those points.

(Use Transparency Master # 28b)

All of these behaviors that can transmit the AIDS virus,
you may recall, involve an exchange of body fluids with
another person. These fluids include blood, semen, or
vaginal secretions. Even the slightest cut or tear in the
skin or mucous membrane lining can allow one of these
fluids and the HIV virus --; into the blood stream.

C. Presentation
Today we will consider further the AIDS-related risk
involved in any exchange of body fluids with another
person. Specifically we will look at two ways in which
that exchange can occur, ways that some people may not
know can spread the infection of AIDS.

In the book of Genesis, after the creation of the first
couple, we read, "This is why a man leaves his father and
mother and clings to his wife, and the tv:o of them
become one body."(Gen. 2:24) With these words, the
sacred writer stresses the fact that conjugal union
between husband and wife is willed by God. Conjugal
union is properly understood as the insertion of the
man's penis into the woman's vagina.

There are some in our society who would advocate that
any manner of sexual expression between consenting
adults should be allowed. That is not the Church's
understanding ofauthentic sexual union We will consider
two forms of se xual activity oral-gr .Aal and anal in
terms of morality and i.i terms of HIV infection.

Implications of Oral-Genital Sexual Activity
While touches and kisses are part of the preparation for
intimate sexual activity and may include various parts of
the body of the man or the woman, couples are called to
full conjugal union. Oral-genital contact ("oral" means
mouth) will not place at risk of AIDS those couples w ho
are and have been faithful to each other and have not
abused intravenous drugs. If, however, one of the
parners should be infected with AIDS, the other -Id
absorb the virus into the bloodstream, e.g., through
infected semen or vaginal fluids entering slight tears in
the mouth or gums.

Implications of Anal Sexual Activity
Anal sexual activity involves the inserting of the penis
into the anus (excretory opening) of a partner, male or
female. This action is morally at odds with the Church's
understand:ng of authentic conjugal union w hich is open
to the transmission of life. It is not a substitute for the
mutual self-giving and human procreation afforded in
vaginal intercourse.

Because anal or rectal tissue is easily torn during anal
intercourse, it is possible that the semen from an HIV -
infected partner can enter the person's bloodstream.
Even apart from the AIDS danger, anal sex is physically
abusive and can lead easily to other infections.

Implications Related to Homosexuality
Homosexuality is a sexual orientation toward a person
of the same sex. During adolescence, some young
persons in developing as sexual persons may
experience a temporary attraction to persons of the same
sex. Ordinarily this is only a temporary experience.

A person with a homosexual orientation is called to live a
full Christian life. The person has the same rights and
dignity as anyone else. The Sacred Congregation ("On
Pastoral Care of Homosexual Persons," 1986) demands
respect for the persons involved:

It is deplorable that homosexual persons have been
and are the object of violent malice in speech or in
action. Such treatment deserves condemnation from
the Church's pastors wherever it occurs. It reveals a
kind of disregard for others which endangers the most
fundamental principles of a healthy society. The
intrinsic dignity of each person must always be
respected in word, in action and in law. (#10)

A clear distinction should be made between homosexual
orientation and homosexual genital acts. The Church,
reflecting Scripture and its moral tradition, clearly states
that the moral norm for conjugal union is between
husband and wife a union that is self-giving and
life-giving. According to that norm, homosexual acts
gay or lesbian lack an essential finality and
therefore are morally unacceptable. In terms of AIDS,
the sexual activity discussed in this lesson involves high
risks for homosexuals as well as heterosexuals if one
person is infected.

Implications of Condom Use
Some advertisements would have us believe that a
condom (a protet tive sheath that fits over a man's penis
to prevent semen from passing to the sexual partner)
solves all problems of infection and frees persons for any
sexual activity without fear of infection. Originally
proponents said that d condom makes sex "safe" if it
covers the penis from the beginning to the end of the
sexual activity. Now they say it makes it "safer."
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From the viewpoint of morality, the Catholic tradition
has always prohibited condom use because it frustrates
the natural finality of the sexual act. The Church's
objection to condom use is no based on their limited
effectiveness. It is based rather on principle.

The only genuine protection against the sexual trans-
mission of AIDS is chastity, not condom use. This
position is supported by research which indicates that the
thin rubber of a condom is liable to tear and allow the
exchange of infected body fluids. Such research has
shown that condoms are frequently unreliable, even if
properly used; e.g.,
o Government tests indicate that the failure rate may be

as high as 20%.

The AIDS virus is 30 times smaller than a sperm cell,
therefore the v irus may be able to penetrate some kinds
of condoms.
Considering all factors, some research shows that
failure rate can range from 3% to 65%.

Basically, research is showing that, while condoms may
provide some barrier to AIDS infection, they are often
unreliable.

The Church has always ,ield that the maximum physical
expression of married love is sexual intercourse which
expresses the couple's marital love and is open to
procreation, using no barriers to conception (such as
coadoms). Outside of marriage, the recommendation of
condoms would implicitly condone sex between unmar-
ried heterosexuals as well as between homosexuals. The
Church fosters the belief that persons are capable of
living the Christian vision of human lose and responsi-
bility within marriage as well as the radical ideal of
self-discipline which is needed in every state of life.

Let us look specifically at self-discipline for the single
person. Very simply, sexual abstinence prior to marriage

is morally good for many reasons:
it gives time to build a trusting relationship;
it avoids the risk of pregnancy;
it prov ides a permanent, stable relationship for children;
it avoids the possible use of sex to exploit and
manipulate.

In the presence of AIDS, sexual abstinence is also good
in terms of your health. Along with avoidance of intra-
venous drug abuse, it is the best way to avoid getting
AIDS.

Closure

We have dealt with some very detailed, very personal
matters in this class. Some years ago, these matters
would not have been necessary at this stage of your
development. The fact, however, that some people are
promoting these forms of sex as "safe" or "safer"
prompts us to include them along with the hazards
that accompany them. This lesson has focused on
informing you about, not recommending, condoms and
other AIDS-related realities. The only recommendation
given is to sexual abstinence, to chastity until a faithful,
committed marriage.

The more we learn about the human person through
medicine and psychology, the more we see that God's law
reflects what is best for all creation. The invitation in
Paradise to"become one body " called the first humans to
a faithful relationship. Today's invitation within the
Sacrament of Matrimony also calls persons to that
faithful relationship. We are learning slowly but
surely that God's promise to faithful couples applies
not only in terms of happiness, but also in terns of
health.
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 11

The Eleventh Grade Student

Eleventh grade students enter the stage of late adolescence
and have two bask needs related to their behavior:

I. they must construct a philosophy for their own
behavior;

2. they must organize their own patterns to effect
internal control.

Sixteen-year-olds respond to projects that provide con-
crete experiences of "living the Gospel." They approach
topics through actual experiences using newspapers,
movies, literature, and contemporary music.

Sixteen-yearolds are persons who
have a greater sense of self-acceptance and confidence
due to physical maturation;

e Jisplay more appropriate emotional reactions;
have greater opportunities for real communication
and for discussion of issues of greater importance;
discover great ideas of an intellectual nature being
honestly, though naively, enthralled by beauty, truth,
justice, peace, and love;

Lesson # 35

, may conden-n adults as hypocrites who have "copped
out" on the real issues and values in life;
have begun to develop an honest desire to get in
touch with their own spiritual life;
start to think about permanent relationships;
believe in their own immortality and consequently
may tend to be reckless in behavior;
are pressured by their peers and the media to express
their emotions sexunlly.

Some suggestions for teaching eleventh graders
allow them to react freely to the material presented;
pose questions they are asking in terms of
contemporary media and experience;
engage them in projects that give examples of living
the Gospel;
reveal honestly and openly authoritative Church
teaching;
approach topics through life experiences using
newspapers, movies, literature, and social issues.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C-I5 discuss the human realities and suffering of a person

with AIDS:
C-17 develop a sense of moral responsibility for their own

actions;
C -1 8 explain the message of the Catholic bishops of the

nation and or their local bishops concerning A I DS.

Overview

After considering the human suffering of the unemployed in
general, the students learn the story of Stephen, then outline
the human issues and Christian responses that are noted in
one or morc nastoral letters on AIDS.

Basic Information and Vo bulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons $1
23, 26, 29, and 32. :

If Cardinal Bernardin's Pastoral Statement with the story of

Stephen has been used a story of any other person
with AIDS perhaps a local person could be substituted.

Vocabulary:

pastoral letter

Suggested Materials

compassion

Multiple copies of at least three of the following:
"A Challenge and a Responsibility." a Pastoral Statement

on the Chjrch's Response to the AIDS Crisis, Cardinal
Joseph Bernardin (in Section 4):

"A Call to Compassion," Pasto, I.etter on AI I)S to the
Catholic Community of California, Bishops of California
(in Section 4);

Statement, if available, by local bishops:
"The Many I-aces of A I DS. A Gospel Response." Statement

by the National Conference of Catholic Bkhops (and or
subsequent NCCI3 document),

Address at Mission Dolo by Pope John Paul II (in
Section 4).
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Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
To prepare the students for the lesson, ask them to estimate
the unemployment rate that is common in many states. If
possible, get the percent of current state or local unemploy-
ment. (As of September, 1988, about 4% to 6% was
common for most states, but some states ranged from about
2% to over I0%.) Then help the students translate the
number into persons; e.g.,

The figure 5% unemployment means that 5 of every 100
persons of working age no longer receive a paycheck,
often are without medical and hospital benefits, and
frequently experience lower self-esteem.

B. Story
Then continue with the following:

The difficulties of unemployment arc evident. The
situation becomes even more complicated when the
employment is a consequence of AIDS. This is a story
retold by Cardinal Bernardin.

(Either the teacher or a prepared student reads aloud
Paragraphs #1-7 from "A Challenge and a Responsibility.")

C. Discussion
Following the story, the teacher continues in this manner.

Stephen's story which is not unique touches upon
many human issues. Let's list a fc.w of them:

(on b'ackbor,:d )

Hum. Issues
(Some possible suggestions by students )

Difficulty understanding his increasing inabilities
Disappointment with job loss
Diminishment of savings
Loss of medical insurance
Abandonment by family

AIDS is a human condition, touching on many human
issues. It can also involve moral issues, but today we will
focus on the human suffering and the Christian
response to persons with AIDS. Because thi: response
can be presented in different ways, we will be working in
pairs (or small teams) with different resources.

Some of us will be studying Cardinal Bernardin's
statement further, some will be reading the pastoral letter
from the California bishops. Others will be using . . .

.(local, NCCB, etc.) One group wi'l focus on "Christian
Response" while studying Pope John Paul's Address at
Mission Dolores. All other pairs, however, will be
looking for these two elements:

Elements in Articles Studied

I. Human Issues

2. Christian Response

Please make a chart like this (perhaps on a transparency
or newsprint). As you study your team's particular
article,
I. list each human issue you find mentioned (as we did

with Stephen's story) and
2. list each Christian response that is suggested.

After sufficient work time (this may require two class
periods if they are short), use some means of sharing and
pooling the findings from the various articles. Two
approaches follow:

One approach: Rotating among the groups, each one
would state one Human Issue which has not yet been
named, repeating the rotation till all Issues are shared.
Meanwhile the teacher, at an overhead projector, or
students with newsprint or blackboard can jot all Human
Issues; the same process would be followed with Christian
Responses.

Another approach: Each group could show its compiled
list by posting its newsprint and reading the items or by
putting the group's transparency on the overhead.

Examples of Human Issues arc listed abol,e. Some examples
of Christian Response follow:

Christian Response
Showing the person is loved
Avoiding judging the person
Celebrating the Sacraments with them
Providing care
Visiting
Helping with household work, transportation
Helping to avoid irrational fear, discrimination, and

prejudice
Talking with families and friends of AIDS patients
Honoring confidentiality when requested

Clo3ure

You can sec that each of the C., -..ents we have studied
is consistent in the call to empathize with the human
concerns of those suffering from AIDS; and each is
consistent in inviting a Chris.ian response to these
persons. Some of the statements you have include some
specific Scriptural references to show how thi; response
is truly in accord with Jesus Christ's teaching and action.

As we conclude, we will first reflect quietly on the many
ideas we have treated already. I will provide some
background music for that reflection. When I lower the
volume of the music, I ask that you read aloud at least
one Scriptural passage that is quoted in the document
you have before you. When our time is almost up, I will
summarize the spirit of the quotations in a closing
prayer.
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(Some quotations that may be read )

"If one member suffers, all suffer together."
"Let the one among you who is guiltless be the first to throw
the stone.. . ."
"Is any among you sick? Let him call for the elders of the
church, and let them pray over hint... ."

Lesson # 36

Example of Summary Prayer
Lo:d Jesus, you faced much human suffering when you
lived as we do unkind judgment of others, illness,
death. You also found many persons who were willing to
care for those in need even at personal expense.
Continue to invite us to respond in your spirit to the
human needs around us. And give us the wisdom to
understand your call and the strength to respond. Amen.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
B-15 state the importance of supporting AIDS-related

research.

Overview

After seeing the Inc' easing rate of AIDS cases and reviewing
recent progress related to AIDS, the students will consider
additional needs in combating the spread of this disorder.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The students should have a basic knowledge of some
actions taken to counteract the spread of AIDS.

Vocabulary:
opportunistic
homosexual

Suggested Materials

infections
heterosexual

Transparency Master # 36, Incidence and Projection of
AIDS

This suggested lesson should be updated with the most
current data available from the state department of
health or from one of the toll-free telephone hotlines:

U. S. Public Health Service AIDS Hotline
800-342-AI DS; in Spanish I-F.10-344-SIDA

American Social Health Association Sexually
Transmitted Diseases Hotline 800-227-8922.

Information about AIDS or any disease can be checked
with th.- Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
404-639-3534 or 404-639-3311.

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
(If charts can be made in advance to indicate the following

trends, one chart could be displayed ana posted after each
question.)

If you were to estimate a graph of tuberculosis cases in
the United States, would that graph go up, down, or stay
about even?

(Generally down; some locales may have recent increase.
Could be checked with local health department.)

If you were to estimate a graph of automobile fatalities in
the United States, would that graph go up, down, or stay
about even?

(down)

If you were to estimate a graph of AIDS cases in the
United States, would that graph go up. down, or stay
about even?

(up)

B. Discussion of Progress
After the introduction above, the teacher would continue in
this fashion

In 1981 only 291 cases of AIDS were reported.
Each year, the number has increased till it has reached
epidemic proportions. (Use Transparency Master #36 or
other graph)
The increase is projected to continue at an even greater
rate unless some changes occur.

Obviously, with this fast growth of cases, health workers
have given much attention to AIDS. Can you name some
progress which has been made?

In public awareness?
In testing?
In treatment?
In teaching materials?
In any other area?

(The following ideas may be suggested.)
Public awareness

reports from he Surgeon General and U.S. Secretary for
Education
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many brochures from state departments of health
documentaries and public service announcements

Testing

ELIFA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) indicates
the presence of antibodies to the virus that causes
AIDS: this test allows screening blood and plasma to
prevent infection by transfusions.

Other testing, the Wcstern Blot Test, confirms whether a
person has been infected (and can transmit it to
others)

Treatment
Treatments temporarily relieve sy mptoms of the

"opportunistic infections" only.
Drugs, such as AZT, seem to inhibit the growth of the

virus and lengthen the lies of persons with AIDS.

Teaching materials
Many materials for teachers, students, parents are

now available whereas AIDS was totally unknown a
decade ago.

C. Naming of Needs
Even with these newly developed materials, much more
is needed to slow the growth of this epidemic. What is
still needed to deal with this syndrome?

(Answers could include the following )

Medical
Research to better understand AIDS
A vaccine to protect people from the infection
Some actual cure for AIDS

Lesson # 37

Some treatment to reverse the progress of the disorder in
those already suffering from it

Moral
The refusal to parti. ipate int.a.ua:sextd at.mities and to
abuse intravenous drugs

D. Clarification
What w ould yt say to someone who says we should not
bother researching a disease that bothers only
homosexuals?

(Suggested response )

Granted AIDS has been most common in the U. S. and
Europe among homosexual men and abusers of intravenous
drugs. Contrary to some people's opinions, however. AIDS
is now a threat to both men and women. both homosexual
and heterosexual. Not only is this a problem within the
United States, it is now a global problem with cases
reported in North America, South America, Europe, Africa,
Oceania, and Asia.

Closure

This lesson will not Lome to a conclusion as most lessons
do. Why not? Because there is no end to the AIDS threat
now, Let us instead agree how we will keep up to date on
the spread of AIDS and on the efforts made to research
and develop what is needed to stop the epidemic.

(Determine who will check for and bring in newspaper
clippings, alert the dabs to magatine articles, television
specials, etc. related to AIDS research.)

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
1-12 identify four ways the AIDS virus is transmitted and

prevented;
T-19 develop their ability to communicate with others

concerning the most common ways of transmitting
and preventing AIDS infection.

Overview

After a quick survey of students' opinions regarding
people's freedom or hesitation to discuss human and sexual
aspects of life, the students will develop appropriate and

practical forms of communicating needed information
about AIDS.

Basic Information

Information and transparencies from prior lessons on
transmission and prevention. especially Lessons # 28, 30.
and 34.

Suggested Materials

Transparencies of basic facts from prior lessons. especially
Transparency Master # 28b and Handout 8 28c

Transparency Master # 37a. statement by Dr. Koop
Handout # 37b, Transmission of AIDS
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Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
The teacher begins,

i would like to read to you a statement of Dr. C. Everett
Koop, the U. S. Surgeon General, taken from an
interview about the parents' role in AIDS education. As I
read, please either jot down or remember which of his
points you agree with, which you disagree with,

Dr. Koop has said, "The parents of the children I tinted
as a working doctor always agreed with me that they had
an obligation to educate their youngsters about both the
emotional and sexual aspects of their lives. But few of
them ever did it. Parents feel inadequate to discuss these
things because they themselves were not told about them
when they were young. Also, in this country, where half
the marriages end in divorce, parents are often reluctant
to talk to their children about thei own relationships. I
think that AIDS has awakened us to the need for
education about these private but very important
matters."

(Scholastic Update, Vol. 120, No. 4, Oct. 16, 1987)

The teacher asks,
Let's take a quick "Thumbs up" or "Thumbs down"
survey of your agreements and disagreements: "Thumbs
up" if you agree, "Thumbs down" if you disagree, and
you can put your thumb in the middle ii you want to pass.

Let's take one phrase at a time:
Do you agree with the parents with whom Dr. Koop
spoke that

they have an obligation to educate their youngsters
about the emotional and sexual aspects of life?
few of them ever educate their youngsters in these
areas?

parents feel inadequate to discuss these things because
they themselves were not told when they were young?
parents are often reluctant to talk to their children
about their own relationships?

AIDS has awakened us to the need for education about
these private but very important matters?

It is easy to understand that persons who have not
learned facts about AIDS w ill have difficulty explaining
those facts to others. You have had the opportunity, to
learn about AIDS.

B. Review
Today we will try to understand more clearly how AIDS
can be spread and prevented. We will also find ways to
communicate these facts and to correct any
misinformation.

First we will begin with a review of some of the four
know n as in which AIDS is spread. (Transparency
Master # 28b)

Next we will recall how to aoid getting AIDS. (Handout
# 28c)

C. Activity
This Handout (# 37b) explains your task during this class
period. It also includes a set of facts about spreading and
preventing AIDS which may be helpful while you are
working on the activity.

Closure

After the communication projects are complete, provide
space for posting and plan time for listening to all completed
projects either as a total class or in small groups.

For each message, ask for an assessment of
accuracy of facts,
clarity of message,
potential to motivate junior high students,
level of motivation.

To the extent possible, plan to actually use the products
within the school or community.
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Transparency Master # 37a

"The parents of the children I treated as a working
doctor always agreed with me that they had an
obligation to educate their youngsters about both the
emotional and sexual aspects of their lives.

"But few of them ever did it.

"Parents feel inadequate to discuss these things
because they themselves were not told about them
when they were young.

"Also, in this country, where half the marriages end in
divorce, parents are often reluctant to talk to their
children about their own relationships.

"I think that AIDS has awakened us to the need for
education about these private but very important
atters."

--Dr, Everett Koop
U.S. Surgeon General
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Handout # 37b

TRANSMISSION OF AIDS:

NOT through casual contact with someone who has AIDS
(sneezing, hugging, sharing glass or bathroom or swimming pool)

NOT through donating blood to a blood bank

but
through infected blood (sharing drug needles, syringes, etc.)

through any form of sexual intercourse and exchange of infected semen or vaginal secretions

through infected mother's childbearing and breast feeding

PREVENTION OF AIDS:

by saying "no" to illegal drugs

by 1) abstaining from pre-marital sex until
2) marriage to an uninfected p rgon who does not abuse IV drugs, followed by
3) a mutu3lly faithful monogamous relationship

by avoiding pregnancy indefinitely if the potential mother ever tested positive for AIDS

Commurication Project about AIDS

1. form work groups of pairs, three, or four persons

2. review the facts about spreading and preventing AIDS

3. design and develop some form of communication:
an explanation for your younger brother or sister
a modern morality play
a public service announcement for radio or TV
a billboard
a school P.A. announcement
a commercial
a magazine ad
an editorial for the school newspaper

4. clearly present some key points about the spread and prevention of AIDS

5. gear the level of communication to junior high youngsters (7th to 9th graders)

6. use higher level motivation (love, conc,..rn, right, Christian lining) to the extent possible
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Suggested Lessons for Grade 12

The Twelfth Grade Student

Seventeen-year-olds are characteristically on the threshold
of adulthood. Having matured physically, they are
experiencing a peak of energy and stamina. Emotionally
these young persons are capable of entering into deep.
meaningful human relationships and psychologically they
have developed a much clearer and more realistic it of
self.

Most significantly, these youths experience a spiritual
awakening which uncovers a realization of life's deeper
realities, develops a sensitivity to the needs of others, and
inspires an honest desire to get in touch with tkse spiritual
life within and about them.

Twelfth grade students need to express their feelings and
el.totions. They respond to adults who treat them with
personal respect. They are searching for experiences of
God and need a blend of individual and group prayer
experiences.

Seventeen-year-olds are persons IN ho
have the ability to think and reason as adults;
look out upon a world which fails to measure up, that
seems blind to the newly discovered insights in their
lives;
are deeply concerned about a personal future which
needs to be both meaningful and satisfying;

Lesson # 38

feel the need for more education to be successful
adults;
are anxious in the face of a highly competitive and
unstable society;

e are frustrated to have to continue as students and
remain dependent for several more years;
fall in love;

a have a capacity to make a significant faith
commitment;
respect others who are able to express beliefs and
feelings, questions and attitudes that are shared by
peers;
require guidance and support if they are to postpone
sexual activity until marriage,
see everything as "possible" and cons.der themselves
as immortal.

Some suggestions for teaching twelfth graders
be as personal as possible in dealing with them;
allow for individual expression of feelings and
emotions;
plan and direct interaction carefully and purposefully;

* assist in developing an appreciation and personal
desire for the exl erience of prayer and silent
meditation;
include discussions about and experiences in
relationships;
stress reality and the need to be open to the future in a
joy-filled way.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE

Lesson Objectives

The students will be able to
C-I 9 understand and emulate Jesus's concern for the ill

person regardless of the cause;
C-20 participate in ministry to persons in need within

their own communities including any suffering
with AIDS.

Two sessions are :ecom mended.

Overview

While reflecting on Jesus' healing of the blind man. the
students respond ti disimssion questions first indi
then in small groups. They then visit an ill or handicapped
person with related followup reflection.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons #
26, 29. 32. and 35.

Vocabulary.
ostracize

Suggested Materials

Studuits and or teacher bring newspaper or magazine
pictures of persons who are obviously suffering from
extreme poverty or illness (e.g.. street people. persons in
wr heel chairs or hospital beds). Arrange them on a
bulletin board, perhaps with the phrase. "It was to let
God's work show forth...."

Hendout # 38. Guide Sheet (one per student)
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Teaching/Learning Activities

Session /

A. Introduction
Referring to thz prepared bulletin board (or to some hand-
held magarine photos of the ill or suffering), begin the class
with an introduction like this:

Everyday we see pictures of persons who have some
disability or seem to be "down on their luck." In Jesus
Christ's day, there were also many suffering people.
Today we will reflect on the response which Christ
modeled.

B. Reflection
Distribute Handout # 38, Guide Sheet. Read the Scripture
selection aloud, then ask each student to reflect on that
account and to write a thoughtful response to Questions A
and B.

C. Grow Sharing
After sufficient time, ask the students to share their answers

preferably in groups of about four students. After the
responses to Questions A and B have been shared, the group
shouid together compose an ansmer to C.

After the group discussions, request reports from the
groups. List the opportunities for students to assist. or

D. Project
The following project introduction ..nould be adapted,
depending on existing policies or programs related to direct
student service. One approach follows:

We are now entering the season of ____.(Advent,
Lent, Thanksgiving, etc) a good time for a special
project. Because of that, we will have one long-range
assignment:

L decide which one person you will approach
someone ill or handicapped, ostracized or neglected
by the conimunity;

2. contact the person, offering assistance or just asking
to visa;

3. after the visit, write in a personal journal or other
space your viewpoint of Le visit:
a) c..,ctly how you felt when you first contacted the

person, when you arrived, as you worked or
talked. as you left, afterward;

b) then place y ourself in the other per..on's place and
write how you would feel in that person's situation.

4. take your written responses with you and sit quietly in
the chapel or your parish church for five minutes,
sharing your responses with Christ. open. listening.

5. prepare a two-paragraph paper to be brought to class,
including only what you want to share:
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Paragraph I description of the person assisted or
visited, that person's response to your coming;

Paragraph 2 your reaction to the experience.

6. submit this two-paragraph paper on (date).

Teachers are encouraged to tell ti,e students that they will be
joining 'aem in thi., assignment and will complete the same
six steps.

Session 2:

E. Group Sharing
When the papers arrive, the teacher may wish to first study
the papers and to assign small groups of four to six students
to reflect a mix of persons visited making certain that
someone in each group has visited a person with AIDS or
with some other little-understood condition or handicap.
Return the students' papers before the small group sessions
by placing each set of four to six papers on a desk or table
where the group is to meet.

In groups, the students will
I. share their Paragraph 1 response about the person;
2. share their Paragraph 2 response about their own

reaction;
3. determine any similaritic,, in their oval responses or in

the responses of the other people;
4. determine what is most difficult in trying to live out

Christ's manner of dealing with persons in need.

If desired, the class may all hear each group's responses
about Items # 3 and # 4, siinilarities and difficulties.

Closure

Let us quiet ourselves for a few minutes of prayer a
time to especially include those whom we have i.;:ted
(Soft instrumental music, if desired)

Read or have a student read aloud John 9:1-4 from
Handout # 38, Guide Sheet. Then have a student lead.

We have tried to approach some persons who are
suffering from illness or handicaps or from the bitter
judgments of other people. Our God. we want to place
those persons before you now by just saying aloud
the;; first names or the name by which we know them.

(Time for all who wish to say a name aloud)

We are grateful for much today much related to our
visits and our reflection. Let us pause a moment to
quietly name something from this experience for which
we are personally grateful.

(May invite persons to name aloud, if desired)

In closing, together we thank you, Jesus, for your
compa.,sion for each suffering person including
ourselves. We are grateful for your call to u. to model
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your compassion and for our ability to accept that call.
We appreciate the chance to share a bit more the feelings
of those persons, real people in many ways just like us.
May we, and the suffering, continue as you did to
let God's works show forth.

Lesson # 39

Conclude with either
Glory be.. .

or a chorus of
Glory and praise to our God
Who alone gives light to our days.
Many are the blessings that flow
To those who trust in God's ways.

BASIC INFORMATION

Lesson Objective

The students will be able to
B-3 replace myths about AIDS with facts.

Overview

The students complete a "MYTH-defier," a written assess-
ment of facts and myths about AIDS. The group then
discusses each item, identifying the most misunderstood
and the most important considerations.

Basic Information and Vocabulary

The teacher should be familiar with the content of Lessons #
33 and # 34.

Vocabulary:
myth

Suggested Materials

HIV

Handout # 39, MYTH-defier

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
Some of us have been iny olyed one-on-one with a pci son
who is suffering the effects of AIDS personally or with
someone who is close to a person with AIDS. Each of
these tragedies oc .urred because someone may not have

may not have known enough to make good choices.
been fully aware of some basic information about AIDS,

Today we will take one more look at bask facts, with the
hope that our knowledge can help ourselves and others
be free of the threat of AIDS.

Because the AIDS epitict,lic has hit so quickly, many
people and even some printed resources have incorrect
and often dangerous or fear-producing information.

I

B. Activity
Each of you will receive a copy of a "M YTH-defier." This
is a compilation of facts or true statements mixed with
myths or false statements. Your task is to
I. identify the facts, writing "fact" after the true

statements
2. identify the myths or false statements, writing

corrected versions after the original statements.

C. Discussion
After all have completed the 20 items, each item should be
discussed or papers could be collecteJ and items which
show errors should be discussed. Obviously the myths or
false statements can be rewritten in many ways; some
su,;gestions for correcting the myths and, or for followup
discussion follow:

I. No vaccine is currently available to protect against
AIDS.

2. Persons ARE morally responsible for decisions and
actions which result in AIDS, including those related to
drugs and sex.

3. The Church t always taught and still teaches that
members s..ould show Christian compassion in a non-
judgmental way for any persons who are sick, suffering,
or in other need. This includes persons with AIDS.

4. Although much social confusion exists, sexual morality
according to Jesus Christ and his Church is clear:
Intimate sexual actiYity is limited #o faithful married
couples. Acceptance of this guidance is mot e reasonable
than ever and can result in freedom from AIDS and
other sexually transmitted diseases (STD's).

5. Not true. In fact, experimentation with drugs can keep a
young person from anything that is "lasting" because of
the danger of acquiring AIDS from infected needles.

6. Sex before marriage is more likely to inhibit than to
effect successful sexual relationships after marriage.
Sexual intimacy is t! God given gift which committed
partners work to dcA. zlop within a relationship of trust

a setting very different from pre-marital sex.
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Handout # 38

Guide Sheet

As he walked along, he saw a man who had been blind from birth. His disciples asked him,
"Rabbi, was it his sin or that of his parents that caused him to be born blind?"

"Neither," answered Jesus. "It was no sin, either of this man or of his parents. Rather it was to let
God's works show forth in him. We must do the deeds of him who sent me while it is day.. ."

(John 9:1-4)

Individual:
A. Have you heard any questions similar to the one askt,d by the disciples, "Was it his sin or that
of his parents that caused him to be blind?" Have you heard questions in which people focus on
what caused an illness or a handicap?
For example. ..

B. The cause of the blindness was a non-issue with Jesus. He proceeded to treat the individual
with dignity, to assist him. In the light of this example, how do you imagine Jesus would respond
to someone with AIDS?

Group:
C. In our community, what opportunities exist for high school students to assist or at least visit
with persons who are ill or handicapped?

Which of these opportunities involve those who are most apt to have been "judged" by some
members of the community? to be considered "the fault" of their illness or handicap? to be
ignored or ostracized or neglected?
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7. Fact (assuming the person is still alive five years from
now)

8. Testing can sometimes bui. not always detect the
presence of the AIDS virus. From the time of exposure
to the AIDS virus, it may take two or three months or
longer for the virus to be detected by testing.

9. Fact (This is a difficult item!)
Technically persons do not die from the AIDS virus,
but from some disease which takes advantage of their
body's lack of its natural defenses or immune system.

10. Fact
Since March of 1985, however, a process has been used
in the United States to screen blood for the AIDS 'irus
before transfusions.

11. Fact

12. Not necessarily. Some people after infection with the
AIDS virus remain apparently well without
symptoms.

13. No. Those with an AIDS-Related Complex (ARC)
carry the AIDS virus but begin to experience only a
limited number of symptoms.

14. Because they could carry traces of infected blood, it is
not safe to share toothbrushes or razors.

15. Fact

Lesson # 40

TRANSMISSION AND PREVENTION

Lesson Objective

16. No, heterosexual (straight) men and women also can
get AIDS.

17. No, .ne only sure protection both morally and
physically is chastity (sexual abstinence or marital
fidelity ). On a moral level, the use of a condom does not
protect God's gift of sexual intercourse, open to
procreation, as the maximum expression of love with a
married partner. Even on a physical level, a condom

thougn decreasing the chance of infection does not
always protect effectively.

18. Fact

19. No, a woman can also pass AIDS infection to a man or
(rarely) to another woman.

20. Fact

Closure

If desired the group may select the item(s) which they
believe

are misunderstood by most persons,
are most important for medical considerations,
are most important tor moral considerations.

They may also wish to decide the best ways to increase
understanding of these important area., in their school,
neighborhood, families, parish, town, etc.

The students will be able to
T-20 al- ply refusal skills to situations they may encounter
after graduation

Overview

After students have an opportunity to describe what they
hope to be doing after graduation, they focus on steps to
buila refusal skills, then write and act out brief scenarios
about potential situations which will require those skills.

Background Information

The teacher should review the approach used in Lesson # 22.

Suggested Materials

imple props (e.g., hats, tools) if helpful to role playing
Handout # 40, Script-Writing Tasks and Steps To Build

Refusal Skills

Teaching/Learning Activities

A. Introduction
The teacher asks the twelfth graders how many days remain
for them in high school and expects someone to hav e the
exact count. If desired, the teacher may also invite students
to d.!scribe what they hope to be doing in exactly one year or
in five years.

B. Presentation
The teacher presents the key idea in a way similar to this.
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Handout # 39, Side 1

MYTH-defier

Directions:
identify the facts or true statements, writing "fact" after the true statements.
identify the myths or false statements, writing corrected versions after the original statements.

1. Two forms of vaccine currently exist for AIDS.

2. Because AIDS is related to drugs and sex, those who get AIDS are usually not morally
responsible for their decisions and actions.

3. The Church teaches that members should avoid persons with AIDS.

4. Today's confusion about sexual morality makes it almost impossible to avoid AIDS and other
sexually transmitted diseases.

5. Experimentation with drugs is necessary to make a lasting impression on peer groups.

6. Sex before marriage -- though it my carry the danger of AIDS infection is needed to
assure successful sexual relations after marriage.

7. A person who acquires the AIDS virus now can infect his/her spouse five years from now.

8. Fortunately testing can accurately determine the presence of the AIDS virus.

9. Although many 'pet sick from the AIDS virus, no one dies from that virus.

10. Some children who have AIDS were infected when receiving transfusions.
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Handout # 39, Side 2

MYTH-defier (continued)

11. A mother who tests HIV-positive runs a high risk of infecting her fetus during childbearing.

12. A person with the AIDS virus becomes ill immediately.

13. When symptoms as a result of the AIDS virus begin, all symptoms become evident at the
same time.

14. AIDS cannot be contracted by sharing toothbrushes or razors.

15. AIDS cannot be contracted by using a telephone, dishes, Communion chalice, or drinking
fountain.

16. Only homosexuals can acquire AIDS.

17. As advertised, the only sure protection against AIDS is a condom.

18. Repeated exposure to the AIDS virus via high risk behaviors increases the likelihood of
becoming infected.

19. AIDS infection can only be passed on by a man: man to man or man to woman.

20. The only sexual behavior that avoids risk in the strict sense is abztaining from sexual activity
altogether or containing one's sexual life withi k faithful relationship with a person known to
be uninfected.
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As graduates-to-be, it is natural that you are looking
forward to the future, with great hopes for that future.

Yet a certain amount of realism is needed too. Many
people your age have learned too late that AIDS is a
quick way to throw away a future. We have learned much
basic information a bo' i AIDS, and we ',me st udied how
infecticn can be prevented. But all that information is
only useful if you have developed skills to refuse
activities that are high risk, medically and morally.

C. Activity
You have heard of the show, "This is Your Life." Today ,

we will develop our version which could be called, "This
Could Be Your Life."

Seriously, one year from now or five years from now
each of you will be faced with making tough,

responsible decisions that will affect your lives. No one
can totally prepare you for making those choices, but
perhaps the experience of imagining some possible
situations and possible responses will prove
helpful.

Distribute Handout # 40 and draw attention to the first
section. Clarify the Script-Writing Tasks as needed.

When the groups are finished, collect their scripts and tell
them that soon they will be directors of "This Could Be
Your Life." And they will soon be "stars" in someone else's
scene.

D. Skill Development
But fi...t, a few helps in shaping refusal skills. When
persons are in a situation which morally and medically
demands refusal, many find these steps helpful.

Draw attention to the second part of Handout # 40,
discussing the suggested step. and exar .ples as needed.

E. Application
Now with some of these approaches in mind (of
course, they all won't work in each situation), I will
exchange scripts among groups. When you get the new
script, your group has two tasks, both listed on the
bottom of the handout under Preparations for Acting.

F. Role Playing
Next comes the role playing of each situation
involving the group that wrote the scene plus one person
from the group that discussed possible solutions. If time
permits after each scene, the class could make additional
sugges,i xis about ways to refuse involvement in that
situation.

Closure

At the end, students may also discuss which methods of
refusing seem most effective and are most appealing to
them.
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Handout # 40

Script-Writing Tasks

In groups of two. three, or four

1. Wr;+e the beginning of a scene
that could take place in a college, a vocational school, an office, a manufacturing plant, etc.
that could be honestly enticing to a graduate
that requires a decision based on both medical and moral grounds
that exc. ding the graduate involves the same number of actors as there are students in
your group
that would take about two or three minutes to role play.

2. Decide which member of your group will play which part; decide all parts EXCEPT the
graduate. That part will be played by someone outside your group.

Steps to Build Refusal Skills
1. State the refusal very clearly.

("I will not..." rather than "I don't think I'll. . .")

2. Briefly give a reason.
("To me, illegal drugs would mean risking my dream of being a pharmacist.

3. Act decisively.
("I'll see you tomorrow.")

4. Show respect for the other person(s).
("I value our opportunity to work together, but....")

5. Move to another activity.
("Let's find a group to help at the hospice.")

6. Use a sense of humor, if appropriate.
("This is another of your jokes... .")

Preparations for Acting

The group should

1. Determine how the fellow graduate could most effectively refuse involvement in the ...nuation
and make an exit.

2. Decide which member of the group could best play the role of the fellow graduate.
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Articles Used in Lessons

Although countless articles focus on AI DS many from a
Catholic perspective four have been suggested for use
within specific lessons:

Address at Mission Dolores by rope John Paul II
(Student use in Lessons # 20 and # 35,
teacher preparation for Lesson # 29)

"AIDS: Time for a Moral Renaissance" by Cardinal
Basil Hume

(Student use in Lessons # 28 and # 34, teacher
preparation for Lesson #21)

"A Challenge and a Responsibility" by Cardinal
Joseph Bernardin

(Studer use in Lessons # 23 and if 35.
teacher preparation for Lesson # 29)

"; Call to Compassion' by the Bishops of the
California Catholic Conference

(Student use in Lessons # 26 and # 35,
teacher preparation for Lesson # 17)

For convenience, the selections are reprinted here, with
paragraphs numbered for easy reference. Teachers may
duplicate these articles for class use.
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Address at Mission Dolores
by Pope John Paul H

September 17, 1987
(a selection)

1 ... I wish to speak to you about the all-embracing love of
God St. John says' "Love, then consists in this. not that we
have loved God but that he has loved us and has sent his Son
as an offering for our sins" (1 Jn. 4:10). God's love for us is
freely given and unearned, surpassing all we could ever hope
for or imagine. He does not love us bccausc we have merited
it or arc worthy of it. God loves us, rather, bccausc he is true
to his own nature. As St. John puts it, "God is love, and he
who abides in love abides in God, and God in him" (I Jn.
4:16).

2. The greatest proof of God's love is shown in the fact that
he loves us in our human condition, with our weaknesses
and our needs. Nothing else can explain the mystery of the
cross. Tile apostle Paul once wrote: "You can depend on
this as worthy of full acceptance: that Jesus Christ came into
the world to save sinners. Of these, I myself am the worst.
But on that very account I was dealt with mercifully, so that
in me, as an extreme case, Jesus Christ might display ail his
patience, and that I might become an example to those who
would later have faith in him and gain everlasting life" (1
Tm. 1:15-16).

3. The love of Christ is more powerful than sin .1nd death.
St. Paul explains that Christ came to forgive sin and that his
love is greater than any sin, stronger than all my personal
sins or those of anyone else. This is the faith of the Church.
This is the good news of God's love that the Church
proclaims throughout history and that 1 proclaim to you
today: God loves you with an everlasting love. He loses y uu
in Christ Jesus, his Son.

4. God's love has many aspects. In particular, God loves us
as our Father. The parable of the prodigal son expresses this
truth most vividly. You recall that moment in the parable
when the son came to his senses, decided to return home and
set off for his father's house. "While he was still a long way
off, his fathcr caught sight of him and was deeply moved. He
ran out to meet him, threw his arms around his neck and
kissed him" (Lk. 15:20). This is the fatherly love of God, a
love always ready to forgive, eager to welcome us back.

5. God's love for us as our Father is a strong and faithful
love, a love which is full of mercy, a love which enables us to
hope for the grace of conversion when we have sinned. As 1

said in my encyclical on the mercy of God. "The parable of
the prodigal son expresses in a simple but profound way the
reality of conversion. Conversion is the most concrete
expression of the working of love and of the presence of
mercy in the human world . ... Mercy is manifested in its
true and proper aspect when it restores to value, promotes
and draws good from all the forms of c it existing in the
world" (Dives in Misericordia. 6).

6. It is the reality of God's love for us as our father that
explains why Jesus told us when we pray to address God as
"Abba, Father" (cf. Lk. 11:2; Mt. 6:9).

7 It is also true to say that God loves us as a Mother. Isi
this regard God asks us, thro:Nh the prophet Isaiah: "Can a
mother forget her infant, be without tenderness for the child
of her womb? Even should she forget, I will never forget
you" (Is. 49:15). God's love is tender and merciful, patient
and full of understanding. In the Scriptures and also in the
living memory of the Church, the love of God is indeed
depicted and has been experienced as the compassionate
love of a mother.

8 Jesus himself expressed a compassionate love when he
wept over Jerusalem, and when he said: "0 Jerusalem,
Jerusalem . . . How often would 1 have gathered your
children together as a hen gathers her brood under he
wings" (Lk. 13:34).

9, Dear friends in Christ. the lose of God is so great that it
goes beyond the limits of human language, beyond the
grasp of artistic expression, beyond human understanding.
And yet it is concretely embodied in God's Son, Jesus
Christ. and in his body, the Church. Once again this
evening, here in Mission Dolores Basilica, 1 repeat to all of
you the ageless proclamation of the Gospel: God loves you!

10. God loves you all, without distinction. without limit.
He loves those of you who are elderly, who feel the burden
of the years. He loves those of you who are sick, those who
arc suffering from AIDS and the AIDS-related complex.
He loses the relatives and friends of the sick and those who
care for them. He loves us all with an uaconditional and
everlasting love .
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AIDS: Time for a Moral Renaissance
by Cardinal Basil Hume

Reported by the London Times
January 7, 1987

1. Some people hate claimed that the Aids epidemic Is
God's punishment of a sinful world. It is better seen as proof
of a general law that actions hate consequences and that
disorder inevitably damages and then destroys.

2. In fact, Aids is neither the whole problem nor the central
issue. It is a symptom of something deeper and more deadly.
Aids is but one of the many disastrous consequences of
promiscuous sexual behat lour. Promiscuity is the root
cause of the present epidemic. It has always been sinful, it is
rapidly becoming suicidal.

3, We are, then, dealing with an intrinsically moral issue
and not simply one of public health. No campaign against
Aids can ignore or trivialize the moral question. Refusal to
address the moral issues is itself a moral statement.

4. In the public campaign so far, much attention has been
focused in very explicit terms on the way the virus is
transmitted and on precautions to reduce the risk of
infection. Too little has been said so far, and too vaguely,
about the radical shift in attitudes needed to halt the
advance of the epidemic. Yet when, as here, morality
concerns matters of lair and death, it affects the public good
and involves the whole community. It is certainly not the
exclusive concern of the Church and the clergy.

5. The Church and the Got ernment he a common aim,
to limit and, if possible, to eliminate the disease The
Church wants to tackle promiscuity as the principal cause of
infection. I would argue that the (3 -vernment itself could
legitimately, and helpfully, lay greater stress on the moral
issues.

6. No purpose can be served by recrimination against any
section of the population held to be responsible, Instead, we
should offer to those with Aids unconditional and practical
compassion. It would be unfortunate. too, if reaction took
the form of a merciless and self-righteous moral backlash.
Something much more radical and constructit c is called for
than the scourging of other people's vices !fa catastrophe is
to be averted there must be an urgent and immediate
reappraisal of our attitudes and behaviour in matters of
sexual behaviour and human relationships.

7. Even in the short term of moral reawakening is society's
best hope. That must be part of any national programme of
information and education. Condoms and free needles for
drug addicts will reduce but not remove the dangers; those
most at risk might be led to conclude that a potentially
lethal life style can, with precautions, be made safe.

8. The tact to be faced is that all of us in society have to
learn to live according to a renewed set of values. That will
not be easy. How can any appeal for faithfulness and sexual

restraint be heeded when there is on all sides explicit
enwuragement to promis.uous behaviour and frequent
ridicule of moral tallies? Society is in moral disarray, for
which we must all take our share of blame. Sexual
permissiveness reflects a general decline of values.

9. Some might question whether any consensus on values
is possible in a society which has so lost touch with its
ce'aural, religious and spiritual roots. None the less I am

inced that there are untapped reser es of goodness and
idealism in many individuals and communities. Laying the
foundations fora new consensus will be prolonged, arduous
and quite often hotly contested.

10. The search for a better way, the endeavour to recon-
struct society 's attitudes and values will, of necessity, take
many forms. Together we must reflect on the consequences
of our common humanity, the needs and longings of the
human heart. We can learn too from history, while not
idealizing the past. There can be no question, even if it were
possible, of attempting to turn back the clock. The situation
we confront demands of us a new response.

11. The Christian churches hate an obi ious part to play in
this fundamental rethinking. So too have the world religions
now represented in our country [England]. The Judaeo-
Christian heritage of moral values still h:.s much to offer
contemporary society. We can learn much also from the
traditions of asceticism and self-discipline prized by Islam
and the great religions of the East. Reconstruction demands
serious dialogue. People, whether religious or not, can
surely find common ground and shared ideals in face of the
manifest dangers which threaten society.

12. Some are prepared to concede that !.'ich a transforma-
tion is required but believe it to be a long-term objective. It
is necessary in the short term, they argue, to adopt the
measures advocated in the present campaign of public
education on Aids. The Roman Catholic Church in this
country [England] is being urged to modify its opposition to
the use of condoms and its condemnation of sexual activity
outside of marriage, at least in the case of stable relation-
ships. There are, however, serious matters of principle
which the Church is m at liberty to ignore.

13 Roman Catholic teaching maintains that human love is
a precious gift, a sharing in the life a nd love of God himself.
Unselfish love, between persons is itself a way to God. It
enriches the human personality. In married love a couple
come together in a life-long, life-giving union in which they
give themselves totally and exclusively to each other. To be
fully human and self-git ing, that lose has to remain open to
the possibility of new life. It provides the stability and
affeLtion necessary for the nurturing and det elopment of
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the growing child. For all these reasons, the full sexual
expression of love is reserved for husband and wife within
marriage.

14. The Roman Catholic Clutch, therefore, cannot be
expected to lend support to any measures which tacie.y
accept, even if they do not encourage, sexual activity,
outside marriage. To do so would be inconsistent. It would
weaken our primary witness to the Christian vision of
human love and marriage. Nor do we accept that for the
unmarried the choice lies solely between condoms and
infection. There is a third course of action: refusal to engage
in extra-marital sexual activity. Such self-discipline is not
emotionally destructive, but can be a positive affirmation of
a radical ideal, demanding but not impossible.

15. The Roman Catholic Church is committed to the cause
of marriage and family life. It is a sad reflection on present
values that no political party offers a coherent and comprehen-
sive policy to sustain and uphold family life. Here there is
much common ground to be explored. It is essential to
enhance the quality of individual and family life.

16. A radical change in popular attitudes is possible,
indeed necessary. Many in recent years have become

convinced of the need to embrace a simpler,
lifesty le in order to enjoy a fuller, longer life. We are already
changing deep-rooted habits in eating, drinking, smoking,
exercise. How much greater is the necessity to rediscover the
joy of faithful love and lasting marriage. It calls for self-
discipline, restraint and a new awareness. Such a profound
change in society also needs a comprehensive campaign of
public education and persuasion.

17. The Aids crisis represents a watershed for contemporary
society. It is much more than a matter of sexual morality.
Shared moral %alues derive from an accepted understanding
of society. Fear may well induce some to modify their sexual
behaviour. That is not enough, however, to achieve that
radical renewal of society which is so clearly needed. The
necessary steps should be taken, I would suggest, in an
atmosphere of calm and trust and in a spirit of dialogue and
hope There is much to be done in the home, in schools and
in every part of our life and work together. Parents,
teachers, clergy, communicators, those in public and political
life, all have shared responsibility to discover new hope and
a better way.
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A Challenge and a Responsibility
A Pastoral Statement

by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin

October 24, 1986

1. Recently I was told the story of Stephen, a young man
who died of AIDS. His story is not unique.

2. Stephen, a young man in his early thirties, was a
computer specialist. He was good at his work, enjoyed it,
and was making new friends. This had not always been the
case, for Stephen's acceptance and personal integration of
his homosexuality had not been easy for him, causing him
to drift away from his hometown and family. Now,
however, he had started a new job which was going well, and
his life seemed to be pointed in a mush more positive
direction.

3. This was not to last, however. Rather quickly, Stephen
found it increasingly difficult to perform satisfactorily at
work. He did not understand why he was making mistakes
he had never made before. Concentration and accuracy, so
necessary in computer programming, became more of
problem. Although his first job review had been positive, his
second was devastatingly negative. He was warned and, a
short time later, he was fired.

4. Although unemployed, he was able to support himself
out of his small savings. But soon, as his condition
worsened, his landlord urged him to see a doctor. He
responded that, without the insurance which he lost when
he was fired, he could not afford to seek professional
medical help. He hoped whatever he had would soon go
away on its own.

5. That did not happen. Several days later nis landlord
took the then-incoherent S'.ephen to a public hospital.
Because he tested positive for the HTLV-III virus, his
encephalitis was diagnosed as being an &DS-related
disease.

6. Stephen lapsed in and out of consciousness and, when
conscious, was seldom coher.:nt. That is why it took ine
hospital several days to locate his family. When informed of
his terminal condition and its cause, his family reacted
poorly: They abandoned their dying son. Perhaps it was
fear or Ignorance or alienation, but Stephen died alone. A
social worker later informed Stephen's friends of his death.
When they inquired about his pos.essions, they discovered
that they had been stolen.

7. What a sad story! The death of a young person is tragedy
enough, but Stephen died of a new and virulent disease.
without insurance and penniless. He died without Lmily or
friends to comfort him, without the ministry of his Churt.h.
And after death, he was violated a final time in the theft of
his belongings.

8. In this tragic and true story it is easy enough to identify
with some aspects of its emotional impact. The possibility of
contracting some new and fatal disease, for example, is
terrifying. We can understand the devastation of dying
alone. We can sympathize with another's fear, alienation,
and suffering. Even so, it is so tempting to sny that this is not
our problem, that we don't want to get involved.

9. But we cannot allow ourselves to identify with only
some of the aspects of the AIDS phenomenon. We are
alled to examine more closely all its implications. Quite
simply, Stephen's story confronts us all. We may wish that it
would go away or that it will never touch anyone close to us,
tot the reality is that AIDS is a growing threat to our society
which will not disappearsoon. Our response to such a threat
cannot be fear, ignorance. or alienation. As followers of
Jesus, we have learned a different, better way. He has taught
us to show compassion for the sick and suffering, no matter
what their background or social standing. He has called us
to be ministers of reconciliation so that our wounds and
alienation may be healed.

10. This is the purpose of this pastoral statement. We are
called, as a community of faith, to confront courageously

id compassionately the suffering and death which Al DS is
bringing to our world this year. To do this, we must put
aside our fears, our prejudices, and whatever other agendas
we may have in this regard.

AIDS AND THE GOSPEL

11. Hearing Stephen's story, some may respond by saying
that AIDS is divine punishment for what they describe as
the "sin of homosexuality." Without que-oning their
sincerity, I disagree with this assessment.

12. First, med.cally speaking, AIDS is not a disease
restricted to homosexuals. In fact, it appears that originally
it might have been spread through heterose gal genital
encounters. In the United States many people have been
exposed to AIDS or have contracted it througn the use of
IV-drugs. tainted blood transfusion:, and heterosexual
genaal activity. Consequentb , even though a large per-
centage of those in the United States who have been
exposed tr the AIDS virus are homosexual, AIDS is a
human disease, not a specifically homosexual one.

13. Secnd, 60d is lov ing and ompassionate, not vengeful
Made in God's image, ec. y human being is of inestimable
worth, and the life of all persons, whatever their sexual
orient; tion, is sacred and their dignity must be respected
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14 Third, the riospel reveals that. while Jesus did not
hesitate to proclaim a radical ethic of life grounded in the
promise of God's kingdom. he never ceased to reach out to
the lovely, to the outcasts of his time even it they did not
live tip to the full demands of his teaching. Jesus offered
forgiveness and healing to all who sought it. And when
some objected to this compassion, he responded: "Let the
one among ) ou who is guiltless be the first to throw the
stone . . . ."(Jn. 8:7)

15 That is why we who are followers of Jesus see the AIDS
crisis as both a challenge to respond in a Christlike way to
persons who are in dire need and a responsibility to work
with others in our society to respond to that need.

AIDS IN OUR SOCIETY

16. If we are going to respond adequately to the AIDS
crisis, we must begin with some facts.

17 As of September. 15. 1986. 24.430 persons with
AIDS have been diagnosed in the United States. 13,442 of
them have already died. In Chicago, 430 cases were
diagnosed by the same date; 254 are dead. Nationally.
AIDS cases are doubling every eleven to thirteen months
and in Chicago every ten months.

18 Contrary to some assumptions, AIDS is not just a
disease in the White community. 26; of the AIDS uses in
Chicago are among Blacks not of Haitian origin. And one in
ten cases is in the Hispanic community.

19 Although the percentage of intravenous chug users
with AIDS is lower in Chicago (5.6ci,) than in the nation
(17%), it is expected that this form of transmission w ill

increase in the Chicago area. Also, there is some .ndication
that the percentage of women with AIDS will increase in the
future. There is also a projection that the number of
heterosexual AIDS cases will increase among intravenous
drug uses and those with multiple sexual partners.

20. These facts are cited not to frighten. but to highlight the
seriousness of the challenge we face as a civic and religious
community.

21. In light of these facts. it is understandable that this
disease, which spreads so quickly and is invariably fatal.
would occasion misunderstanding, tear, prejudice and
discrimination. Quite frankly, people are afraid that they
may contract it. This is not a new phenomenon. Recall, for
example. how we used to isolate tubercular patients and
discriminate subtly (and sometimes not so subtly ) against
cancer patients. So also, for different reasons, we spoke
with moral righteousness and indignation about the "sin of
alcoholism. In time, however, scientific advances and
growth in human awareness and understanding helped us to
see things in a new light and to develop better ways of
relating to those suffering from these diseases.

22. Similarly, we are now called to relate in an enlightened
and just way to those suffering from AIDS or from AIDS
Related Complex (ARC) as well as tho:,e who have been
exposed to the AIDS virus. While it is understandable that
no one wants to put himself or herself in a vulnerable

position. we must make sure that ot,r attitudes and actions
are based on facts, not fiction.

23 At the present time, there is no medical justifica'.on for
diserir:tiltation against these people, and, in fea, such
discrimination is a violation of their basic human dignity
and inconsistei.t w ith the Christian ethic. To the extent that
they can, persons with AIDS should be encouraged to
continue to lead productive lives in their community and
place of work. Similarly, government as well as health
providers and human service agencies should collaborate to
provide adequate funding and care for AIDS patients.
Moreover. people with AIDS have a right to decent housing
and landlords are not justified in denying them this right
merely because of their illness. While acknowledging that
special precautions may be needed, funeral directors should
not refuse to accept or prepare the bodies of deceased AIDS
patients for burial. Finally the quarantine of persons with
AIDS, the use of the HTLV-Iil anti-body test for strictly
discriminator) purposes, and the "redlining" of certain
classes of people by insurance companies are deplorable
practices.

24 I can also affirm and commend the concern that so
many professionals and volunteers have shown toward
AIDS patients. The increasing seriousness of the problem,
however, requires that more be done. I therefore join my
oice with the many others who have called upon civic,

governmental. religious. and community leaders to intensify
their efforts to respond to the many human and religious
needs caused by AIDS. No one segment of our community
can do it alone. It requires the full collaboration of all.

25 But w hat can we do? A number of specific objectives
for this collaborative action come to mind.

26 that acute and long-care health facilities he encouraged
to expand their services where needed to be able to
care for more persons with AIDS and ARC;

27 that all hospitals be encouraged to prc-ide adequate
in-service education of their personnel and to develop
sufficient patient advocacy procedures to ensure
respectful and compassionate care of persons with
AIDS;

28 that hospice programs be developed to address the
unique needs of persons dying from AIDS;

29. that educatic nal programs. utilizing the media, be
/level, tied to help reduce prejudice and discrimination
towards persons suffering from AIDS;

30 that programs and services be developed to assist the
families and friends of AIDS patients while the
patients are alive and to support them in their
bereavement;

31 that the leaders of the Black and Hispanic communi-
ties, as well as the community as a w hole, be attentive
to the special needs of Blacks and Hispaaics with
AIDS.

32. This is indeed a large agenda. but I believe that it can be
realized if we all work together.
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THE CHURCH AND AIDS

33. The Church also has a specific role to play in ministering
to those suffering from AIDS. their families, and their
friends. As noted above, the Church should collaborate
with others as it seeks to fulfill its own responsibilities. To
that end. I pledge that we will work with public, private, and
religious groups to achieve the above-mentioned objectives.
We will continue to support interfaith efforts in exploring
such possibilities as opening a chronic care facility (similar
to a hospice) to care for those with AIDS. providing
temporary housing for families and friends unable to afford
other accommodations who are visiting people with Al DS,
and establishing an Interfaith Pastoral Counseling Center
to assist surviving families and friends in their time of grief.

34. As I intimated earlier, one of the obstacles to an
effective ministry to AIDS patients is fear and prejudice.
One of the best ways to lessen such fear and prejudice is to
communicate the truth in a straightforward way. To assist
other civic and religious groups in this important task of
communicating the facts about AIDS, I have given two
directives to archdiocesan agencies.

35. First, I have asked the Center for the Development in
Ministry, in collaboration with others, to develop programs
that will help achieve the following objectives:

36. provide priests, religious and lay leaders of the
Archdiocese v.ith accurate information about the
medical, psycho-social, and pastoral issue., related to
AIDS and ARC so that they can communicate such
information in a manner that is best suited for their
particular community. Such information should
include a list of resources and support systems
available to AIDS or ARC patients and their families
and friends.

37. assist in the development of training programs or
those who minister to those affected by AID or
ARC, e.g., hospital eucharistic ministers, visitors to
the sick.

38. Second, 1 hat e asked the Archdiocesan Department or
Educational Services to make accurate information about
AIDS available to :lir schools and religious education
programs. I lease it to the judgment of our educators as to
hov. this information might best be used in educational
programs to assist student in forming a correct, com-
passionate and healthy attitude toward persons with Al DS
and their families.

39. Another critical coll-rn is the employment of persons
who have contracted the ix: `.).S virus, A RC, or Al DS itself.
As in other areas, the Church has a responsibility to give
good example in such situations. Accordingly, our
Department of Employee Services has developed a general
employment policy for all employees with life-threatening
illnesses, including Al DS. Further, since at the present time
th HTLV-111 blood screen test is neither wholly accurate
nor diagnostic nor predictive of AIDS, it is not to be used as
an instiument for hiring persons v. orkine,at any let el of the
Archdiocese or seeking admission to our schools or other
Church institutions.

40. To ensure that our response to the many dimensions of
the AIDS crisis is effective. I will soon appoint a Pastoral
Care Coordinator for Al DS Ministry. Working within the
AHidiocesan partment of Community Services and.
specifically. in conjunction with Catholic Charities, this
person will oversee and coordinate present and future
initiatives in our Al DS ministry:. This person .4 also serve
as liaison with the other public. private, and religious
groups with which the Archdiocese will collaborate.

41. I also call upon the parishes of the Archdiocese to open
their doors and their hearts to those touched in any stay by
AIDS.

42. There is a final point I v ish to make in regard to our
AIDS ministry. When we minister to persons with AIDS.
like Je.:us, we do so with love and compassion. It is not our
task to make judgments but to call ourselves and those to
whom we minister to a deeper conversion and healing. It
would be a mistake to use our personal encounters with
AIDS patients only as an occasion to speak about moral
principles of behavior.

43. Nonetheless, as persons concerned about the well-
being of all our sisters and brothers. we should do all we can

as we minister to the broader community to encourage
people to live in a way that will enhance life, not threaten or
destroy it. It .teems appropriate. therefore, to remind
ourselces of the call to usc. God's gift of sexuality morally
and responsibly. as v.s.11 as the obligation to seek help v. hen
problems v.ith drugs or other substances develop. In
addition to being the col rect thing to do, it could do a great
deal to present the spread of the AIDS 'virus in the future.

CONCLUSION

44. As the Archbishop of Chicago, I call upon the men iers
of our f-:th community to join me in reaching out to and
caring for those suffering from Al DS as well as their
families and friends. It is our Christian responsibility to
provide for the physical necessities of our suffering brothers
and sisters in 4 context of spiritual suppert and player. As
the introduction to the Rite of the Anointing and Care of
the Si_lc reminds us, "the one v. ho is seriously ill needs the
special help of God's grace in this time of anxiety, lest she
(he) be broken in spirit and subject to temptations and the
weakening of faith."

45. I know that the fear and pain can be great. but we are a
community whose Master's love was so pervasive that it
broke through all barriers those created by society as well
as those built up in the human heart. Our responsibility and
challenge is to overcome ignorance and prejudice, to
become a community of healing and reconciliation in which
those who are suffering from Al DS can move from a sense
of alienation to one of unity, from a sense of judgment to
one of unconditional love I personally commit myself to
praying and working to achieve this goal. Plea join me!

46. I began this Pastoral Statement by telling, the tragic
story of Stephcn. I ttould like to concludc ith another a

story of hope.
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47 Once a leper came tP Jesus and pleaded on his knees.
"If you want." he said, "you can cur. me." Feeling sorry for
him. Jesus stretched out his hand and touched him. "Of
course I wait to," he said, "Be cured." and the leprosy, left
him at once and he was cured. (Mk 1:40-42)

48. At the very start of ais ministry, Jesus broke through
the religious and social barriers of his day and dared to
touch the pain of a fel'ou 1,,vir.an being. His touch brought
healing and life.

49. At this moment of the AIDS crisis, e come before the
same Lord i1i need of healing. Hedtnit is needed in our
society, within the Church, %% 'thin families, and by
individuals and Lommunities directly affected by AIDS.
Today our prayer is the same as the leper's. "If you want to.
you can cure us." Already his hands are stretching through
the barriers, and he is saying, "Of course I want to."

50. In faith %%t: knkm that we are not alone as we face our
challenge and fulfill our responsibility.
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A Call to Compassion
A Pastoral Letter on AIDS

to the Catholic Community of California
by the Bishops of the California Catholic Conference

April 6, 1987

INTRODUCTION

1. Jesus assured His disciples He would be with them to the
end of time (Mt. 28:20). He calls us to recognize His
presence among us, particularly in the poor, the outcast and
the ill, and to respond to Him by our c oncrete love for them.
He invites us to participate in His mission of mercy and
compassion.

The joys and hopes, the griefs and anxieties of the
people of this age, especially those who are poor or in
any way afflicted, these, too, are the joys and hopes,
the griefs and anxieties of the followers of Christ.'

2. With these words the second Vatican Council reaffirmed
the necessary involvement of the followers of Christ, both in
the communal life of the church and as individuals, with the
daily lives of men and women everywhere. This inseparable
connection reflects Christ s most intimate union with us.
His incarnate presence binds us to the struggles of those
with whom we share our lives.

3. The rapid outbreak of the unprecedented epidemic of
AIDS has affected Californians in an extraordinary fashion.
As Surgeon General Koop observed in his recent address to
our legislators (March 5, 1987), "Californians were the first
of our citizens, back in June of 1981, to be identified as
being the victims of AIDS. They were among the first to die
of the disease, and before the rest of our country knew about

or truly understood the nature of this catastrophe, the
people of California were already beginning to bury their
dead."

4. We. your bishops, have been profoundly moved by this
crisis, and especially by our personal encounters with
persons with AIDS. Sew.ral of us have written pastoral
letters for our own dioceses, having experienced how this
epidemic touches individuals, filch- families and society at
large, for "if one member suffers, all suffer together"(1 Cor.
12:26). For some time now we have wanted to write a
pastoral letter precisely as the California Catholic Con-
ference, offering our flections for the prayerful considera-
tion of the entire Catholic. community of California. We
hope, by this .neans, to promate n understanding of AIDS,
to allay irrational fears, to ponder this epidemic within the
framework of our Catholic faith, and to explore with you
ways in which we may be ...ailed as disciples of Jesus Cr hist
to r -spond to the victims of AIDS, their families and loved
ones.

CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO ILLNESS

5. Beyond our responsibility as individual citizens to

become informed about AIDS and to work toward its
prevention and treatment, as disciples of Jesus we bear a
special responsibility to care for the sick, to show them they
are loved, and to assure that they are treated with dignity
and respect. They are sisters and brothers of Jesus and bear
a special resemblance to Him because of their suffering.

6. Both scripture and tradition abound with models for
responding to those who are ill. At the heart of any
Christian response we find unconditional love and
compassion.

7. There were no conditions placed on Jesus' expression of
concern for the outcasts and the wounded of his world. If we
are to follow His example, our response to those who are ill
should be that of compassion, not of judgment.

And his disciples asked him, 'Rabbi, yy ho sinned, this
man or his parents, that he was born blind?' Jesus
answered, It was not that this man sinned, or his
parents. but that the works of God might be made
manifest in him.' (John 9:2-3)

8. Moved by compassion to communicate concretely the
unconditional lose of G..2., Jesus p.oceeded to open the
eyes of this man born blind. He healed the lame, cured
lepers, expelled demons, brought sight to the blind a id
hearing to the deaf. al. without judging individuals 3r
imputirg blame. W.. are called to respond with that same
lose for t.iose who in our day suffer from this new and
deadly disease of AIL S.

9. Just as we believe the Lord is vividly present to us in the
weak and ill, we also recall that by offering back the burden
of infirmity to the Father who gives us life, the side can in
some sense share in the mission of Jesus' ongoing
redemption:

Now I rejoice in my suffering for your sake, and in my
flesh I complete what is lacking in Christ's afflictions
for the sake of his body, that is, the Church. (Col.
1:24)

10. Because the sick will be saved "by personal faith and
the faith of the church," we are reminded that it is not only
health personnel and pastors who bear responsibility for
attending to the infirm, "It is especially fitting that all
baptized Christians share in this ministry of mutual charity

ithin the Body of Christ by showing love for the sick, and
by celebrating the sacraments with them."2

Is any among you sick? Let him call for the elders of
the church, and let them pray over him, anointing him
with oil in the name of the Lord, and the prayer of
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faith will save the sick mn, and the Lord will raise
him up, and if he has committed sins, he will be
forgiven. (James 5:14-15)

it By providing direct care, by visiting, by offering our
prayers, and by sharing in the Eucharist and the Sacrament
of Anointing, we can offer our companionship. along with
the refreshment and reconciliation of the Lord.

NEED TO DISPEL IRRATIONAL FEARS

"A leper approached Jesus with a request, kneeling
down as he addressed him: If you will to do so, you
can cure me. Moved with pity. Jesus stretched out his
hand touched him, and said: I do will it. Be cured."
(Mark 1:40-41)

12. When he came across those who were sick, the Lord
engaged in an immediate. direct. hands-on-ministry of
healing. We are called, likewise, to touch our ailing brothers
and sisters in those ways which present themselv es to us in
the circumstances of our daily lives, our ministries and
occupations. But many fears, some irrational, p;ay in us as
individuals and as community. when we approach persons
with AIDS. We need to acknowledge these fears and
confront them. The first thing we need to do is learn some
basic facts about AIDS.

13 We urge you to read and study the Surgeon General's
Report on Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome pub-
lished last fall by the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. Written in "plain-English." this document
provides a clear biological and medical explanation of the
nature of AIDS and AIDS-Related Complex (ARC), how
the disease is transmitted. and how its spread can be
prevented. The Surgeon General would be the first to insist
that his report is a technical medical document, not a set of
moral guidelines. Like all technical studies which touch on
such intimate and sacred areas as human sexuality, the
report needs to be studied in a moral Lontext. Our letter will
help to provide that moral context.

14. Irrational fear should be dispelled espe "ially by the
medical judgment that one cannot become infected with the
AIDS virus by casual contact. On th, other hand. the
Surgeon General's Report makes it clear that fear can be
useful when it, -Vs people avoid behavior that puts then: at
risk for AIDS. And so, avoidance Gf illicit use of drugs.
sexual abstinence before marriage and monogamous fidelity
within marriage recommend themselves as medically
necessary as well as morally responsible. The recovery of the
virtue ol cha'tity may be one of the most urgent needs of
contemporary society.

15. Reading the aLcumulated body of mediLal information
in :he light of the Gospel, we offer the following specific
recommendations.

PRAYER

1; We reaffirm the role and importance of intercessor',
prayer and fasting in the life of thc church, and encourage
day prar.., for all with AIDS, for their families and loved
ones. W.., urge parishes to include in their regular Prayer of

the Faithful thi. needs of those affected by the AIDS
epidemic, and to offer their spiritual as w oil as temporal
assistance by prayer and fasting.

COMPANIONSHIP AND TEMPORAL ASSISTANCE

17 We acknowledge and encourage the continued efforts
of individuals and groups who make themselves avail ble in
a variety of practical ways. by providing companionship.
household help. transportation. ecc aomic assistance, pas-
toral care. family support. bereavement counseling, medical
care and research, a ad educational outreach. These persons
truly extend the hands of the community. comforting with
the tenderness of the Master Healer our ailing sisters and
brothers.

SPECIAL CONCERN FOR HOMOSEXUAL PERSONS

18 We urge that special attention be given to those at high
risk for contracting the AIDS virus. For some time in
California the moat obvious high risk individuals will
continue to be members of the homosexual community,
some of w hom have be r. ,eparated from the church and its
spiritual life. We regret this distance, and long to heal their
wounds by offering our support and fellowship. We
encourage special preparation for all engaged in ministry or
in service to homosexual persons in order to reduce the
understandable fear and anxiety associated with
AIDS/ ARC. We suggest special training to make caregivers
more sensitive to the needs of this group. We have learned
from the generous manner in which the homosexual
community has respnded by providing support services and
educ- hon.

19 Those at risk for AIDS because of their use of
intravenous drugs also call for our special attention. We
embrace them fully as they struggle under the double
burden of illness and addiction (and, if they are homosexual,
often a triple burden). We offer our assistance in their
infirmity as well as our confidence in the Lord's power to
rzlease them from the captivity of substance abuse.

HEALTH CARE WORKERS AND INSTITUTIONS

20 We commend Catholic hospiuds for exerting leadership
in developing AIDS services which provide non-judgmental
and sensitive care. Since anxiety among health care workers
appeal _ to diminish as they are able to spend more extended
and interactive time with AIDS patients. attention should
be given to providing adequate preparation, ongoing support
and education to all health providers and anxilittry wort ers,
cspeLially for those v nose Lontaa w ith patients tends to be
brief or of a more technical nature.

21. Community-based support services such as hospices,
some care. and volunteer help can decrease the time Al DS
patients spend in the hospital. We encourage thc. further
development of aural and community resources which
allow patients who so envy e to receive their care and to
share time with family and friends in a more familiar and
dignified setting.
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FREGNANT WOMEN

22. The implications of the AIDS epidemic for pregnancy
and ueliv ery are profound. It has been estimated that two
thirds of pregnancies in mothers infected with the AIDS
virus may result in infection in the babies in their wombs.
There is also ev idence suggesting that pregnant.) itself may
be a risk facto, for the progression of AIDS in infected
women vvhodo not yet have mptoms. These maternal and
fetal considerations bring significant complexity to counsel-
ing in the area of sexual activity as well as prenatal and
obstetric care, requiring ongoing collaborative researei and
reflection by health pros iders and pastoral ministers.

AIDS IN PRISONS

23. We should be aware that some people in our prisons
have been infected by the AIDS v irus, and that a number of
them suffer from AIDS or ARC. This reality increases the
need for especially sensitive pastoral care within the prison
setting, and for education which can minimize prejudicial
treatment and harassment, and prevent further spreae. of
the virus. Almost half of prisoners with AIDS have died
while in custody of the correctional system. This situation
cries out for the development and maintenance of an AIDS
hospice program in which to care for severely or terminally
ill prisoners in a humane and compass.olate env ironment.

OUR RESPONSE TO THE FAMILIES
OF THOSE AFFECTED BY AIDS

24. \'''th Mary, who held her broken son at the foot of the
cross, our community grieves with the parents, partners,
families and friends of those persons afflicted by AIDS. Our
ailing brothers and sisters who have fallen victims to this
disease are often taken from our midst in what should be
their most vigorous years. Their youth makes the burden of
their sickness and death even harder to bear for their
families and frieads.

25. The tragedy of an AIDS diagnosis may be the precipi-
tating event by which a child becomes known to his or her
family as a homosexual person or a drug user. Parents and
siblings may find thit ifficult to accept, sometimes respond-
ing with incredulity and rejection. We are called to lend r
practical, emotional, and spiritual support to such families.
Our hearts must go out to those families weakened by anger
or sorrow who cannot accept the reality of their loved one
having AIDS. Reminding them by our ministry that human
dignity conies from God, and that we believe each r --rson is
sacred a unique reflection of God among us we can
encourage them to accept these persons with AIDS back
within their embrace. Other families might find the courage
and strength to provide tare in their homes for those
incapacitated by AIDS.

26. However families struggle to deal with the painful
realities of this illness, we can aid by offering practical
assistance such as shopping, cleaning and respite time, a:,
well as our emotional ,..nd spiritual support to families and
loved ones strained by illness and bereavement, and housing
for those who come from other party of the country.

FROM IRRATIONAL REACTION
TO EFFECTIVE RESPONSE

2;. Clearly, AIDS is a crisis of immense proportions which
not only threatens indiv iduai lives, but strains the very
bonds of trust upon which our common life depends.
Bey mid its obvious and tragic impact on the health of
infected welly idualsAl DS has subtly augmented our
Lulu e's per\ asiv e sense of insecurity. Similar to the
manner in vv hick the specter of possible nuclear destruction
has resulted in a heightened level of generalized anxiety, so
has the arrival of this deadly v irus which threatens all
sectors of the population from infants to the elderly
added to the stress of our age. And, as many other epidemics
have done in the past, the AIDS phenomenon provides a
focus for the projection of fears and prejudices against
infected persons and those in already marginated high-risk
groups. Accordingly, despite all evidence that this virus is
not easily transmitted, there have been some inappropriate
reactions such as attempts to bar children with AIDS from
schools, eviction from housing, loss of medical and life
insurance or insurability, and denial of access to medical
are and emergency medical transportation. Further, there

has been threatened or actual loss of employment, move-
ments to quarantine those w ho are infected or w ho might be
infected, physical violence, rejection by pastoral ministers,
and even refusal by undertakers to bury the dead.

28. Two avenues which offer us effective means of reducing
both the epidemic's spread and impact on our society are
education and legislation.

29. We urge those engaged in educational ministries at all
levels to cooperate with pares in developing inter-
disciplinary programs in confor.a.ty with the moral teaching
of the Church for the prevention cf further spread of the
Virus.

30. Schools and places of employ ment hay e been affected
by' ear of AIDS and its spread. Based on an understanding
of the modes of transmission of the AIDS virus, medical
opinion developed in concert with the National Congress of
Parents and Teachers supports the safety of in-school
education for childen infected with the AIDS virus. Similar
data provide the basis for medical opinion regarding the
safety of infected persons within the work environment. We
support these guidelines and encourage teachers, school
administrators anu employers to familiarize themselves
with this information in order to guarantee access to
education and employability for people with AIDS, as well
as to minimize tensions in school, office or factory which are
based on a lack of information.

31. Further, we oppose irrational, inappropriate and mis-
guided efforts to quarantine persons affected by this v irus,
and support the maintenance of confidentiality in order that
competent professional personnel might be able to counsel
and advise in a climate free of fear.

32. Finally, we advocate legislation at all governmental
levels which supports research into WV therapies and a
preventative vaccine, promotes appropriate AIDS education
in health and school programs directed toward the general
"3
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public and also developed especially for those in high risk
groups; supports community -based and home care sery ices,
provides disability and health care coverage for persons
with ARC as well as those with AIDS, guarantees rights to
employment, housing, insurance, transportation and educa-
tion for infected persons.

CONCLUSION

33. The griefs and anxieties of persons affected by the
AIDS virus touch each of us. We experience anew our
human fragility as we witness and embrace the suffering of
our sisters and brothers influenced by this epidemic. In this
tragedy we hear echoes of the torment of Rachel:

A voice is heard in Ramah, lamentation and bitter
weeping. Rachel is weeping for her children, she
refuses to be comforted for her children, because they
are not. (Jeremiah 31:15)

34. People with AIDS/ ARC remind us that they are not
distant unfamiliar victims to be pitied or shunned, but
persons who deserve to remain within our communal
consciousness and to be embraced with unconditional love.

35. We hope and pray that sooner or later this epidemic
will be eliminated by the development of effective treatments
and a vaccine. Until that time, we must courageously and
responsibly accommodate ourselves to the reality of an
epidemic, remodeling personal and institutional commit-
ments as necessary. We dedicate ourselves and our resources
to spiritual support, to practical care, and to educational

efforts designed to reduce prejudice and to stop the spread
of the disease. We beg the Spirit for inspiration, courage
and humility as we respond to this situation, desiring that
through our actions the Kingdom might come more fully
into the world:

Then the just will ask Him, 'Lord, when did we see you
hungry and feed you or see you thirsty and give you
drink? When did we welcome you away from home or
clothe you in your nakedness? When did we visit you
when you were ill or in prison?' The king will a, saver
them. `I assure you, as often as you did it for one of my
least brothers, you did it for me.' (Matt:iew 24.37-40)

36. We hope this letter proves helpful to you in addressing
the AIDS epidemic with faith, hope and unconditional love.
Aware of its many inadequacies, we invite your critical
reponse to assist us in more faithfully carrying out our
pastoral mission.

END NOTES

I. Gauclitttn et Spes, the Second Vatican Council's Pastoral
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World, No. I.

2. "Decree on Pastoral Care of the Sick," National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, January 28, 1983. No.
33.

3. This pastoral letter uses the term "homosexual" without
prejudice to any ir.diN 'duals or groups or to their right to
call themselves "gay men" or iesbian women."
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5 Glossary

Abstinence:
Refraining from doing something, for example, refraining
from sexual activity or the use of illegal drugs

Acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS):
See AIDS

Adultery:
Sexual intercourse between a married person and someone
other than that person's spouse

AIDS:
Acquired immune deficiency syndrome; a disease state
caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that
decreases functioning of the immune system. When immune
deficient, a person is susceptible to certain severe infections
and cancers.

AIDS-related complex (ARC):
See ARC

AWS virus:
The virus that causes AIDS which is currently called the
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

Anal Sex:
The inserting of the pcnis into the anus (excretory openir g)
of a partner, male or female. This form of sex is physically
abusive and can lead to many types of infection.

Antibody:
A protein substance formed by the body's immune system in
response to a foreign agent or antigen

Antigen:
Any substance which, when introduced into the b3dy, ,
causes production of an antibody

Antiviral:
Literally "against virus"; any drug that can destroy or
weaken a virus. Some experimental anti% irals are being
used to treat AIDS.

ARC:
AIDS-related complex, a lesser dLease response to the
AIDS virus. Symptoms may include chronic, swollen
glands, recurrent fevers, unexplained weight loss, chronic
diarrhea, fatigue, and minor changes in the immune system.
ARC may or may not develop into AIDS.

Asymptomatic carrier:
A person who has an infectious organism within the body
but does not feel or show outward symptoms

Bisexual:
Having sexual partner(s) of the same sex and of the opposite
sex, a person who has a sexual orientation tcward persons
of the same as well as the opposite sex

Body fluids:
Fluids manufactured by the body. Those fluids that are
believed to transmit the HIV virus are semen, blood, and
vaginal secretions.

Carrier:
A person who harbors a specific disease-carrying organism,
may not have any active symptoms of the disease, but is still
capable of spreading the organism to others

Casual contact:
Refers to daily interactions between HIV-infected persons
and others at home, work, and school

Celibacy:
Virginity as a response to a Gospel invitation; virginity
consecrated to Jesus Christ

Central ne: vous system (CNS):
Refers to the brain and spinal cord. The AIDS vir,s is
believed to affect the cells of the CNS. Symptoms may
include loss of motor control, headaches, dementia nearing,
speech, and vision loss.

Chaste:
Refers to a person who uses sexuality responsibly and in
accordance with its purpose

Chastity:
Virtue that helps persons love unselfishly and responsibly,
that regulates ano humanizes sexual desires, sexual absti-
nence for the unmarried and exclusive heterosexual
partnership for the married

Communinble:
Refers to a disease that may bc, transmitted from one person
to another

Compassion:
Awareness of person's distress with dL.sire to comfort and
alleviate pain

Condom:
A protective sheath that fits over the erect penis

Confidential:
Refers to inform._ ,ion that may be shared only with
permission
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Conjugal union:
The fullest expression of love between a husband and wife,
the insertior of the man's penis into the woman's vagina

Contagious:
Easy transmission of disease-causing organism from one
person to another. The AIDS virus is transmitted is blood,
semen, and vaginal fluid.

Contaminated:
Infected with disease-producing germs

Diagnose:
Identify a disease by signs, symptoms. and laboratory
results

Disease:

A sickness that impairs normal functioning of the body

ELISA:
Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA); a test used
to detect HIV antibodies in the blood; sometimes call HIV
antibody test

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA):
See ELISA

Fatal:
Capable of causing death

Fetus:

A human being developing within the mother's uterus

Fidelity in marriage:
Being faithful to a marriage partner b} hating no other
sexual partners

Gay:

Havingsexual interest in or sexual partners of the same sex;
a male homosexual

Genitals:
The external sexual or reproductive organs

Germ:

A small organic structure or cell from which a new organism
may develop

Hemophilia:
A rare hereditary condition in which the blood does not clot
properly

Heterosexual:
A person who has a sexual preference for someone of the
opposite sex; having sexual partners of the opposite sex
only

High risk behavior:
Thosc behaviors that increase the chance of harm to one's
body in Aiding the chance of being infected by the AIDS

virus. Examples of risk behavior include intravenous drug
use wit; infected needles, anal or vaginal intercourse with
multiple partners, and oral-genital or oral-anal contact with
infected persons.

HIV:
Human immunodeficiency virus. the virus thet causes
AIDS

Homosexual:
A person who has a sexual orientation or preference for
someone of the same sex; having sexual partners of the same
sex only; gay or lesbian

Hospice:

A shelter or lodging for travelers, the destitute, the incurably
ill. etc.

Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV):
See HIV

Illegal drugs:
Drugs obtained and used in a way that is forbidden by law

Immune:
Resistance of the body to disease-causing organisms like
virus, bacteria, fungi, etc.

Immune System:
The body's defense system in which specialized cells and
proteins in blood and other fluids work together against
disease-producing germs and other foreign substances

Incubation period:
Refers to the time from initial infection to appearance of
first symptoms of a disease. The incubation period of AIDS
can be a few months to as long as ten years.

Infection:
The result of being in contact with a disease-producing germ

Intercourse:
Sexual joining of two individuals

Intravenous (IV):
See IV

IV:
Intravenous; refers to drugs injected by needle into the veins

Latency:

Period during which the virus is within the body but resting
in an inactive state

Lesbian:
A female homosexual

Kaposi's sarcoma:
A rare form of cancer that persons with AIDS have more
often than other people as a result of depressed immune
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systems. May occur as painless, purple spots on the skin,
but also occurs internally in organs.

Monogamous:
The condition or practice of having only one spouse whose
relationship is full commitment and fidelity to the other

Morality:
The quality of right or wrong; rightness or wrongness; a
norm for the conduct of persons

Mucous membrane:
The soft, moist skin that lines the body ca% ities such as the
mouth, vagina, urethra, eyelids, and rectum

Myth:
An explanation not based on fact

Opportunistic infections:
A variety of diseases which occur in indi% :duals who hae
depressed immune systems. These are caused by micro-
organisms which do not usually cause diseases in a person
with a healthy immune system.

Oral-genital sexual activity:
Contact between the mouth and genitals

Pandemic:
Widespread communicable disease that affects the entire
world

Pathogen:
Any disease-producing microoronism or substance

Penis:
Male reproductive organ

Person with AIDS (PWA):
The term preferred by people diagnosed with AIDS. It is
also intended to counteract the more negative term, "AIDS
victim."

Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PO):
The most common, life threatening opportunistic infection
which affects the lungs; a frequent cause of death in persons
with AIDS

Semen:
A fluid from the male which leaves the body through the
penis; it contains the sperm and carries the Al DS virus if the
male is infected.

Sero-positive:
indicates presence of antibodies to a particular disease-
pcoducing organism

Sex:
As commonly understood, refers to genital activity

Sexuality:
Maleness of femaleness, the basic identity of a human
person, a person's fund. mental life-giving, power, refleeted
in relationships with others and with the total environment

Sexually transmitted disease (STD):
Disease that is transmitted by sexual activities

Symptom:
A change in funetion or behavior that indicates skkness

Syndrome:
A set of signs and symptoms occurring together that
characterize a specific disease or disorder

T-Cell:
A white blood ell that matures in the thymus gland. T4 cells
are she helper cells. T8 are the suppressor cells.

Transfusion:
Donation of blood from one person to another

Transmit:
To pass from one person to another

Unconditional love:
The kind of love extended by God and modeled by Jesus in
which a person is loved at all times

Unsterilized:
Contaminated with disease - producing microrganisms

Vagina:
Passageway from the female external genital folds to the
uterus (womb)

Vaginal secretions:
Fluids produced by the female genitals that provide
moistness and lubrication of the vagina. This body fluid
may harbor the AIDS virus.

Virtu -:
A habit or established capability for performing good
actions; moral excellence and responsibility: conformity to
a moral standard

Virus:
Submicroscopic living parasite which causes disease and
reproduces only within living cells: a living organism too
small to be seen by the unaided eye
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In any ,. !w edition of this publication, what would you suggest be added, corrected, or revised?

(Please identify the section of the publication to which each suggestion relates.)

Suggested by

Address

City/State/Zip

Phone Number(s) (A C )

Amount and type of experience in using material:

:;lease return to NCEA Curriculum Office, Suite 100, 1077 30th St., N.W., Washington, DC 20007-3852.
Thank you. pit
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